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ABSTRACT

This study undertakes an examination of the representation of nature in works
of literature that it regards as early British ‘mythopoeic fantasy’. By this term
the thesis understands that fantasy fiction which is fundamentally concerned
with myth or myth-making. It is the contention of the study that the connection
of these works with myth or the idea of myth is integral to their presentation of
nature. Specifically, this study identifies a connection between the idea of
nature presented in these novels and the thought of the late-Victorian era
regarding nature, primitivism, myth and the impulse behind mythopoesis. It is
argued that this conceptual background is responsible for the notion of nature
as a virtuous force of spiritual redemption in opposition to modernity and in
particular to the dominant modern ideological model of scientific materialism.
The thesis begins by examining late-Victorian sensibilities regarding myth and
nature, before exposing correlative ideas in selected case studies of authors
whose work it posits to be primarily mythopoeic in intent. The first of these
studies considers the work of Henry Rider Haggard, the second examines
Scottish writer David Lindsay, and the third looks at the mythopoeic
endeavours of J. R. R. Tolkien, the latter standing alone among the authors
considered in these central case studies in producing fiction under a fully
developed theory of mythopoesis. The perspective is then widened in the final
chapter, allowing consideration of authors such as William Morris and H. G.
Wells. The study attempts to demonstrate the prevalence of an identifiable
conceptual model of nature in the period it considers to constitute the age of
early mythopoeic fantasy fiction, which it conceives to date from the lateVictorian era to the apotheosis of Tolkien’s work.
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INTRODUCTION: MYTH, NATURE, AND FANTASY LITERATURE

Mythopoeic fantasy, as this study has named it, is conceived to be that mode
of fantasy writing that draws in some measure on the structures, archetypes,
or imagery of myth, or engages in mythopoesis, raising the value of symbol
above such matters as character development. Universal human fears and
desires are represented through characters, rather than individual identities, in
order to attempt to present, or to access, truths about the human condition. It
would seem that ‘mythopoeic fantasy’ is a particularly pertinent label beneath
which to seek understanding of the fantasy belonging to the period examined
in this thesis, due to its concern with myth as a mode of conveying or
contacting spiritual truth, as well as its frequent use of traditional mythic
literature as source material. The use of the term indicates the importance
ascribed by this study to the prevalent concepts of myth and mythopoesis
operative in the fantasy fiction it examines.
From inception, the aim of this study was to provide an ideational
background to the presentation of nature in the apparently singular fantasy
world of J. R. R. Tolkien, and in doing so it identifies a common vision of
nature in the wider sphere of early British fantasy fiction. Tolkien undertook a
defence of the mythic mode in his seminal essay ‘On Fairy-stories’ (1947),1
and this study understands the work of the other authors discussed here as
similarly defending the value of mythopoesis. This defence of myth is part of a
wider resistance that characterizes mythopoeic fantasy, which sees the
1

Although this essay, critical to an understanding of Tolkien’s theory of fantasy, was first
published in 1947, it was previously delivered in shortened form as an Andrew Lang Lecture
at the University of St. Andrews in 1939.
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mythic, the natural, and the spiritual pitted against the realist, the artificial, and
the scientific or the material.
The opening chapter looks at the intellectual background provided by the
late-Victorian era, which inculcated the interrelated understandings of myth
and of nature that this thesis regards as conditioning mythopoeic fantasy.
There follow several case studies that seek to establish a pattern in such
fantasy of the presentation of nature in the context of an understanding of
myth drawn from this conceptual background. The works of Henry Rider
Haggard are examined in the second chapter, followed in the third by those of
the Scottish writer David Lindsay. Lindsay’s work is seldom studied at all, very
rarely in terms of wider fantasy fiction, and certainly not in the context of an
ideational correlation with that of Haggard and Tolkien. However, despite an
idiosyncratic dualist metaphysic, Lindsay’s work is fully interpretable within the
understanding of nature and of myth set out in this study, and proves valuable
in helping establish a conceptual correlation between otherwise disparate
writers, only loosely connected elsewhere as writers of fantasy fiction. The
fourth chapter is a case study of the works of Tolkien, and demonstrates the
vision of nature presented in his fiction as falling into the pattern already
established, rather than being a unique expression of a personal philosophy.
To this point, the study progresses chronologically; the works of Haggard
(1856 – 1925) are followed by those of Lindsay (1876 – 1945), and
subsequently those of Tolkien (1892 – 1973). In the final chapter this
chronological approach is dispensed with as the scope of the study is
broadened to incorporate corroboratory material from the wider field of early
British fantasy fiction, reference being made to the works of William Morris
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(1834 – 1896) and H. G. Wells (1866 – 1946), along with those of the Irish
writer, Lord Dunsany (1878 – 1957). Tolkien’s work is so much of an epiphany
in terms of the development of fantasy that many later exponents of the genre
rely heavily on it in their own ideational and thematic choices. Consequently,
this study does not choose to examine the work of later writers of fantasy
fiction.
The normal boundaries of what is often called high fantasy, heroic fantasy,
or secondary world fantasy are not strictly observed in this thesis; the key
criteria for the inclusion of fiction in this study was a fundamental constituent
of fantasy and a close association with myth or the mythic mode. The writings
of Haggard, and specifically those of his fictionalized Africa, may not ordinarily
sit alongside the work of Tolkien, and yet are the focus of one of the central
case studies in this thesis. Haggard’s work contains strong elements of
fantasy, and his Africa is a secondary fantasy world in which nature is
envisioned mythopoeically as an agent of spiritual regeneration. This study
even contends the applicability of its understanding of mythopoeic fantasy to
the work of the father of science-fiction, H. G. Wells. Wells’ work is
mythopoeic in impulse, and crucially engages in a questioning of modernity
and the value of scientism that draws his writing conceptually into alignment
with the fantasy fiction at the heart of this thesis.
The thesis as a whole argues that the late-nineteenth century produced a
particular conception of the history and function of myth, rooted in notions of
primitivism, which incorporated within it a certain perception of nature, and
that this Victorian mythography directed the exponents of mythopoeic fantasy
in their fictional expressions of the natural world. Through the influence of Sir
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James Frazer and other prominent Victorian anthropologists, the fertility myth
emerged as the predominant form of mythic paradigm. This fact plays a
central role in the works featured in this study. They commonly present the
mythic and the natural as forces of spiritual revivification, in accordance with
the redemptive structures of fertility myth. It is man’s contemporary culture
that is deemed to stand in need of mythic restoration; the fantasy analysed
here is universally anti-modern in character, and opposed to what the
nineteenth-century anthropologists had defined as the ‘scientific’ stage of
man’s existence. Oppositional motifs of nature and the machine pervade
these works. The notion of an erstwhile mythic age marked by recognition of
the suffusion of the material world with spirit, and by a closer connection of
man with nature, is common to them. This primitive connection to spiritual
truth and correlatively to the natural world is widely understood in mythopoeic
fantasy to have been abandoned in favour of an aggressive materialism in
modernity. The concept of ‘progress’ is consequently challenged by these
novels, and is opposed in them by the notion of degeneration from a past
state based on a romantic interpretation of anthropological concepts regarding
primitivism, myth, and nature. A strong connection is accordingly made in this
thesis between the anti-modernity in the viewpoint of these authors and their
presentations of nature.
It is hoped that this study succeeds in giving context to the conception of
nature evident in the works of J. R. R. Tolkien, and in elevating the
significance of an understanding of nineteenth-century anthropological ideas
regarding the mythic mode to the comprehension of the early period of
modern fantasy literature, and particularly its vision of nature.

5

I: VICTORIAN ANTHROPOLOGY AND MYTHOPOEIC FANTASY

The ‘primitive’ as mythic signifier in fantasy literature

Fantasy of the genre of The Lord of the Rings (1954 - 1955) has a close
relationship with myth, and critics often examine Tolkien’s work by unstitching
the threads of ancient myth and folktale woven into his writings. An equally or
more valuable approach is to look at the relation of his tales to the mythopoeic
impulse, which leads to the understanding that it is not only the ancient myths
themselves which manifest their influence, but also the late-Victorian psyche,
which saw a new evolutionary systemization of myth and folktale as a subject
and of mythopoesis as a concept. In the mid-to-late-nineteenth century the
new science of man, anthropology, developed notions of the primitive world
and mind that conditioned popular and scholarly understanding of myths,
mythopoesis, and the function of mythic or magical thinking. The spiritual
reaction to scientific materialism, which both seemed to threaten spiritual life
and disassociate man from nature, drew on this anthropology and assimilated
ideas of the primitive and magical thought with romantic ideas of nature and
the mind to form the myth of an ‘other’, an alternative tradition to that of
scientific materialism based on the concept of a unity of mind and nature.
The Victorian mind was pervasively influenced by the change to a
Darwinian understanding of existence, and by Tylorian evolutionary
anthropology, and particularly E. B. Tylor’s critical notion of understanding the
customs of undeveloped societies in the contemporary world as ‘survivals’ of
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primitive society through which the mind of early man might be known. The
chief exponent of this theory, Sir James Frazer, was prominent among the
early theorists of man who laid the ground for an understanding of myth which
has as much relevance to fantasy of the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth
centuries as myth and folktale do themselves.
The rise of anthropology was an important cultural as well as scientific
facet of the Victorian era, the consequences of which impacted forcibly upon
literature at the time and into the twentieth century. Archaeology developed,
colonial acquisition and exploration reached their zenith, bringing the West
into direct contact with ancient and undeveloped cultures, and evolutionary
theory arose.1 A new perspective on the history and development of mankind
allowed ethnology and anthropology to take their places among the more
established sciences.2 E. B. Tylor’s work, Primitive Culture (1871), set out the
comparative method, which formed the cornerstone of anthropological study.
But it is perhaps with James Frazer that we see the most significant crossover
of the ideas of these young sciences and literature. The Golden Bough first
appeared in 1890, the expanded third edition being presented in twelve
volumes between 1907 and 1915. Much has been written on its impact on
modernism3 and its influence is also traceable in the theories of mind and
society developed later by Sigmund Freud, who wrote Totem and Taboo
(1913) according to the fundamental principles set down in Frazer’s work. The
1

Darwin’s seminal On the Origin of Species was published in 1859.
An Ethnological Society was established in 1843, the Anthropological Society of London
followed in 1863.
3
For instance, this is the focus of J. B. Vickery’s work on Frazer, which looks in particular at
the influence of his ideas on T. S Eliot and James Joyce (see J. B. Vickery, The Literary
Impact of The Golden Bough, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1973). Laurence Coupe
examines the impact of The Golden Bough on Eliot’s ‘The Waste Land’, arguing that Eliot as
a modernist was attracted by the unifying project of Frazer, who believed in the possibility of
identifying a collective culture, a ‘global myth’ (L. Coupe, Myth: The New Critical Idiom,
London: Routledge, 1997, p. 31).
2
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literary style of Frazer’s book made it accessible and ensured its cultural
impact.
This study tries to explicate the relation of fantasy to primitive thought or
the concept of primitive thought. This involves looking at fantasy as a mode or
type of thinking, as mythopoesis, and at its relation to the idea of myth, and
also at its relation to the concepts of primitive thought as filtered into the
popular imagination from nineteenth-century science. We can trace the image
of the ‘primitive’ emerging through the latter half of the nineteenth century,
which can be seen to be drawn upon in fantasy literature, and which
conditions the restorative mythopoesis of the fantasies in this study, and
defines their ideational employment of nature. Anthropological ideas, along
with Romantic literary tradition, and the reaction to the contemporary
industrialization of the country, created an understanding of ‘myth’ that was
based on an understanding of the term ‘primitive’. This term incorporated
marked ambiguity, attained through the dialectic of primitivism and progress.
This theoretical background is highly relevant to an understanding of the early
period of British high fantasy up to the publication of The Lord of the Rings in
the middle of the twentieth century.

Anthropological science and the idea of ‘primitivism’

In Nada the Lily (1892), Haggard presents the seizure of control of the People
of the Axe by Umslopogaas in a martial contest with the old king4 comparable

4

H. Rider Haggard, Nada the Lily (1892), London: Collins, 1957, pp. 151 – 164.
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to Frazer’s opening motif in The Golden Bough, the depiction of the ‘King of
the Wood’ at Nemi.5 The general theory of divine kingship had been
popularized by Frazer just two years before the publication of Haggard’s
novel. Though the body of thought influencing the writers examined by this
study ran much wider than Frazer alone, his work was crucial in the formation
of the idea of the ‘primitive’ that came to inhabit the Victorian imagination. In
the wake of evolutionary theory and embryonic anthropological theory, ‘sex’,
‘superstition’, and ‘survival’ became keynote terms in the ideation of the age;
Frazer combined them to suggest that the ‘savage’ was operative beneath the
skin of civilized man. The savagery and irrationality presented in The Golden
Bough came to form one image of the ‘primitive’. If there existed a tradition of
the ‘noble savage’ in the Romantic literary tradition, there existed too a
tradition of the ignoble savage pertaining to the nineteenth-century positivism
of which Frazer was an advocate. He and Tylor before him were evolutionary
in perspective. Tylor understood his endeavour in Primitive Culture in terms of
charting man’s progress ‘from savagery to civilization’,6 while Frazer used the
exact same phrase in The Golden Bough.7 This expresses neatly the positivist
belief in progress that drove these anthropological investigations. Primitive
man was widely seen to be in the grip of either anarchy or despotism. In the
former case, primitive man represented the ontological uncertainty that
Darwinism had brought to Victorian society, the possible chaos that began
man’s existence, and in the latter case the primitive was seen as the operative
realm of the survival of the fittest, and the barbarous natural law of the beasts.
5

J. G. Frazer, The Golden Bough: A Study in Magic and Religion: The Magic Art and the
Evolution of Kings (1890), London: MacMillan & Co., 1913, Vol. I, pp. 8 – 11.
6
E. B. Tylor, Primitive Culture: Researches into the Development of Mythology, Philosophy,
Religion, Language, Art, and Custom (1871), London: John Murray, 1929, p. 21.
7
Frazer, p. 8.
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The idea that humanity maintains only a thin crust of civilization which may
rupture at any moment to display the savagery beneath is also displayed by
Haggard in his representations of African culture, even those, such as King
Solomon’s Mines (1885) and She (1887), which appeared prior to the
publication of The Golden Bough; although Frazer’s work was highly
formative, he was as much a product of his age as the writers in this study
themselves, and his understanding of the ‘primitive’ and the focus of his
mythography on fertility ritual is symptomatic of the wider trends of Victorian
thought and indebted to the earlier anthropological work of Tylor and others.
The motif is a pervasive feature in the presentations of the ‘primitive’ and the
‘natural’ across the range of fantasy fiction examined in this study. Regarding
the mental attributes ascribed to primitive man, Brian Street argues that
western accounts of primitive life emphasized the sensational elements of it,
so that primitive man appeared to live in a world dominated by fear
occasioned by the supernatural, ignoring the great ‘mass of ordinary life’.8 In
fact, the age managed to associate the ‘primitive’ with irrationality more deeply
still due to Tylor’s association of ‘animism’,9 the principle of cosmic existence
under which he posited primitive man to live, to child-like experience of
being.10 Primitivism was in this negative way immediately given the properties
of a direct ‘other’ to Enlightenment rationalism, an opposition that in fact runs
much deeper.

8

B. Street, The Savage in Literature: Representations of ‘Primitive’ Society in English Fiction
1858 - 1920, London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1975, p. 161.
9
Whereas earlier theories had conceived that primitive deities derived simply from
personification of natural phenomena, Tylor came up with the theory of ‘animism’, which
understood these deities to derive from a universal spirit animating the whole of existence, a
theory that became central to understandings of the primitive mind. This theory is the driving
force behind his great work, Primitive Culture (1871).
10
Tylor, p. 31.
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Yet the ‘primitive’ also came to represent ‘continuity and intelligibility of life
in the face of anarchy, chaos, and disorder’.11 This was because it appeared
to stand for a unity of the spiritual and the material in man’s understanding of
existence that seemed to be lost in the modern scientific age. It is this latter
image of the ‘primitive’ which proves most critical in understanding the
presentation of nature in mythopoeic fantasy, since it could be adopted as a
rebuttal of scientism in the critique of modernity which is the tenor of the genre
in this period. Primitivism was associated, then, with both sides of the eternal
mythic struggle between day and night, life and death, encapsulated in the
cross-cultural mythic patterns exposed by Frazer.
It is precisely the ambiguity of Frazer’s work that John B. Vickery claims
has appealed to writers in the twentieth century; his dual perspective of
‘intelligence and hopelessness, of rational dreams and tragic awareness
mirrored in a style of ironic nobility’.12 Both the vision of man’s civilizing
progress, the rational dream of a linear movement away from savagery, and
tragic awareness, the apprehension of brute savagery lurking beneath man’s
skin, unable to be exorcised by that progress, are evident in the implicit tone
and explicit content of The Golden Bough. Both an avowal of, and an
uncertainty about, scientific progress can be perceived. Frazer contributed to
the placing of man on an evolutionary scale of linear development, with
Western man and his scientific thought at the top, yet he also paved the way
for the primitive to be employed as a subversive alternative to that scale.
Earlier, Tylor had used discussion of the savage or ‘primitive’ to make a point
about the inadequacy of the current state of man, a point reflected by Frazer,
11
12

Vickery, p. 73.
Vickery, p. 67.
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and widely in the works of mythopoeic fantasy in this study. Tylor argues in
Primitive Culture that ‘the savage who adopts something of foreign civilization
too often loses his ruder virtues without gaining an equivalent’.13 He argues
that only the higher end of civilization can claim an equal moral virtue. That
end has clearly not been fully reached in Tylor’s own day: ‘The white invader,
or colonist, though representing on the whole a higher moral standard than
the savage…often represents his standard very ill’.14 Meanwhile, those
ethnographers making case studies of the living ‘survivals’ of primitivism,
modern savages, ‘are bound by such examples to consider the rude life of
primaeval man under favourable conditions to have been…a good and happy
life’.15 The idea of ‘degeneration’ is implicit here. Tylor recognized that
although the movement of civilization was largely linear, it was not perfectly
so, and also incorporated spells of degradation from an earlier and better
state of moral or intellectual existence. It is this awareness of degeneration
that has caused man at times even to ‘strive to regain by futile attempts to
stop the course of history, and to restore the past in the midst of the
present’.16 Although, like Frazer after him, Tylor ultimately stays on the side of
progress and civilization, his presentation of savagery offered fuel to the
notion of a ‘fall’ from a primitive state of grace.
The regard for what was seen as a life near to nature, and, by this, near to
origins, became a preoccupation of the Victorian era, as contrasting with
contemporary life, which seemed to have lost touch with nature. It became
associated with the ‘primitive’, which stood as a convenient cipher for

13

Tylor, p. 29.
Tylor, p. 29.
15
Tylor, p. 30.
16
Tylor, p. 29.
14
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‘otherness’ against modernity, existing alongside the notion of primitive
irrationality. The ‘primitive’ became an ambiguous motif of both desire and
fear. This posited realm of primitivism, and the correlative conception of
nature, came to be crucial in the formation of the alternative realities
presented in emergent fantasy literature. In their idealizations, or critical
reflections of primary existence, the makers of secondary worlds featured in
this study display the use of the ‘primitive’ as an other to the modern
condition. This primitive ‘other world’, the alternative culture, be it Haggard’s
Africa or Tolkien’s Middle-earth, ubiquitously holds terror on the one hand and
Edenic lushness and fertility on the other. However, it is the contention of this
study that it is the idea of ‘primitive nature’ as a positive symbol, relating to a
lost unity of mind and matter, and a lost connection to cosmic truth, which
predominates and which is crucial to understanding the genre that this thesis
refers to as mythopoeic fantasy.
The consideration of ‘primitivism’ and ‘progress’ that evolutionary
anthropology involved meant an examination of the concepts of ‘nature’ and
‘culture’. An underlying question was to what extent the civilized state was
‘unnatural’. Rousseau had outlined his idea of the ‘social contract’, and the
emergent idea of the primitive begged the question of what had been lost in
accepting this compromise, and what legitimacy civilization had. Rousseau,
Locke and Hobbes had all made familiar the idea of a ‘pre-social’ state. Latenineteenth-century society drew on Frazerian concepts and exempla to
speculate on what that state must have been. In the course of these
speculations the epithets ‘intellectual’ and ‘cultural’ became attached to
notions of the contemporary society of scientific progress, while the primitive
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pre-social state came to be associated with the ‘physical’ and the ‘natural’.
Notions of the ‘civilized’ were imbued with association to science, which was
an exceedingly ambiguous attribute, being connected with evolutionary
progress, but also with the sense of a spiritually disastrous break from nature.
The works of mythopoeic fantasy examined in this study are reflective of
this ambivalence regarding the meaning of ‘progress’ and the process of
civilization. The idea presented by Haggard, for example, that contact with
nature through a primitive, active existence educates better than civilization
contrasts with that author’s avowal of the notion of ‘progress’. It is made clear
in Haggard’s novels that civilization is a necessary prerequisite to benefiting
from the teachings of nature. Haggard displays a regard for a simple life
connected to nature characteristic of his time, but simultaneously he throws
his modern Englishmen into this realm of existence to show their innate
superiority over the primitive human ‘survivals’ who are their counterparts. His
is a body of work torn between validation and criticism of Western, and
specifically British, imperialist culture. But although Haggard may identify with
the ‘progress’ camp on a primary level, the subtext of his work employs ideas
of the ‘primitive’ to criticize society in a manner that this study argues to be
common to the early British fantasy genre.
The ideal environment was a question that was given deep consideration
as the twentieth century approached. The advocate of progress could admire
romantic vistas of primitive nature, but it could not supersede for him the
cityscapes of the industrialized world. Progress at this stage of industrial
technology seemed desirable and yet seemed to spell the end of this romantic
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view of nature.17 This romantic tradition in conflict with the evolutionist
principle of progress constitutes the chief dynamic of thought in the lateVictorian era. Brian Street explains the impact of this dynamic on
contemporary writers: ‘[the writer’s] literary heritage and romantic bent inclined
him to extol the virtues of the natural setting, but his cultural heritage and
rational belief in progress inclined him to extol the “civilized” setting’.18 Street
couches it in terms of dream and reality, the dream of pastoralism losing out
to the reality of progress in the final reckoning, and yet still playing an
important literary role in conceptions of ‘terrestrial paradise’.19
The search for a pre-cultural state of mind and being was a part of the
great Victorian quest for origins. It is fundamental to the human psyche to
account for things in context of a unified system. The advances of the
nineteenth century, including evolutionary science, required a reordering. This
was expressed in a search for the origins on which a unified picture of
existence could form. Evolutionary science had made understanding the origin
of things and reduction to the causa sui a possible goal. Explanation of the
origins of man dominated the scientific myth-making of the era, and in
particular, thanks to Darwin, the ‘original myth of origins: evolution itself’.20
The ability to achieve contact with and to understand origins was another
attribute ascribed to ‘magical’ or ‘primitive’ thought. The two great forms of
sympathetic magic in Frazer’s analysis of the ‘magical thought’ of primitive
17

‘There is a long tradition in European Literature, from Greek myths of the Seven Isles
through The Bermuda Pamphlets and Shakespeare’s The Tempest, to Wordsworth’s
pastoralism, that life nearer to nature is more virtuous and ‘real’ than in the superficial urban
environment that man creates from himself’ (Street, p. 120).
18
Street, p. 120.
19
Street, p. 121.
20
D. Richards, ‘A Tour of Babel: Frazer and Theories of Language’ in R. Fraser (ed.), Sir
James Frazer and the Literary Imagination: Essays in Affinity and Influence, London:
MacMillan, 1990, p. 86.
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man are homeopathic magic and contagious magic; both operate on the
principle that ‘like produces like, and that an effect resembles its cause’, and
that ‘things which have once been in contact with each other continue to act
on each other at a distance after the physical contact is severed’.21 The
assumption of this mode of magical thought is described by Frazer as the idea
that things act upon each other ‘through a secret sympathy, the impulse being
transmitted from one to the other by means of what we may conceive as a
kind of invisible ether’.22 Richards makes a connection between this
conception of magical thought, and the Victorian desire for ‘origins’:
‘Fundamental to magic…is the need to know the secret nature of a thing for
that thing to be coerced’,23 and he follows: ‘the nature of a thing, in true
evolutionary style, is known by its origins, how it is caused to exist’. It was a
way of understanding much coveted by its Victorian inventors.
Street notes a ‘growing practice of looking to the past to explain the
present’ in the Victorian era.24 The notion of ‘survivals’ meant that earlier
cultures and modern cultures could be approached in a holistic fashion. The
past could be seen in the present, and the present could be assessed and
validated through the past. Tylor had begun the process of showing that
natural laws such as the theory of evolution could be applied to cultural as
well as material or biological developments. Origins were sought in order to
classify heritage and establish cultural hierarchy. Putting men in a scale,
based on notions of the chain of being, allowed for the belief in a unity of
mankind, without the acceptance of cultural relativism. Evolutionary theory
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and the study of primitive culture on one level contributed to the subjugation of
earlier, ‘natural’ societies to Western culture. Early anthropology was
concerned with the placement of cultures in an orderly scale of ascending
development and value. The fantasies in this study often emphasize the
importance of genealogy and atavistic qualities, and this may be understood
largely as a product of the late-nineteenth-century milieu. Haggard, for
instance, employs the atavistic recurrence of Kallikrates in the person of Leo
in She, while in Tolkien’s work lineage is fundamental, as with the story of the
return of the king to Gondor. It was part of the influence of evolutionary
thinking in combination with the British imperial project that the dominance of
Western society came to be seen as being due to racial attributes rather than
chance.
Street sees Haggard as perpetuating many of the now discredited
anthropological theories of his day: ‘the chain of being, the use of the racial
model for ascribing peoples a place in the hierarchy, the judging of internal by
external characteristics’.25 Haggard’s work is, in fact, ambiguous in treating
the subject of ‘primitivism’ and ‘progress’. He often indicates the essential
constancy of human nature beneath the face of civilization, the artificiality of
the latter, and the narrowness and contingency of the gulf between savage
and modern man, and he uses the ‘primitive’ as an ideal through which to
chasten modernity; yet, it is true, in conflict with this he is frequently at pains
to point out the inherent moral superiority of the developed Western mind and
the Aryan race.
The idea of the Aryan race was central to nineteenth-century thought. The
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issue of racial primacy was integral to the Victorian search for origins, and the
proposition of one original race underlying Western culture was employed to
give legitimacy to the imperialist project overseas. It followed that one original
race must have had one original tongue. Establishing what this tongue was
gave further opportunities to trace pedigree, and assert cultural precedence
and through this legitimacy and superiority. It is interesting that, through
philology, Tolkien himself was interested in this same idea of a unified
language and culture, as Robert Giddings has explored in his work on Tolkien
as a synthesizer of indo-Aryan culture. The notion of the existence of one
original language is not exclusively Victorian but also biblical. Ironically, it was
because biblical accounts now failed to command widespread acceptance
that issues of primacy became open game, and the origins of man and of the
races of man were hungrily explored and exploited.
The evolutionary scale had become widely linked to a moral scale of value,
but it was a major question as to whether physical, material or social progress
were linked to spiritual progress. In the Victorian era, science seemed to
advance while the spiritual life seemed to die, for evolutionary thought
profoundly undermined the Christian understanding of existence, and yet
scientific materialism did not seem an adequate replacement. It is for this
reason that ideas of a lost spiritual state were attached to the ‘other’ of
primitive man, and combined with a sense of naturalness. It was due to this
debate that uncertainty over the moral value of ‘progress’ and ‘culture’ crept
into the thoughts of ostensibly committed evolutionists like Haggard, and even
Frazer himself. Frazer’s work was an example of scientific method, designed
in its meta-structure to prove cultural development could be seen as
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evolutionary just as physical development could, and to cement the position of
science at the top of the three stage scale of cultural and mental ‘progress’, a
scale not only of development but value. However, the pre-social mindset that
is presented in his work and the work of his fellow Victorian anthropologists,
and that came to dominate the meaning of the signifier ‘primitive’ as it was
operative in the popular imagination, also offered an alternative to scientific
rationalism, and became inextricably associated with ‘nature’ just as scientism
was connected to ‘culture’.
As it developed later in the century, anthropological theory, whilst often still
placing primitive society in a scaled system of value, also increased respect
for the ‘primitive’ through developing an understanding of native customs.
Evolutionary theory allowed for both the idea of upward racial progression into
civilization, which meant that racial types and the lineage of individuals within
these types became matters of importance, and also the idea that as man
developed from the primitive state, so his mind retained much of the primitive
within it, which could be construed negatively in terms of the irrational brutality
associated with Frazerian examples of primitive custom, or positively in terms
of the spiritual attributes of the primitive mind; these positive attributes were
widely conceived to be diminished, and largely lost, in modern man.

The ‘primitive’ and mythopoesis

The idea that mythology served as a kind of test ground for ideas of the midto-late-nineteenth century is set out by Steven Connor: ‘mythology focused...a
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connected group of problems and anxieties about the nature of thought,
consciousness and language’.26 A key question facing Frazer was connected
to the origins of myth: whether myth arose before or after ritual. Connor says
that this area of debate ‘connects myth in particular with questions regarding
the origin and nature of thought and language and the destination of human
history’.27 Where anthropologists of the Muller28 school perceived that
mythology was a disease of language which served to dissolve primitive
man’s unity of language and thought, Frazer saw a unity of thought and ritual
action, which he saw enshrined in mythology. His interest, then, is in using
myth to stop the gap between language and thought widening, rather than
treating myth as the cause of this gap.29 This idea was influential in the
formation of popular ideas or myths of the ‘primitive’. The mythic was not to be
dismissed as the ‘false’, a corruption of truth into fantastical story due to a
disconnection of idea and linguistic expression. Rather it was to be
understood as a mode of thought formed from a different understanding of
‘truth’ to the modern. Neither Frazer, Tylor, nor others of their tradition, ascribe
to myth a ‘truth’ on a level with the scientific. However, their reclamation of
myth from a simple equation with falsity had significant implications for the
perception of the functions of mythopoesis and of fantasy for the writers in this
study.
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Myth was widely conceived as a way of thinking emanating from the mode
of thought native to primitive man, which offered an intelligible sense of the
‘truth’ underlying or at the source of cosmic existence, and which posited a
coherence in this existence, based on the preeminence of Tylor’s idea of
animistic ‘spirit’ pervading the universe in conceptions of the primitive mind.
This mode of thought was the ‘magical thought’ that Frazer describes in The
Golden Bough, the mindset based on a magical conception of the universe
which supposedly preceded the religious understanding of existence which in
itself was to give way to the scientific era. The idea of human society going
through a series of ‘stages’ was a keynote of nineteenth-century anthropology.
The three-tiered structure was most often employed, and is common to the
work of Tylor, Frazer, and Freud. The first tier is the animistic or mythological
stage, the second is the religious, and the third is the scientific. The primitive
stage of animism was understood to be grounded in the idea of the
immanence of ‘spirit’ in the natural world. In Totem and Taboo, Freud notes of
the three stages that animism is ‘the one which is most consistent and
exhaustive and which gives a truly complete explanation of the nature of the
universe’;30 it was a concept that was attractive to the Victorian psyche, both
for the chronological primacy of the animistic age and for its avowal of a
monistic unity of matter and spirit. It was also attractive to the genre of
mythopoeic fantasy. Myth was seen as offering a potential coherence of
worldview that seemed unattainable in the fragmentation perceived to be
inherent to scientism; the latter being based on Cartesian dualism, which
involves a separation of mind or spirit and matter. It was this attribute of myth
30
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that made it attractive as source material and as a mode for the writers in this
study, and which ultimately conditions their presentations of nature.
Despite his evolutionist principles, Frazer did suggest a certain logic, if
flawed, existing in his conception of man’s magical stage of cultural
development in which man’s thought is supposed to be based directly on the
mythic faculty, which is lost as mankind enters, or ‘falls’ into the religious
stage that is the second tier of man’s development, prior to the current
‘scientific’ era. He indicates this when speaking of the idea inherent to
sympathetic magic that objects affect each other through an ‘invisible ether’
between them; this ether he regards as being ‘not unlike that postulated by
modern science for a precisely similar purpose, namely to explain how things
physically affect each other through a space which appears to be empty’.31
Elsewhere, Frazer claims that ‘the analogy between the magical and the
scientific conceptions of the world is close’,32 because in both ‘the succession
of events is perfectly regular and certain, being determined by immutable
laws, the operation of which can be seen and calculated precisely’.33
Clearly, Frazer was interested in claiming an historical precedent for the
potential to take total control of his environment and his existence that man
had begun to discover in the scientific age: ‘[Both magic and science] open up
a seemingly boundless vista of possibilities to him who knows the causes of
things and can touch the secret springs that set in motion the vast and
intricate mechanism of the world’.34 Frazer nonetheless regarded magical
thought as ultimately flawed; he saw the principles of sympathetic magic as
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‘misapplications of the associations of ideas’, through which man mistook the
order of his own ideas for actual order in the physical world.35 However, this
did not prevent him labeling magic as ‘the bastard sister of science’.36 The
idea that magical thought was somehow based on rational principles lost in
the transition to the religious stage and recovered and perfected in the
scientific stage allows the assertion that irrational beliefs are not innate in
human beings, and hence are correctable in the scientific stage. This was the
motive behind Frazer’s position. It suited Frazer to differentiate magic from
religion, the latter in his view being more inherently irrational. He is concerned
to mark man off from lower forms of life by arguing that even in the beginning
he possessed the faculty of reason. There is certainly a case here of the new
science of anthropology strengthening its own claims to truth by propagating
the myth of a ‘fall’ into unreason and an ascent out of it in which scientific
rationality provides a return to sanity. The ‘scientific stage’ was seen by
Frazer, then, as a perfection of the basic reason displayed by man in the
magical stage of his cultural development. This fed feelings of ambivalence in
the Victorian psyche surrounding the concept of the linear evolution of man,
and encouraged degenerationist theories that man’s evolution had not been
straightforwardly linear, and that he had undergone some manner of ‘fall’ from
an original Edenic state. As Connor suggests: ‘alongside and across the
official model of uninterrupted progression [in Frazer’s work]…is written a
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narrative or myth of degeneration and return’.37 This narrative correlates to
Frazer’s personal favouring of the archetypal pattern of fertility myth as the
focus of his work, a pattern which, partly due to the influence of Frazer and
the anthropological tradition he represents, this study believes to be crucial to
an understanding of the presentation of nature in mythopoeic fantasy.
Victorian anthropology gave, then, in its portrayal of primitive man an
evolutionary perspective mediated by a myth of a pre-social state of grace. It
fostered in the late-Victorian era a sense of a loss of ‘an original organic
wholeness necessarily split asunder by the evolution of human mental
capacities’.38 Sympathetic magic, the focus of Frazerian primitivism, is about
connection of things through a web of ‘spirit’, and the conception of it
emphasizes a concern with connectivity underlying existence in Victorian
thought. There is a correlation of models of the mind and models of the
universe in the anthropological thought of this time. The perceived
fragmentation of existence in the contemporary age of science was matched
by the myth of a time when man’s mind was magically connected to his
environment. The question arose of how connected man really was to his
universe, whether he was a part of or apart from ‘nature’.

Mythopoesis of ‘culture’ and ‘nature’

In opposition to the idea that primitive man simply marked a lower stage in
man’s inexorable linear progress was the idea that he was a degenerated relic
37
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of some higher state. It seems that the ancient myth of an original ‘fall’ was of
deep importance to the collective Victorian psyche; although the tenability of
the religious version was in jeopardy due to the predomination of evolutionary
scientific theories, the attraction of the myth seems to have persisted or rather
strengthened. Tolkien’s later mythopoesis binds the concept of a ‘golden age’
with the story of Atlantis, and the myth of Atlantis with that of the Fall. The
mythos behind The Lord of the Rings indicates that it is at this stage in the
history of Middle-earth, the Fall of Numenor, that the deities, the Valar,
remove themselves beyond its boundaries. In his letters, Tolkien presents his
belief that ‘all stories are ultimately about the Fall’.39 We see a similar use of
the concept of an ancient ‘fall’ in the other works of mythopoeic fantasy in this
study; the paradigm is not the preserve of the Catholic writer, but is rather a
motif derived from the influence of Victorian mythography and anthropology.
This motif clearly reflects the predominance of the mythic paradigm of fertility
in the mythography of this time, especially that of Frazer, with its structure of
degeneration and renewal, and it is also drawn from the notion of the
degeneration of mankind from an original unity of mind and matter, individual
and cosmic spirit, man and nature, a state that was perceived to have existed
in the mental state associated with ‘primitivism’.
Even though writers such as Tylor and Frazer were committed
evolutionists and rationalists, the cumulative effect of their work was to foster
the myth that man’s early ‘progress’ and the emergence of ‘culture’ in some
sense involved a spiritually detrimental division from an original ‘unity’ with
nature, and amounted to the division of the self; separated from this primal
39
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unity, man’s aspirations are in modernity unable to find adequate spiritual
fulfillment. Perhaps the most significant idea that arose in relation to primitive
man out of the anthropology of this period was that he had not undergone this
deleterious splitting of body and soul. This point of view, compatible with the
degenerationist perspective which Tylor and Frazer were both consciously
opposed to, allows ‘progress’ to be linked to spiritual decline.
The hastening industrialization of the nineteenth century seemed to
amount to a further move away from unity and simplicity, due to the division of
labour it involved, and the ascendancy it gave to the artificiality and complexity
of the machine. The idyll of pastoral village life, as represented by the Shire in
Tolkien’s work, was dying out in Victorian Britain. As whole landscapes were
destroyed by modern civilization, the old dictum that men fade but the
landscape remains seemed to be threatened. There emerged through the
process of industrialization and urbanization a sense that the ancient cycles of
nature had been broken.
The anthropologists, and Victorian scientists in wider fields, had also
influenced the rise of a sense of historical scale and a consequent uncertainty
about the value and durability of Western civilization. In The Lord of the Rings,
Gandalf warns the Council of Elrond that even ‘seas and land may change’.40
This sense of impermanence is evident also in Gildor’s comment regarding
the Shire: ‘others dwelt here before hobbits were; and others will dwell here
again when hobbits are no more’.41 The sense of impermanence in Tolkien’s
work is adumbrated in the earlier works that are dealt with in this thesis; and
one cannot help make comparison, too, with the vestiges of the ‘city of people’
40
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that can be seen in Badger’s home in Grahame’s The Wind in the Willows
(1908).42 The idea of the rise and fall of civilizations and species, their
transience, had been introduced into the Victorian psyche. Uncertainties that
rocked the foundations of Western civilization and challenged Western man’s
relationship with the natural world were engendered by scientific progress. On
one hand, scientific progress seemed to offer man unparalleled control over
his environment. However, evolutionary thought brought with it corollary
concepts of chance, individual wastage and purposelessness. Vistas of time
and space thereto unimaginable were opened to the popular imagination. The
perceived position of man in his universe was humbled.43 We see such an
understanding of the vastness of time expressed in all the works in this study,
and a key feature of the common mythic patterning of these works is the
symbolic humbling of man in his environment.
However, whilst some perceived that the scientific age had given a
humbling perspective to man’s existence, others believed that, liberated from
a religious perspective, man was elevated into the controller of his own
destiny. This led to a ubiquitous cultural ambivalence to ‘nature’ as a concept.
In considering the response of the writers of mythopoeic fantasy to the idea of
‘nature’, it is of significance that the man regarded as the father of the
secondary world fantasy novel, William Morris, clearly regarded man’s
interference in the natural process as misguided, while the father of science
fiction, H. G. Wells ostensibly saw evolution as an amoral force, and
interested himself in the potential of man to control nature, and thus to
42
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achieve ‘progress’. However, this takes into account only a superficial view of
Wells’ work, and, as this study will indicate, his novels are also written through
with a mythopoeic motif of redemption through contact with the natural in
opposition to the artificial, bringing his work in line with that of Morris and the
other exponents of the fantasy novel discussed here.
The ambivalence of the Victorian response to nature in the post-Darwinian
world may be seen in contemporary images of Pan. Robert Dingley suggests
that ‘evolutionary speculation had transformed the natural world from a
witness to divine creativity and a guarantor of moral order into a problematic
text which could no longer be read with confidence’.44 On one hand nature
represented a romantic retreat into the spiritual ordering integral to a mythic
understanding of existence, and a positive antithesis of unrestrained material
‘progress’, while on the other it represented a miasmic crucible of perpetual
and amoral strife, from which ‘progress’ was a necessary movement. It was
understood variously and simultaneously as a rebuttal of nihilistic chaos and
as a symbol of the same. Dingley sees ambiguity as the chief tenor of images
of Pan in this era; he stands both for order and chaos. Such duality is
appropriate for this half-bestial, half-divine being. The half-god, half-beast
image of Pan embodies the question of to which side of this equation man is
closest. The image also allowed Victorian society to objectify its ambivalent
response to nature and the ‘primitive’ without resolving it.45
Nature was on one hand the object of desire, and yet also appeared
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threatening, as an alien, or an ‘other’, often will. This equivocation is certainly
present in the motif of Pan. Lindsay’s purple-smocked ‘ancient’,46 who
appears in The Haunted Woman (1922) and who is ‘the voice of the
landscape’,47 is all the more Pan-like due to the very conscious conflation of
danger and desire from which he is constructed.48 The desire for, and the
danger of, the ‘primitive’ characterize conceptions of it in this period. Where
people relied on and desired scientific materialist advance, they also desired
the ‘primitive’ and a reversion to perceived primitive values. Vickery puts it that
the societal shift from pastoral society seemed like ‘a secular expulsion from
the garden of nature and redemption a reversion to the primitivistic’.49
Likewise the desire to rationalize and the lure of the irrational, to engage some
revelatory part of the psyche lost in the scientific age, were competing
forces.50
Explaining Pan as a god of the countryside, Dingley continues: ‘and
countryside at the turn of the century was itself the source of a deeply
ambivalent cultural response’.51 Urbanization was turning the town into the
natural environment for the majority, and the rural wilderness became an
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object of desire. Although ‘nature’ as an abstraction had become associated
with the ontological uncertainties confronting Victorian society, in practical
terms it was the decline of the natural world in the face of the advance of
scientific civilization that was most evident to Victorian eyes. Haggard himself
produced non-fiction works detailing the degeneration of British agriculture,
and more widely of the British countryside itself; instances are A Farmer’s
Year (1899), and Rural England (1902). Myth seemed to offer a mode of
expression for the desire for nature and for the ambivalence that this concept
held. In mythic symbols were found a sense of the revelatory and unifying
power of nature, as well as the terror of it, which pervaded the collective
Victorian psyche.
Pan, then, carries both the sense of savage, indifferent nature, and the
sense, in his role of god, of a providential ordering. In The Lord of the Rings,
where that providential ordering is clearly evident, we encounter a heavily
sanitized Pan-figure in the form of Bombadil, carrying only a hint of the blind
indifference of his archetype in his happy disengagement from the affairs of
man. The use of this figure allows Tolkien to cultivate a sense of the
penetration of the world of nature by spirit without being specific about the
precise nature of Christian truth. A statement about Pan written by Dingley
might easily be applied: ‘Myth, indeed, in this instance replaces (or displaces)
history, eliding its duration, absolving its human participants from
responsibility and eroding the particularity of circumstance with an assertion of
transcendental truth’.52 Dingley suggests that: ‘to equate nature with Pan is to
imply its penetration by the numinous while side-stepping the issue of
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Christian truth’.53
This treatment of Pan offers a paradigm of the struggles of Victorian
literature to deal with the evolutionary challenge to received Christian doctrine
while looking for an alternative, spiritualized view of man and his environment
to that offered by scientific materialism. Against the spiritual conception,
evolution and ideas of cause and effect had undermined belief in the notion of
spirit underlying existence. Nature appears in this context to be a blindly
indifferent machine, and fear of the mechanism of cause and effect seems
linked to distrust of technology and explicates the opposition of scientific
materialism to a numinous conception of nature. A dialectic between
Romantic and Darwinian views of nature impacted upon literature. The
equation of the numinous with nature incorporated romantic philosophy into
ideas of the primitive, and ensured that approaches to primitive myth were
written through with a myth of revelatory spiritual truth, achievable through
contact with nature, in opposition to the de-spiritualization associated with
scientism.
Roger Ebbatson notices the general movement, due primarily to the
encroachments of industrialization on both man and nature, from a functional
idea of man’s relation to nature to a spiritual one in the nineteenth century,54
which explains why a conception of a ‘primitive’ state of being which involved
connectivity of the individual soul and the greater soul behind all existence
was able to become so popular. Scientism had diminished the room available
for the spirit, but in response the natural world was paradoxically given an
increased association with the spiritual realm, a shift justified through the
53
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anthropological model of ‘primitivism’. Ebbatson identifies what he calls ‘the
nature tradition’ in British literature, beginning with Meredith in the middle of
the century, and continuing through to Lawrence, marking ‘that sense of
transcendent unity with nature’.55
Vickery suggests that ‘diverse pressures, including the new ideas on
evolution, were turning men’s attention from a transcendent to an immanent
deity and as a result there was an intense concern with nature as a
sympathetic object and with art as a religious form’.56 That evolution
challenged the concept of a transcendent deity is highly significant in the
thought of the period. Writers looked to replace Christianity with something
‘ancient and holistic’,57 an outgrowth of the Victorian preoccupation with
origins brought on by the ferment of evolutionary debate. It is in this context
that we should view W. B. Yeats’ attempts to re-consecrate folklore. It is ironic
that on one hand anthropologists such as Frazer stood for the rationalist
enlightenment tradition, and on the other helped destabilize much of the
certainty of that tradition, and opened the door for a new wave of spiritualist
responses, such as that of Yeats. Yeats was convinced from his reading that
‘natural and supernatural are knit together’.58 He thought that a future science
would confirm the ideas of Frazerian ‘magical thought’, and he ‘sought a
return to religion, by which he meant a revival of magic, confirmed if
necessary by the future science of spiritualism’.59 Yeats tried to construe
Christianity as a survival of something deeper. This is how he dealt with the
55
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challenge of rationalism and anthropological investigation to his faith; he
employed Frazer in the service of spirituality rather than science.
Robert Graves later undertook a reinterpretation of ancient culture through
myth, amounting to employing myth to reinterpret history in order to proclaim
the virtue of mythic thinking in establishing a restoration of man to a less
alienated state than his present. Robert Fraser sees Graves as producing a
‘myth of consolation’,60 based on the idea of a fall from the feminine principle,
not in this sense unlike that mythopoesis undertaken by David Lindsay in
Devil’s Tor (1932), in which the mythic world, in the form of the Great Mother,
returns from antiquity. John Heath Stubbs, writing in the New English Weekly
in 1948, saw in The White Goddess ‘a plea for a return to imaginative,
mythopoeic or poetic forms of thought’.61 The language in Grave’s foreword
even couches his endeavour in terms of quest.
William Robertson-Smith, friend and mentor of Frazer,62 argued that the
sacrifice of the god in heathen religion was a dim and imperfect
foreshadowing of the Christian story. This is highly redolent of Tolkien’s own
response.63 The influential theologian and scientist Emanuel Swedenborg
believed that primitive people in Africa ‘thought more “internally”’.64 He
expected a new church to rise from there, in which the will and the affections
predominated over the understanding, supposedly the dominant facet of
60
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Western religion. He was talking, essentially, about ‘magical thought’, the
mode of thinking ascribed by modern society to the ‘primitive’, and drawn from
a growing dissatisfaction with modern modes of thought and the rationalist
materialism underpinning them. Such was the counter to the Frazerian hope
that science heralded an end to religion. It was in the romantic approach to
nature that these responses grounded themselves. Ebbatson outlines the
view that ‘the reciprocity of mind and nature in Romantic ideology will save
man from spiritual death’.65 The creative power of the mind was supposed to
enable it to bond to the universe. A loss of this bond is a loss of the
imagination; and it is this imaginative ability which Tolkien wishes man to
‘recover’ in ‘On Fairy-Stories’.66
Ebbatson claims that ‘Lawrence’s work centres upon the clash between
the rationalist-materialist reading of the universe expounded by Darwinism
and the transcendentalist-vitalist reading of the Romantic Nature Tradition’.67
Lawrence came to reject evolution because he felt existence could not be
based on a purely mechanical law. The Romantic take on evolution is that
nature acts as the means through which the soul develops. Lawrence saw a
vivid relation of man and his universe, and believed it to be the role of art to
convey this relatedness in the ‘living moment’.68 He saw industrialism as
barricading man away from the ‘deep streams’ of life.69 Haggard displays the
same romantic tendency in believing that industrialization was throttling
natural life and acting as a barrier to our perception of it. That Lawrence
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characterized nature as having ‘deep streams’ reminds us of the stream
followed underground by Haggard’s travellers in Allan Quatermain (1887) en
route to the land of the Zu Vendi, on which they pass the rose light, symbolic
of the Source of Life.
Lawrence tells us that ‘in the days before man got too much separated off
from the universe, he was Pan, along with all the rest’,70 and goes on: ‘the
Pan relationship, which the world of man once had with all the world, was
better than anything man has now’.71 It is the advice of Mellors in the letter
that ends Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928) that people should be ‘alive and
frisky, and acknowledge the great god Pan’.72 Elsewhere Mellors reflects
Lawrence’s own anti-industrial viewpoint: ‘I’d wipe the machines off the face of
the earth again, and end the industrial epoch absolutely, like a black
mistake’.73 Lawrence believed that man is capable of reverting from his
machine-orientated state, through a process seemingly very much akin to
Tolkienian ‘recovery’. He argues that ‘we can still choose between the living
universe of Pan, and the mechanical conquered universe of modern
humanity’.74 Just as Tolkien connects the need for ‘recovery’ with a decline in
imaginative powers, Lawrence equates the loss of organic community with
‘the utter death of the human intuitive faculty’.75 The recovery of that capacity
is inextricably linked to the realignment of man’s relation to nature, and it is
the virtue of myth, the myth of Pan, which has the redemptive power to
achieve this. It is the move from rural community to city that Lawrence sees as
70
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most damaging in man’s spiritual decline.76 Lawrence expresses concern in
Lady Chatterley’s Lover that industrial England ‘blots out’ agricultural
England,77 precisely the concern that persuaded Haggard into writing his
survey of the decline of the countryside, Rural England. Just as Haggard
perceived that ‘without the land everything will die’,78 so Lawrence connected
the death of the land to the death of the human spirit. Lawrence saw nature as
offering redemption for man in the form of a revelatory knowledge. This
required the withering away of urban culture, though Lawrence showed
awareness that no simple going back was possible as such.79 John Elder
makes a useful distinction in this respect between ‘wilderness’ and ‘wasteland’
as cultural concepts. He suggests that to be cut off from nature in the form of
‘wilderness’ is to fall into a wasteland, but that to fly into the wilderness and
renounce all human civilization ‘arrives finally at the utterance of selfcancellation’.80 This was a chief difficulty for the thinkers and writers who
advocated redemption through primitive reversion, and is why it is to magical
thought structure that these writers looked rather than material regression to a
pastoral state.
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Weston and the desirability of fertility myth

Ebbatson summarizes the Romantic philosophy of ‘nature’ as an ‘expression
of reintegration with the external world whereby the individual spirit regains
lost integrity’.81 Certainly, the welfare of the individual soul and the world soul
are bound together in conceptions of ‘primitive thought’ emanating from the
late-Victorian period. The equation of integration with nature and the welfare
of the individual soul is clearly evident in Jessie Weston’s research on myth
and its relation to literature in her seminal From Ritual to Romance (1920).
She offers a useful parallel to the fantasies of this study. Her interpretation of
the primitive sources of literature draws heavily on Frazer’s own emphasis on
the myths of revivification. Her employment of late-Victorian mythography
reflects in the critical sphere the impact of this body of thought in the genre of
fantasy literature. Alongside her direct indebtedness to Frazer, we can identify
in Weston much the same preoccupations that had become central to myths
of the ‘primitive’ and related myths of the restoration of spirit through nature
that came to condition fantasy literature.
The theory of the filtration of the structures of fertility myth into the romance
tradition that Weston presents offers the neat explanation that fantasy, as a
derivative of both the mythic mode and the romance novel, and drawing as it
does on both for source material, inevitably contains the idea of nature as a
spiritual restorative. There is some truth attached to this proposition, and
many of the mythic story structures reworked by the writers in this study are
indeed orientated around the motif of ‘fertility’. However, the prevalence of
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these motifs is attributable largely to the particular understanding of ‘myth’ and
‘nature’ that had been generated in the late-Victorian era. Weston’s theory
itself was born of the same influences.
Weston focuses on the Frazerian model of the divine king and his
connection to the fertility of the land in explaining the Arthurian myths. It is her
contention that romance, as embodied in these stories, owes its essential
symbolism and structure to ancient fertility rites. The quests told of in these
tales speak of an ailing king, a wasteland over which he rules, and some form
of restoration, often involving what Weston calls the ‘freeing of the waters’,
and a healing of king and land by the quester. She sees these tales as
developing in complexity; for instance the question to be asked by the quester
becoming focused on who the grail serves rather than simply what the grail is,
and a disconnection arising in some tales between the illness of the Fisher
King and the tribulations of his land. This Weston sees as a departure from
‘an essential and primitive simplicity’.82 This comment itself shows the
influence of specifically Victorian conceptions of the ‘primitive’ acting upon
Weston. In its original state, the posited connection of king and land is
recognizably Frazerian, relying on the principles of sympathetic magic outlined
in The Golden Bough and operative in the concept of totemism.
Although she does not say as much directly, Weston clearly regards the
grail stories as fantastications of essential primitive life-principle ritual. The
Fisher King is the link between the world of material and of spirit, of man and
the supernatural, the seen and the unseen. He is semi-divine, semi-human,
an interlocutor between the two. The king is identified with the divine principle
82
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of life and fertility. The fertility of man and nature are actually and symbolically
interlinked, an example of what Frazer described as sympathetic magic. To
Weston, the king in the Arthurian romances that she decodes is the
representative of vegetation. Weston, despite noting that the wasting of the
land is a feature of the more ancient stories that is lost or reduced in later
versions, claims that it is the ‘very heart’ of the problem.83 The physical and
spiritual health of man and nature are in this interpretation interdependent. In
positing a series of complications from the original fertility myths in the
romances, including a Christian over-writing, Weston seems to correspond to
the Victorian endeavour to establish primacy and unity of interpretation.
Extrapolating from Weston, we have the idea that the literary tradition of
romance underlying fantasy derives from nature ritual, and thus carries values
associated with the primitive mindset. This notion was clearly attractive to the
writers in this study when producing their mythopoeic fiction. It is very possible
to see the model of romance that Weston explicates being employed in the
fantasies of the era covered by this thesis. In Tolkien, for instance, the return
of the king is associated with the defeat of dark forces and the restoration of
fertility to the land, notably symbolized by the White Tree of Gondor, and
manifested in the former wasteland of Ithilien and in the partially devastated
Shire. Rather than this similarity deriving simply from writers of fantasy
drawing on the same source material as the romance tradition, however, it
was the Victorian anthropological background that conditioned Weston’s ideas
that was, in combination with the romantic reaction to materialism, the chief
driver in what might be reasonably be called ‘restorative mythopoeic fantasy’.
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Much may be understood in this regard, based on a working understanding of
the ideas of evolutionary science, and late-Victorian reactions to it, of the
operations of ideas of the ‘primitive’ in representations of nature in fantasy
literature. These fantasies drew on a particular conception of myth that
incorporated a particular understanding of nature. Weston’s work
demonstrates the myth of the ‘primitive’ actively applied to theories of myth
and literature.
Weston, following the principles of the Tylorian comparative method,
correlates traditions across Europe and into Africa and elsewhere. She claims
that ‘revivification’ is the one essential element in mumming plays,84 which
she views as Tylorian ‘survivals’ of ancient ritual practice. One example of the
crossover of associated concepts of the cycles of life, fertility and death into
fantasy literature is the vividly drawn The Worm Ourobouros (1922) by E. R.
Eddison; the title is an indication of its intent, and it can easily be linked to the
mumming plays that Weston speaks of, which involve the destruction of the
hero’s enemy, and the resurrection of the same enemy on the instruction of
the hero, just as occurs in Eddison’s tale.
In her own work, Weston was essentially involved in a reduction of the
complexity of the grail legends to a supposedly ‘primitive’ simplicity. She, too,
was a quester in the great post-Darwinian search for origins. Showing her
indebtedness to Frazer, Weston acclaims the fertility cult as an ‘important
evolutionary factor’85 in the history of human thought; it is characteristic of
evolutionary thought to decipher origins in order to understand later
development.
84
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Weston’s theory regarding primitive ritual contains the concept of the
original ‘unity’ that we have seen had become associated with magical
thought. Weston remarks on the principle of animal and vegetable life being
one and indivisible in primitive thought, corresponding to the understanding of
the ‘primitive’ that this chapter has outlined, and posits the ‘sense of
community of the Life principle’.86 It is this animistic element in supposedly
‘primitive’ thought that allowed for personification of the natural world.
Weston’s assertion of ancient belief in a common principle underlying all
manifestations of life is a product of extrapolation from Tylorian anthropology,
and indicates how the comparative method in anthropology, resting as it does
on the belief that all cultures passed through the same stages of development,
led to a belief in the possibility of finding the common principle behind all
cultures and life in general. Weston’s thesis likewise rests on the approach of
looking at the whole to understand the parts. It is her stated practice to look to
‘remote antiquity’87 to find the pattern by which to solve her riddles. She sets
her sights at discerning ‘a tradition common to the Aryan race in general’,88
again showing her inclination to the nineteenth-century preoccupation with
origins.
In searching for an essential kinship between pagan mysteries and
Christianity, Weston is similarly subject to the late-nineteenth-century desire to
identify a continuous tradition from an ancient source. The impulse to replace
Christianity with a higher and older ritual is surely operative in Weston, as it is
clearly in Lindsay’s Devil’s Tor, and notably in the work of Yeats. A. S. Byatt,
in considering Frazer and Freud in relation to post-modernist fiction, remarks
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the captivation of the literary world by the mythic pattern of the dying God
while its greatest exempla, the Christian story, was losing favour.89 The
ubiquitous precedence, unveiled in the study of primitive religion, of the dying
and reviving man-god had necessarily thrown the unique status of Christ into
jeopardy in the post-Frazerian era. The concepts of Robertson-Smith and of
Tolkien reoriented this challenge into a buttressing of Christian ideology. Myth
had become seen as mode of conveying spiritual truth due to the influence of
Frazer and his fellow Victorian anthropologists. Rather than a disease of
language it could be viewed as a higher type of signification based on
symbolism.
Weston for her part tells us that the Gnostics saw Christ as a
consummation of the mysteries;90 they saw all the traditions as tending
towards revelation of the mystery of man. This position, too, is very much akin
to Tolkien’s perspective on myth. Weston sets out Reitzenstein’s
understanding of this mystery of man as the idea of a heavenly and powerful
being descending into the bondage of fate, having to win his own freedom
from weakness and bondage and ‘regain his original state’.91 She herself sees
the fertility cults as the beginning of the mysteries leading up to the Christian
story. She posits that fertility cults had both higher and lower functions, the
former to do with basic matters of generation of life, the latter as vehicles to
‘impart the highest religious teaching’,92 which amounted to knowledge of or
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union with the ‘Supreme Spiritual Source of Life’ as she puts it.93 Later, in
examining the possible purpose of druidic cults in Wales,94 Weston postulates
that the teachings of these cults concerned ‘the relation of man to the Divine
Source of his being, and the possibility of a sensible union between men and
God’.95 The search unleashed by evolutionary theory for the source of being
found its answer in the reaction to scientific materialism in the romantic
concept of union of mind and nature. The union Weston speaks of in the
context of the fertility cult rituals is associated with and necessarily involves
realignment with nature, the ‘relation’ spoken of above. Weston’s
interpretation of literature through Victorian models of the ‘primitive’ is based
on an understanding of myth that centralizes nature. It is the same
understanding of Victorian concepts of myth and the ‘primitive’ that conditions
the presentation of nature as a spiritual restorative in the mythopoeic fantasy
of this study.

The myth of ‘nature’ in the early British fantasy novel

Frazer and Weston centred their understandings of mythopoesis on the
paradigm of fertility myth. This understanding of myth proved of particular
significance in the late-Victorian era and the early-twentieth century, and it is
highly pertinent to understanding the structural and ideational treatment of
nature in the works of mythopoeic fantasy in this thesis. These writers reacted
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to modernity and the dominance of scientific rationalism, and expressed this
through the representation of a failing cycle of fertility, and the latent potential
in the mythic paradigm for restoration or redemption. Myth itself, as a mode of
thought, was perceived as being capable of supplying this redemption.
Rationalism was associated with ‘demythologization’, which in turn had
become synonymous with ‘denaturalization’. A return to the mythopoeic form
in art was understood as a return to the ‘primitive’, a return to an organic unity
of man and his environment and crucially a reconciliation of spirit and matter.
Nature operates in mythopoeic fantasy as a symbol for a lost state of spiritual
or mental grace. This view of nature arose from Victorian anthropological
models of ‘primitivism’ in combination with Romantic models of the mind.
Motifs of the wild in the fantasy novels in this study incorporate ubiquitous
images of the ‘virgin’ and the ‘pristine’. This imagery tends to two ideals,
reductive simplification and clarity on one hand, and relatedly, a focus on the
earth as an object without human input. The former may relate to a desire for
cognitive order based on the ideal of unity, while the latter seems to relate to
the guilt of mankind for its unwholesome possession of nature. This latter
impulse is not essentially anti-human, but rather is in favour of the alternative
tradition to anthropocentric scientific rationalism which nature had come to
represent. This mode of thought is embodied in the idea of the ‘primitive’,
which becomes a signifier of meaning in much the same way as does ‘nature’
in this early era of British fantasy. Nature had become for these writers a
cipher for a way of thinking and existing rather than an umbrella term for a
group of environmental phenomena. Part of the character of this cipher is that
what it represents offers a unified relationship of man and nature as opposed
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to the apparently alienated relationship offered by scientific materialism.
Jonathan Bate sees a ‘mid-twentieth-century critique of modernity by
means of memory - or the imagination - of a more unified relationship with the
earth’.96 It was a critique that began prior to the twentieth century. The quest
to restore man’s proper relation to nature is bound up with the restoration of a
unity needed to save the self from the alienating division, which was perceived
to be the result of scientific progress, and the Cartesian dualism separating
mind and matter that this was based on. The character of the reaction to this
dualism is essentially Romantic. The Romantics replaced dualism with a
monistic model of the mind. This inclined them to seek a unity of man and his
environment.97 Romanticism looked to liberate nature from constricting
subordination to the human mind. In a dualistic conception of mind and
matter, the earth will take a subordinate position to man. But in a monistic
system, no such subordination occurs. Monistic models of the universe incline
to pantheism, as they break the distinction between perceiver and perceived,
subject and object, as against a transcendental god. In Tolkien’s personal
mythology, there is one God behind existence, aloof from the created
universe, yet his work betrays the idea of the saturation of the material world
with ‘spirit’; given the traditions of thought that underlie Tolkien’s work, the
uncomfortable balance he strikes between theoretical transcendentalism and
literary pantheism becomes explicable.
Levi-Strauss sees the signifier of the ‘primitive’ as encouraging us ‘to reject
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the divorce between the intelligible and the sensible declared by an outmoded
empiricism and mechanism and to discover a secret harmony between
humanity’s everlasting quest for meaning and the world in which we appeared
and we continue to live’.98 Recent eco-criticism, indeed, has tried to reclaim
‘nature’ as something independent of its signifier. Lawrence Buell demurs
from the idea that any reference to nature in fiction must carry an ideological
baggage, and that ‘the literary naturescape exists for its formal or symbolic
properties rather than as a place of literal reference or as an object of retrieval
or contemplation for its own sake’.99 The desired reclamation of the ‘signified’
that Buell implies is largely the goal of Tolkien’s ‘recovery’.
Freud speaks in Totem and Taboo of the kind of spiritual recovery that is
the primary desire in the literature of this thesis. Primitive man, he says,
‘transposed the structural conditions of his own mind into the external world;
and we may attempt to reverse the process and put back into the human mind
what animism teaches us as to the nature of things’.100 This project is central
to an understanding of mythopoeic fantasy. The writers of this study produced
mythopoeic texts revolving around the loss and recovery of unity of the
internal and external worlds; a unity that scientific materialism seemed to
threaten. Myth was seen as offering a unified system for understanding reality,
based as it was on the monistic model of the mind associated with animism.
It is through the Victorian development of such concepts of ‘nature’ and
‘magical thought’ that the myth of an alternative mindset in opposition to
scientific materialism arose, which can be traced into fantasy literature. As a
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mythopoeic genre, drawing on mythic sources, and on the romance tradition
examined by Weston, the British fantasy novel of the late-nineteenth century
and the early-twentieth century takes on the character of an alternative
tradition to the realism associated with scientific materialism, employing the
conceptual framework of the Victorian understanding of the ‘primitive’ and
‘nature’. The writings examined in this study are works highly conscious of
their own medium, understanding the mythopoeic mode in those terms set out
by the mythography of the late-Victorian period. They are conditioned by
Frazerian and Romantic themes, and display a pervasive mythic symbolism of
revelatory redemption through nature based on a Romantic interpretation of
anthropological concepts of ‘magical thought’.
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II: RIDER HAGGARD AND THE ‘PRIMITIVE’ QUEST ROMANCE

African ‘nature’ and European ‘culture’

Although Henry Rider Haggard sets his novels largely in the primary world
arena of nineteenth-century Africa, his work can justifiably be considered
alongside the secondary world fantasy of other writers in this study such as
David Lindsay and J. R. R. Tolkien. His stories are mythopoeic fantasies in
which the setting is an ‘other’, akin to a secondary world, and operative under
the same principles. Savage Africa in Haggard’s work is a fictionalized
landscape onto which his own fears and desires are projected. It acts as a
conceptual contrast to the primary world of the civilized West. Basing his
African settings on an ideal of ‘nature’ arising out of the anthropological
thought of his era, Haggard’s quest romances amount to a fictionalized
discourse upon the conception of the ‘primitive’ common to the works of
mythopoeic fantasy examined in this study. He produces a mythopoeic vision
of spiritual recovery through association with African ‘nature’ in opposition to
Western ‘culture’. His anti-materialist ideal is driven by the desire for a
rebalancing of spirit and matter, a state perceived lost in the modern era of
scientific materialism.
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Imperialism, ambiguity, and desire for the numinous

It is inevitable, given his era and the chosen geographical sphere of his
fictional creations, that Haggard is most often approached from a postcolonialist perspective. Any account of physical environment in Haggard’s
fiction must consider Lindy Stiebel’s exploration of his African landscapes.1
She draws on some of the lesser known novels and stories as well as
stalwarts such as King Solomon’s Mines (1885) and She (1887)2 to produce
an analysis based on issues of imperial and colonial identity represented in
the fictionalized African settings. She takes a psychoanalytic approach,
suggesting the romance medium to be peculiarly suited to the mentality of
acquisitive desire and the darker underbelly of menace and fear that
simultaneously presided over the late-Victorian societal psyche, and she
considers the dichotomies and contradictions that emerge from this in
Haggard’s quest romance fiction. Despite the relevance of this approach,
Stiebel neglects the mythopoeic character of Haggard’s novels, and his
presentation of Africa is not fully comprehended by her post-colonialist
interpretation.
The prevailing tenor of Stiebel’s work may be said to be the contradiction
between the public imperialist and the private doubter in Haggard’s character,
reflected in his work. Certainly, Haggard should be seen as ambivalent in his
fiction and his philosophy in regard to the relative values of ‘culture’ and
‘nature’. Although personally involved in the imperial project during his own
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time in Africa, his works convey deep ontological uncertainty as to its validity.
It is productive to understand Haggard as making English gardens in Africa
whilst simultaneously valuing African wilderness over English order. The
dialectic of Haggard’s imperialist materialism and his primitivist antimaterialism profoundly condition his presentation of physical environment in
his novels.
Stiebel’s work focuses on the dichotomies of the ‘manifest’ and ‘latent’3
imperialist discourse she discerns as being at the core of Haggard’s fiction.
The first of these terms covers what might be called the scientific elements of
the imperial project, the conscious, rational and selective presentation of fact
relating to empire, whilst the second refers to the unconscious presentation of
empire. Stiebel contends that the idealism of Haggard towards empire clashed
with the physical reality of empire in a way that created tension in the mind of
the writer, which revealed itself in his work.
There is no consensus on how far Haggard’s works convey purely
imperialist beliefs and how far they are permeated with a form of cultural
relativism, engendered by the anthropological studies of his era. Even Stiebel
herself identifies ‘a kind of social Darwinist cultural relativity in his comparison
of European and African cultures’.4 Alan Sandison uses Haggard’s indications
of awareness of the universal cosmic processes of change and flux to suggest
that Haggard was not so much the social-Darwinistic imperialist Stiebel
recognizes, since he understood that all people are united in subservience to
these principles. Sandison argues that Haggard was an egalitarian based on
his belief in the relativity of culture, perceiving, as indicated in Allan
3

These terms are identified by Edward Said in his work Orientalism, which Stiebel
reconstitutes as ‘Africanism’ (see E. Said, Orientalism, New York: Vintage, 1979).
4
Stiebel, p. 15.
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Quatermain (1887),5 the fundamental universality and immutability of human
nature.6 This point of view is given weight in Haggard’s autobiography, in
which he complains of the attitude of the average European imperialist: ‘White
settlers, especially if they are not of the highest order, are too apt to hate,
despise, and revile the aboriginal inhabitants among whom they find
themselves’.7 Whilst admitting there is a vein of such cultural relativism in
Haggard, Stiebel sees this in context of a series of oppositions in his work,
and is nonetheless unwilling to exonerate Haggard of imperialistic racism.8
Certainly, there is an imperialist overtone to Haggard’s stories, but to
centralize this as a chief organizing force within his ideational structures is an
error.
Norman Etherington begins his examination of Haggard’s African
landscapes by positing that the topography of Africa he creates is a mental
construction onto which he projects his ‘contradictory imperial impulses, his
intense and fearful sexual desires, his misgivings on some of the central
issues of his day, such as civilization and barbarism, and cultural relativity’.9
Following this line of approach, Stiebel examines the narratorial viewpoint
Haggard often gives to his white adventurer protagonists in Africa, drawing on
the terms ‘bird’s-eye-view’ and ‘monarch-of-all-I-survey’ to convey their

5

In Allan Quatermain, the natures of black savage and civilized white man are said to be the
same in their ‘fundamental principles’, H. Rider Haggard, Allan Quatermain (1887), London:
Collins, 1955, p. 22.
6
A. Sandison, The Wheel of an Empire: a Study of the Imperial Idea in Some Late-Nineteenth
and Early-Twentieth-Century Fiction, London: Macmillian, 1967, p. 30.
7
H. Rider Haggard, The Days of My Life: An Autobiography, London: Longmans, Green &
Co., Vol. I, 1926, p. 66.
8
In one instance where Stiebel perceives ‘racism’ in Haggard (Stiebel, p. 95), she mistakes
his use of the pronoun ‘them’, suggesting that this is an example of the impersonal ‘other’
familiar to post-colonialist critics referring to native Africans, when in fact it seems to refer to
the ruins under discussion rather than natives who may or may not have built them. This overeagerness to seize on latently racist terms is characteristic of much post-colonial criticism.
9
N. Etherington, Rider Haggard, Boston: G. K. Hall, 1984, p. 6.
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patriarchal-imperialist approach to Africa. It is true that the protagonists do
repeatedly describe the land from an elevated position, clearly projecting their
desired omniscience and dominance. However, in considering the symbolism
of aerial and terrestrial positioning, it is significant that Haggard’s white
adventurers do not remain elevated; they are made to descend into the land
they describe, struggle and succeed perhaps, but rarely in an ultimate tone of
imperialist triumph. Their gains are generally of the spiritual variety, garnered
from contact with Africa rather than from its conquest or improvement.
Peter Berresford Ellis, like Sandison, argues that because of the sense of
transience, of change and flux, relating to civilization apparent in his books,
Haggard’s public belief in the Empire was on the whole ‘contradicted by his
own writings’.10 Ellis is right; Haggard looked in his fictional work beyond the
range of his contemporary culture, into the abyss opened by modern
scientism and anthropological investigation, to seek spiritual absolutes in a
world of newly acquired ontological dubiety. In Allan Quatermain, Haggard
has his narrator pose as an amateur anthropologist, asking the question: ‘Ah!
This civilization, what does it all come to?’.11 Quatermain concludes that ‘in all
essentials the savage and the child of civilization are identical’. He holds that
‘civilization is only savagery silver-gilt’,12 and that contemporary civilization will
fall again ‘as the Egyptian civilization fell, as the Hellenic civilization fell, and
as the Roman civilization, and many others of which the world has now lost
count, fell also’. Due to such an awareness, Haggard was certainly less
culpable of the worst aspects of the imperial drive than may otherwise have

10

P. B. Ellis, H. Rider Haggard: a Voice from the Infinite, London: Routledge & Kegan Paul,
1978, p. 6.
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Haggard, Allan Quatermain, p. 22.
12
Haggard, Allan Quatermain, p. 23.
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been the case. He was conscious of the value of native people and their
cultures, especially pertaining to the ideas of freedom and natural simplicity
that constitute the concept of the ‘primitive’, and though racialist theory rears
its head, it is not the defining force behind his work. Indeed, one of Ayesha’s
faults in She, for which she is ultimately humbled, is her dominion, and belief
in her natural superiority over, the Amahagger, whom she treats as
‘barbarian’s lower than beasts’.13 However, on balance, it must be admitted
that Haggard still believed in England’s civilizing mission, despite a
contradictory desire for ‘primitivism’, and it is often apparent that he believed
Zulus and other African natives and their culture only to be less inferior to men
of the civilized West than other minds of his day deemed them; the matter
being then largely one of degree rather than fundamental assumption.
Stiebel considers Haggard’s presentations of Africa variously in terms of
vast Eden, wilderness, dream underworld, sexualized bodyscape, and as
home to ancient white civilizations. She notes, underlying these conceptions,
what she calls a ‘fetishistic’ repetition of setting in Haggard along with
‘vacillation between desire and fear regarding that setting’.14 This makes
sense, if we choose to see Haggard’s African settings as representative of the
‘primitive’, in terms of the role that ‘primitive’ nature had come to play in the
Victorian imagination.15 Haggard’s ambiguity here is in fact part of his wider
equivocal feelings towards the possessive aspect of imperialism; on one hand
13

H. Rider Haggard, She (1887), London: Longmans, Green & Co., 1941, p. 147.
Stiebel, p. 6.
15
As examined in the previous chapter. Stiebel comments of Haggard that a key to his
success was his ability to tap into the ‘collective unconscious’ of his age (Stiebel, p. 9). It is
worth noting in this regard that Jung also perceived this ability in Haggard. Jung took Haggard
as a case study, encouraged no doubt by Haggard’s avowal of the importance of speed in
fictional creation; Haggard professed to have written King Solomon’s Mines in six weeks in his
spare time (Haggard, The Days of My Life, I, p. 226), indicating almost a ‘stream of
consciousness’ method of production.
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the desire to use and suppress, and to exert power over Africa and the
wilderness it represents, on the other to be humbled by its ‘otherness’, and
draw spiritual lessons from its freedom and wildness. This is reflected in the
dualities of his image of Africa as a mythic ‘empty land’.
Africa is for Haggard variously the mythic ‘empty land’, a place whose very
vacancy is simultaneously a vital contrast to an overcrowded Europe, and as
such a source of spiritual succour, and antithetically an empty space to be
colonized and filled. Lilias Rider Haggard provides us with an excerpt from
Haggard’s diary of his first trip into the Transvaal, in which he envisages an
empty land being utilized to support the western world: ‘And yet those wastes,
now desolate, are at no distant date destined to support and enrich a large
population, for underneath their surface lie minerals in abundance, and when
the coal of Europe is exhausted there is sufficient stored up here to stock the
world’.16
There is no doubt that the myth of the ‘empty land’ is used by Haggard on
one level to justify colonization of Africa, as also is the myth of Africa as a
home to ancient high races, notably in Allan Quatermain and She. Both are in
essence legitimizations of the imperial project, the former because it is
suggesting legitimacy in taking and making productive an empty space, the
latter because a historical precedent for the domination of Africa by highly
civilized peoples changes ‘annexation’ to ‘reclamation’; for, in this line of
thought, if Africa was not ruled once by an ancient white race of Western
origin, at least it was ruled by peoples higher up the scale of societal
development than contemporary African natives. The apparent sophistication
16

Haggard, quoted by L. Rider Haggard, The Cloak that I Left: A Biography of the Author
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of architectural remains discovered in Africa in contrast to the perceived
barbarism of the peoples living in their proximity supported the idea that
superior races had been operative in Africa in antiquity, and many scholars
came to believe this, often suggesting Phoenician origins for them.17 The ZuVendi reflect this in Haggard’s fictional Africa in Allan Quatermain; Egyptian,
Persian and Phoenician origins are posited for them,18 but most crucially they
are the relic of some high race out of kilter with common African natives, a
race of incomers like the English travellers themselves. Perhaps most
significantly, though, the ‘best bred people in the country’, that is those closest
genetically to the prime of the Zu Vendi race, are ‘pure whites’ who ‘do not
show any negro or other African characteristics’.19 The ancient quayside
chanced upon by the Western travellers in She and the correlative
speculations of Holly are in the same vein.20
Wendy Katz links the negative aspects of Haggard’s imperialism to the
quest romance genre itself. She does not recognize the latent ‘anti-power’
discourse identified by this study in the ideational and symbolical structures of
17

For example, scholars argued over the remains of the city of Zimbabwe in Rhodesia
‘whether a superior race, such as the Phoenicians, had built it and then left the area or
whether the natives themselves had constructed them but then degenerated to their present
level’ (B. Street, The Savage in Literature: Representations of ‘Primitive’ Society in English
Fiction 1858 - 1920, London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1975, p. 89).
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Haggard, Allan Quatermain, p. 178.
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Leo is brought to recognize that: ‘Perhaps it was not always a marsh, and the people not
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white race as such here, but looks to non-native colonisers for the source of the relics; the
Egyptians, ‘the Babylonians and the Phoenicians, and the Persians, and other peoples, all of
them more or less civilized, to say nothing of the Jews whom everybody “wants” nowadays’
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comments in these passages surrounding the contemporary fascination with the origins of
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matters of origins and legitimacy, hereditary rights and precedence. The passage in She also
reflects Haggard’s keen awareness of the transience of civilizations; ‘a country like Africa…is
sure to be full of the relics of long dead and forgotten civilizations’ (Haggard, She, p.62).
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fantasy of this class, and consequently she is inclined to call romance ‘a
fiction…thoroughly suited to an ideology of domination’.21 Such a position
regarding the romance and fantasy genres is not entirely without warrant,
since it is in their nature to smooth over objections raised by the empirical in
pursuit of the ideological. However, the mythopoeic quest romance as
understood in this study is not ultimately based in its substructure upon
ideologies of domination. It is based rather on a tradition in opposition to
scientific materialism, and the possessive instinct thought of as being inherent
to that ideology. The mythopoesis of recovery of the spiritual dimension of
existence, fundamental in such fantasy, is antithetical to principles of
acquisition or domination, being concerned with the rediscovery of ‘otherness’
rather than its oppression or exploitation.

The sexualization of Haggard’s Africa

Another common critical approach taken towards Haggard’s work equates his
fiction journeys into Africa with desire for sexual conquest. Abdul JanMohammed, the influential post-colonialist critic, saw a Manichean allegory in
the colonial mindset, which creates a series of interchangeable oppositions
relating to ‘self’ and ‘other’, and believed the ‘racial romance’ to embody
these.22 The ‘others’ of the object of imperial exploitation and of female
sexuality are often seen to be closely interwoven in Haggard’s work.

21

W. R. Katz, Rider Haggard and the Fiction of Empire: a critical study of British imperial
fiction, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987, p. 130.
22
see A. Jan-Mohammed, ‘The Economy of Manichean Allegory’, The Nature and Context of
Minority Discourse, New York: Oxford University Press, 1990.
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The post-colonialist critics of Haggard see his quest romances as
expressions of personal and societal desires and fears. The repressed sexual
desires of Victorian society are commonly seen as conditioning Haggard’s
portrayal of Africa. In this reading, imperialist desires and doubts are
sexualized, and the African landscape is unconsciously feminized as an
integral part of the imperialist discourse in Haggard’s stories. Gilbert and
Gubar23 denounce Haggard’s implicit sexism, as does William Shieck, who
outlines the imperialist implications of this sexism, and who raises the
common objection that Haggard’s stories amount to ‘the male fantasy of
conquering the female body, a fantasy mingling misogyny and imperialism’.24
In this reading, Africa is seen as a dangerous but alluring female, both
enchanting and destructive. Its land is personified as an image of femininity as
constructed in the psyche of Victorian patriarchal society, wherein the idea of
woman was subverted into an emblem of existential doubt akin to the
unmapped heart of Africa, or indeed of the human mind. It is certainly true that
in most power equations the lesser of the elements is often feminized, and
thus Europe seems in the late-Victorian era to have become to Africa what
man was regarded as being to woman.
The chief example of this sexualization of landscape in Haggard’s work,
from which it is very difficult to demur, is the ‘bodyscape’ represented in the
map that pertains to King Solomon’s Mines. As Gerald Monsman writes, ‘the
treasure map read upside-down limns Sheba’s nippled breast, navel and
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pudendum’.25 From here critics go on to make all kinds of similar associations.
All caves become wombs, all tunnels vaginas, and all domed hills breasts.
Stiebel reads boulders in the mouths of caves as ‘hymen’ and perceives
‘clitoral’ rocks.26
Gerard Monsman, in a generally persuasive reading of King Solomon’s
Mines, loses some credibility by delving into pseudo-philological territory in an
attempt to support his version of the ‘sexualized landscape’ theory. His
attempt is representative of the worst aspects of this Freudian critical
approach.27 Monsman posits that ‘one may observe that ‘Kukuanaland’
parsed as low slang, becomes ‘cuckoo’ (the cuckoo lays its eggs in other
bird’s nests; thus in slang useage, the cuckoo is the penis, and the cuckoo’s
nest the female pudendum) followed by ‘anal’ with the copula ‘and’’.28
Monsman acquits Haggard of schoolboy prurience in his ‘crude pun’, on the
grounds that it is indicative of the ‘biological-mythic structure the adventurers
enter at the mine-pit’.29 Monsman’s point itself is, if not prurient, at least highly
sophistical. He goes on: ‘Haggard’s phallic and anal amalgamation, together
with his multiple references to the ‘bowels’ of the earth, clearly indicate that
whatever sort of symbolic engendering their entrance into the cave may be,
25
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the trio is sexually devoured and shat out like lumps of excrement’.30 Despite
his shamefully tendentious reading of Haggard’s nomenclature, Monsman’s
approach to these novels as mythopoeic texts is more revealing of their nature
than that of those critics more exclusively concerned with Haggard’s
relationship to imperialism. Monsman conceives of Haggard as working with
awareness of his medium in terms of its Westonite31 mythic sub-structures; he
notes that this ejection from the mines is ‘an ironic rebirth at best, a parody of
renewal’.32 However, though irony may be present at some level here, the
earthy exit that the travellers take from the mines does seem at a more
serious level like an expulsion of these pioneering westerners from Africa’s
deep places. The implication is that they have been chastened and taught by
the feminine earth, Mother Earth, to value greater things than diamonds, and
to attain deeper understanding of the vital, primitive heart of life. This
sentiment lies at the core of Haggard’s mythopoesis.
Monsman has persuasively placed King Solomon’s Mines in the context of
the symbolism of regenerative cyclical nature mythology. Haggard’s
presentation of a sexualized natural world is part of a conscious engagement
with a mythic symbolism defined through the ideas of Victorian
anthropological mythography, rather than part of an expression of an ideology
of domination as critics such as Stiebel contend. In this novel we encounter
Gagool, the dark aspect of the feminine association with the land, who is of an
indeterminate ancientness, yet each spring is supplied with new vigour.
Monsman is convincing in his argument that the feminization of the landscape
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in Haggard derives from the idea of a ‘primitive’ mythologizing of the land and
its cyclical patterns into a feminine deity of decay and revivification. Monsman
puts it that: ‘Haggard understands human identity and its relation to nature in
terms of a mother/mistress analogue in which birth and death are expressed
as a female landscape, both generative and fatal’.33 He sees Sheba’s veiled
raiment34 in Haggard’s imagined African landscape as ‘befitting a maiden
goddess not unlike a Kore’,35 the Greek goddess of summer. In this regard it
is notable that Haggard chooses to call Ayesha’s kingdom ‘Kor’ in She.
Haggard’s visual and nomenclatural imagination produces a motif of fertility in
She, and in King Solomon’s Mines, and the depiction of landscape as
feminine therein is part of an ideational structure which draws on the mythic
fertility symbolism of the romance tradition, rather than merely operating as a
part of a latent imperialist or sexist discourse.
Mervyn Nicholson believes that charges of misogyny and racism are an
oversimplification of Haggard, and ‘at worst a slander’.36 Nicholson is justified
in responding to critics such as Shieck, whose interpretations, based around
imperialism and sexual desire and fear, offer ‘no trace…of appreciation for
what [C.S.] Lewis calls the “mythical” aspect of Haggard’.37 If Africa does
indeed represent an ‘other’ for Haggard, it is not primarily as an object of
imperial or sexual desire, but rather of spiritual desire. This sees him draw on
a regenerative symbolism, integral to the romance tradition, in order to
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express a desire for an ontological rebalancing of spirit and matter. His
presentation of Africa is finally as a place of primitive wilderness and spiritual
recovery, in opposition to the materialist order represented by the West. In
Allan Quatermain, Haggard has his protagonist profess his belief in the
basically ‘savage’ nature of man, arguing that civilization makes man appear
other than he really is, ‘like the blacking does a boot, or the veneer a table’,38
certainly a lesson taken from Victorian anthropology. Quatermain argues that
in the end, ‘when the heart is stricken and the head is humbled in the dust’,
then ‘civilization fails us utterly’, and we fall back ‘like little children on the
great breast of Nature’.39 This ‘nature’ he proceeds to describe as ‘the
universal Mother’, and proposes as common to man the desire to ‘let his
identity be swallowed in the vast imperceptibly moving energy of her of whom
we are, who gave us birth and will one day come to be our burial also’. It is to
this savage nature that we, as children of savagery, must turn, ‘if we would
really understand ourselves’.40 This is the rationale behind Quatermain’s wish
to return from Britain to the wild ‘nature’ that Africa represents, unfettered as it
is by the decorations of Western civilization. In A Farmer’s Year (1899),
Haggard tells us: ‘Nature is a mistress to be worshipped with the spirit as well
as admired with the eyes’.41 It is in terms of this mythic conception of nature
as goddess that Haggard’s presentation of Africa as woman must be
considered.
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Africa as ‘anti-material’ ideal

Haggard’s landscapes take on the shape of spiritual desire far more than
material or sexual desire. Africa may on one hand appear in his fiction as a
vast storehouse for imperial exploitation, but its central role is as ‘wilderness’
wherein spiritual recovery is attained through contact with the primitive. One
often repeated scenario in Haggard’s portrayal of Africa is that of the
adventurers overlooking an idyllic pastoral or wilderness scene; Africa takes
on the role of Edenic paradise. In King Solomon’s Mines we encounter this
description:

The land lay before us like a map, in which rivers flashed like silver
snakes, and alp-like peaks crowned with wildly twisted snow wreaths
rose in grandeur, whilst over all was the glad sunlight, and the breath
of Nature’s happy life.42

It is easy to read this as propagating an imperialist approach to Africa. The
scene is described from a ‘bird’s-eye-view’ position. The narrator places
himself above or at the centre of the space, and yet remains apart from it,
achieving ordering and ‘otherness’ simultaneously in his vision of the
landscape; an imperialist, proprietorial perspective. However, this landscape
description has more significance than simply as a visualization of colonialist
desire. The scene is redolent of Haggard’s ‘favourite dream’, as described in
his autobiography; this he describes as showing his ‘spiritual heritage spread
large’.43 We encounter a panorama seen, like that detailed above, from a
‘bird’s-eye-view’ perspective, incorporating ‘lovely mountains’ and ‘a great
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river’ flowing through a ‘boundless plain’,44 in ‘illimitable lands’.45 The two
scenes are of the same nature, deriving from a spiritual urge in Haggard for
freedom and wilderness. If one facet of the above depiction of the African
landscape in King Solomon’s Mines is the imperial ‘bird’s-eye-view’ narratorial
position, another is its evocation of a ‘primitive’, virgin environment of limitless
possibility. The mythic dimension of the scene reflects an important facet in
Haggard’s work; the role of the idea of the ‘primitive’ as filtered into popular
literature by the anthropological and romantic thought of his era.
Northrop Frye saw romance fiction as marked out by nostalgia and the
search for an imaginary golden realm in time or space,46 and Haggard’s Africa
is on one level just such a nostalgic realm. Freedom to roam the land without
the ties of modern civilization is a post-industrial dream, and is essentially a
myth inculcated in particular by the intellectual ferment of the later-nineteenth
century; certainly one heavily drawn on by, amongst others, Haggard and
Tolkien alike. Africa was for Haggard, and the Victorian audiences who read
his stories, an image of a freedom and a ‘wilderness’ apparently lost in
contemporary Britain. For Haggard, his personal sojourn in Africa marks a
phase of unparalleled freedom and happiness in his life, and Hilldrop, his lost
farm, became an object of personal nostalgia.47 To Haggard and other
Englishmen of his time, the sense of the freedom of Africa was as much one
of opportunity as the physical product of the sheer vastness of the landscape,
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and Haggard, stifled at home, found himself in his element there and quickly
rose to prominence in the imperial apparatus. The acquisition of success
along with the acquisition of the Transvaal under Shepstone, in which
Haggard was a proud actor,48 doubtless added to the ‘illimitable’ nature of the
lands represented in Haggard’s dream. The scale notable in the natural
features of Haggardian landscapes, for example the huge cliffs, such as the
‘vast perpendicular wall of rock’49 encountered in Allan Quatermain, or indeed
the ‘mighty cliff’ of his dream,50 is indicative of the notion of unrestricted
freedom offered by the image of the African landscape to the British psyche.
In this sense also, Africa is ‘anti-material’ in Haggard’s work; it comes to
represent an ideal, rather than a physical place.
From his early days, Haggard developed ‘strong agricultural tastes’,51 and
these are reflected in his fiction. The African land came to signify to Haggard a
desired pre-industrial realm in which life was not marked by the gaudy
materialism and constricting commercial forces that seemed to be beginning
to exert their grip on urban society at home; Haggard writes of the ‘hideous
grinding competition of the age’,52 and likened British agriculture of the lateVictorian era to ‘that Biblical traveller who fell among acquisitive and selfseeking characters’.53 In this desire for a pre-industrial society, Haggard
displays that vein of anti-materialism that this study identifies as being so
integral to the early mythopoeic fantasy genre, a deep dissatisfaction with
48
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aggressive commercialism. He was concerned by the apparent preoccupation
with material wealth: ‘If we do not serve Mammon, or money, which is the
same thing, how does it chance that we so much admire those who contrive to
acquire it in great heaps?’.54 Haggard believed that the market forces that
drew the English population away from contact with the land were detrimental
to the nation’s physical and spiritual health. In his political life, Haggard
repeatedly stressed his concern with the stagnancy of urbanized Britain,
bemoaning amongst other things the dearth of children he perceived in the
cities.55 These ‘anaemic, enervated cities’56 seemed to Haggard to draw the
very life and vitality from the countryside, and prompted him to ask in A
Farmer’s Year: ‘Must not the numbers, health, and courage of our race in their
turn pay a price for the ruin of its wholesome nurseries?’.57 The antithesis of
this stagnant Britain is created by Haggard in his fictive, ‘active’ Africa; wild,
rural, and fertile. The fecundity of the African land is in direct contrast to the
sterility of urban Britain, and no doubt equated in Haggard’s mind with the
contrast of stiflingly regimented British society against the freedom, and hence
creative fertility, offered by the empire; always with the paradox that the aim of
empire was the extension and predominance of British culture. Sir Henry
Curtis puts his desire to go to Africa in Allan Quatermain down to being ‘dead
tired of doing nothing except play the squire in a country that is sick of
squires’.58 Africa represented activity for Haggard against the inactivity he
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perceived at home. In this respect it is notable that Good leaves Britain for
Africa in Allan Quatermain precisely because he is ‘getting too fat’.59
Katz draws this aspect of Haggard’s presentation of Africa into a
discussion of the romance genre as an inherent advocate of a doctrine of
‘activism’ that is the natural correlative of an imperialist policy. She looks to
Haggard’s protests, in his political life, against inaction, and his urgings for the
building of a defensive force to maintain the empire for corroboration of this
view.60 More significantly, though, in terms of understanding Haggard’s
presentation of nature, the tendency toward activism in Haggard’s works and,
in conjunction, the presentation of the natural realm as a place of freedom and
heroic activity, also signal that desire represented for late-nineteenth-century
thinkers in the signifier that is ‘primitivism’. Haggard perceived deleterious
effects for the human spirit in the 'passing from a natural to an artificial life'.61
The fictive African landscapes of his romances offered an arena for simple
manly action in the increasingly complex world of the machine. Haggard’s
fiction offered to its Victorian readership a nostalgic celebration of a preindustrial past, fulfilling a societal desire for wilderness and freedom in
contrast to its experience of an increasingly urbanized and mechanized
present. The imperialistic seizure of African lands is connected by Haggard in
A Farmer’s Year with the very rapacious materialism his fictionalization of
Africa eschews: ‘Countries in China, Central Africa, anywhere, must be seized
or hypothecated to provide “new markets” – even “at the cost of war” – for this
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is fashionable and imperialistic, and it is hoped will bring profit to the people
with the most votes and influence, the traders and dwellers in towns’.62
Activism seems to be present in Haggard’s work as part of his avowal of the
‘natural’ as an ideal, in opposition to, rather than in support of, imperialism and
correlative materialist advancement.
Haggard, though to a large extent a Tory and one of the conservative
landed gentry, also evinced an instinctive socialism. In an 1888 visit to William
Morris, he was impressed enough to say that on leaving ‘I rather wished that
Fate had made me a Socialist also’.63 Morris would have appreciated
Haggard’s anti-materialism and loathing of urban Britain. One of Haggard’s
primary political concerns was ‘the gradual extinction of the peasant
proprietor’ of the British countryside.64 He decried the ‘evils of rural
depopulation’.65 He was antagonistic towards the growing forces of capitalism
that he saw drawing the British population into an unhealthy urbanized and
materialistic existence, and he repeatedly expressed his belief in the
importance of a rurally-based society:

In this twentieth-century England we seem to have grown away from
the land; we have flocked to the cities, and are occupied with the
things of cities; we have set our hearts on trade, and look to its profits
for our luxury. But the land is still the true mother of our race, which,
were it not for that same land, would soon dwindle into littleness.66

This warning is made in Rural England (1902), a widely approbated tome on
the decline of British agriculture. In his earlier agriculturally-orientated work, A
Farmer’s Year, Haggard had clearly outlined his anti-urbanism: ‘from these
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great towns with their aggregated masses of mankind, there rises one eternal
wail of misery’.67 Haggard believed that connection with the land was a
primary factor in the development of the character of a people, and said as
much in A Farmer’s Year and Rural England; in the former he argues that ‘the
practice of Agriculture – that primaeval occupation and the cleanest of them
all’ is responsible for ‘the engendering and achievement of patient, even
minds in sound enduring bodies, gifts of which, after the first generation, the
great towns rob those who dwell and labour in them’.68 He wrestled with what
he saw as ‘the grave problems’69 facing agriculture in England in his time, and
developed advanced ideas on the management of rural affairs, going so far
left as to suggest a system of smallholdings under co-operative management.
He also championed protectionism for the farmers, and wanted to see
nationalization of farmlands. Morton Cohen quotes Haggard as calling the
land issue the ‘greatest of all causes’.70
Haggard saw the exodus from rural areas to the cities in England in his
time as marking the decline of the English nation as a whole. He says in Rural
England that, as a result of this exodus, England ‘must drop behind in the race
of nations’,71 and that, in terms of the English national character, migration
away from rural areas ‘must mean its deterioration’.72 Haggard was himself a
farmer in Africa at Hilldrop and in Britain, and a keen gardener at home. In
response, Ellis infers that Haggard was ‘at one with the land’.73 This kind of
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language is, while rather meaningless, apposite when seeking an
understanding of Haggard’s own views of man’s relation to the earth, being as
it is derived from the Romantic idiom that was so clearly operative on Haggard
himself. Haggard himself describes his whole life as ‘more or less connected
with the soil’,74 and his travels as having been journeys of observation ‘of the
ways of Nature and of those who dwell in her constant fellowship’.75 In A
Farmer’s Year, he claims: ‘There is no education like that which we win from
the fellowship of nature’.76 He clearly developed a Romantic sense of the
significance of man’s relationship with the natural world in terms of the human
imagination and spirit. Haggard, indeed, came to believe in a pantheistic
connectivity of spirit between humanity and the wider world. The incident
which prompted him to give up blood-sports later in life was a prescient dream
in which the dog of his eldest daughter, Angela, communicated to him that it
was dying. The death indeed came to pass, around the time of the dream and
in the manner suggested by the dream, and it confirmed for Haggard ‘the
kinship, I might almost say the oneness, of all animal life’.77 Haggard
perceived nature in spiritual terms, opposed to materialism, and draws in his
works on a pre-industrial ideal of ‘primitivism’ in order to fictionalize what he
perceived as a necessary reconnection of man and nature.
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Connection to the ‘primitive’

The connection to the primitive in Haggard’s stories is not made from the
elevated ‘bird’s-eye-view’ perspective associated so strongly with the
imperialist psyche, but rather in the deep places of the earth. These spaces
enable the symbolical representation of the protagonists’ connection to the
‘primitive’. In terms of the frightening or nightmarish element in Haggard’s
fictive landscape we must naturally consider underground settings, or those
where natural features enclose the protagonists in tight spaces. There are
several instances of opposing cliffs, narrow and high, through which the
adventurers pass, such as the ‘precipitous cliffs’78 in Allan Quatermain. These
features are often followed by passage through caves or tunnels. This type of
enclosure allows uncanny events to occur away from the world of daylight,
where epiphanous, usually terrifying, brushes with the infinite occur. This
choice of setting indicates Haggard’s ambiguity toward the idea of the
‘primitive’; it is both desirable and fearsome, and represents both darkness
and enlightenment. Spiritual truth seems to carry with it not only positive
revelation, but also existential horror.
The sequence through the tunnel and past the ‘rose of fire’79 in Allan
Quatermain may be best described as part of a retrogression of anti-births to
an earlier plane of existence, not necessarily higher, but closer to source. In
this context, Northrop Frye’s ideas concerning the epiphanies of quest
romance taking place in high places are interesting,80 for in Haggard it seems
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clear that these passages through deep places in the heart of the earth are of
most significance, particularly in regard to a Tolkienian ‘recovery’ of the
emotional qualities associated with primitivism. Certainly in these
passageways beneath the surface of the land it appears that the characters
are being initiated into the mysteries of the earth, and the knowledge that
Ayesha in She has acquired in such deep and dark places is described in
these very terms.81 The ‘rose of fire’ passed by the travellers in the tunnel in
Allan Quatermain cannot avoid comparison with the rose coloured flame in
which Ayesha bathes in She, and we are undoubtedly intended to perceive
that Quatermain has here come into close contact with a profound mystery of
the earth, the vital principle at the core of existence, the nature of which is
more explicitly revealed in She. Quatermain’s journey is very easy to render
as spiritual allegory; a blind journey through a great tunnel on a relentless
river toward eventual confrontation and near destruction by the ‘flame of life’
and emergence into a new world. The suggestion is of some passing through
death to rediscovered ‘primitive’ life.
An understanding of this spiritual journey to the ‘primitive’ requires
consideration in terms of the context of nineteenth-century anthropological
thought. Gerald Monsman explains that ‘in recent decades, criticism of King
Solomon’s Mines characterizes it either as an adventure across psychological
terrain into the unknown and tabooed frontiers of the unconscious or as a
journey of exploration, capitalist conquest and the establishment of a colonial
patriarchy’.82 Monsman, however, with justification, chooses to read the text in
light of Victorian social anthropology. He comments that ‘imperial rule had
81
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opened primitive societies to investigations of cultural history; and although
set in a strange land where the marvellous abounds, King Solomon’s Mines is
indebted to current Victorian anthropological thinking’.83 He says that
‘Haggard transposed not only his personal experiences with African colonial
politics...into a tale of magic and religion, ...but thereby also contributed to an
emerging aesthetic indebted intellectually, thematically and formally to “the
primitive”’.84 It is important to recognise that Haggard, like the other writers in
this study, was not only influenced by late-Victorian anthropological notions of
‘primitivism’, but was himself an influence in forming the understanding of
nature that arose in his era, and which is so integral to early mythopoeic
fantasy.
Friedrich Max Muller conceived the idea that the origin of culture lies in a
‘mythopoeic age’ in which cyclic solar dramas were re-enacted. E. B. Tylor
systemized this with his Primitive Culture (1871), and his work became highly
influential to late-nineteenth-century thought, as examined in the previous
chapter. Monsman reads King Solomon’s Mines as directly influenced by
Tylor: ‘by envisioning Tylor’s savage ‘survivals’ as able to reanimate
contemporary society, Haggard’s novel appears both to have anticipated the
modernists’ fantasy of Africa as locale for a recovery of spiritual vitality and to
have foreshadowed T. S. Eliot’s interpretation of modernism’s handling of
myth as “a continuous parallel between contemporaneity and antiquity”’.85
Monsman notes that ‘from boyhood, years before his discussions of
comparative mythology with Andrew Lang, Haggard had been a deeply
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interested student of Egyptian and Teutonic customs and religion’.86
Doubtless this background led Haggard in his interest in myth and the
patterns of death and rebirth so prominent in his fiction.
In the context of the cyclic fertility motif that Monsman ascribes to King
Solomon’s Mines, he argues that the imperialist adventure, with its materialist
aims, whilst successful on a purely material level, fails at a higher level of
signification. Monsmon sees the Good-Foulata relationship as symbolic of a
broken mythological cycle of solar death and rebirth, and a denial of spiritual
fertility. He reads Gagool and Foulata as part of the mythic fertility image
structure which he sees repeated by Haggard; Foulata being the fertility image
corresponding to spring, who must die only to return. The dead Foulata,
though, is separated from her revitalizing consort, Good, because he will
finally return to England with his stash of diamonds, rather than undertaking
‘an adoption of the land’s mystic plenitude’.87 Monsmon concludes his
argument by putting King Solomon’s Mines in a Romantic context, saying that
‘Haggard’s narrative, despite its ostensibly juvenile audience, is a notable
instance of Victorian Romanticism, perfectly in tune with Wordsworth’s
declaration in ‘The World is Too Much with Us’ that an ancient paganism can
restore those powers in nature lost by an urbanized, secularized culture’.88 In
Allan Quatermain, of course, it is made clear that the satisfaction this wealth
brings has proved empty, and the trio do return to the mystic land, plainly
seeking a connection to ‘primitivism’ and its mythological heart. The
perception of Haggard’s rejection of materialist enterprise in favour of
mythopoeic spiritual odyssey seems to be the key to an understanding of his
86
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work and the presentation of the African world therein. In Allan Quatermain,
when Quatermain compares the westerner and the savage, he cites as a chief
quality of the latter that he is ‘to a large extent free from the greed of money,
which eats like a cancer into the heart of the white man’.89 This seems to be a
direct rebuttal of the value of the scientific materialist dominion over western
culture. In She, Ayesha describes herself as: ‘I, who know the secrets of the
earth, and its riches, and can turn all things to my uses’.90 The
possessiveness indicated in her association with ‘riches’, but moreover in the
idea of turning ‘all things to my uses’, represents a key flaw in Ayesha’s
character in terms of the moral structure of the work. Her will to domination
sets her in opposition to the anti-materialism which orchestrates Haggard’s
use of the concept of ‘primitivism’. In Allan Quatermain, Quatermain suggests
that it is ‘very desireable that we should sometimes try to understand the
limitations of our nature, so that we may not be carried away by the pride of
knowledge’.91 Here again, although Quatermain does acknowledge the value
of ‘our modern institutions’ as the ‘gathered experience of humanity applied
for the good of all’,92 is a call for the restraint of scientism, and lesson to the
ego of unwary man. Haggard, although on one hand an imperialist and in the
progress camp, has in his writings at the heart of his ideational and symbolic
structures an anti-materialist ideal.
Monsman points up the didactic value of the wealth lying idly around the
adventurers while they are trapped in King Solomon’s Mines: ‘In a 1905
Canadian speech, Haggard cited this specific passage to assert that the
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commercial and technological wealth of urban life is valueless apart from an
Antaeus-like contact with the land and its fertility’.93 He continues:

Like the native, the European must go to the land, must discover the
native’s wealth, not in the form of diamonds but as a personal rebirth,
renewal. This is the fundamental mythopoeic hook on which Haggard
hangs his heroic quest.94
Later, Monsman makes the general claim that ‘fantasy revitalizes the spirit’.95
This is certainly indicative of the desired role of mythopoesis that this study
understands to underpin that mythopoeic fantasy influenced by Victorian
anthropological writings; these works drew on a mythography that
emphasized the role of myth as spiritual restorative. The correlative
perception of nature inculcated by this mythography ensures that these works
directly equate spiritual renewal and a redefinition of man’s relationship with
the natural world. In Haggard’s myth of the spirit in King Solomon’s Mines, the
reborn travellers have been ‘re-earthed’, reconnected to that current of spirit
that can only be found away from the materialism and imperialism of lateVictorian Britain. Africa acts as the paradisal garden, the Eden where the
original pre-fall perfection of man may be recovered. Such concern with some
form of ‘recovery’ became seen as implicit in the role of fantasy, as attested to
in Tolkien’s theory in ‘On Fairy-Stories’.96
As the Western adventurers in Haggard’s African romances progress on
their journeys to the interior of Africa, readers are asked to suspend disbelief
and become open to the mystical epiphanies on offer as we are taken into
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Haggard’s fictive landscapes. There is a mixture of the specific in terms of
detail of place, but also a geographical vagueness, more pronounced as we
move deeper into the interior, the world of myth and mystery. Haggard’s
stories take us plainly enough from the known to the unknown, and generally
towards ancientness and ‘origins’. The protagonists are taken from modernity
to ‘primitive’ situations, as emphasized in She by the strangeness of Good’s
appearance to the natives, and the particular incongruity of his monocle. Katz
notes that Haggardian characters are wont to revert to instinct when in Africa
at the expense of reason; or, in the context of this study, to become ‘primitive’
according to the concept of primitivism created by Victorian anthropology.
Katz says that as this reversion to instinctual action often happens in Africa
itself this implies that ‘the yielding to instinct and impulse is a consequence of
the landscape’, but cautions, however, that even Haggard’s non-African
stories seem on occasion to exhibit this device.97 Katz continues: ‘this is not to
say that the African environment does not appear to exert a special influence
on Europeans which may be termed “primitive”, but that “primitivism”, for
Haggard, was discovered within oneself’.98 Certainly the African environment
does have special significance in this regard. European reason is replaced by
African intuition in an attempt to come to terms with the natural balance in
which ‘primitive’ Africans are assumed to live with their environment; this
corresponds to Victorian anthropological speculations on primitive culture, and
the intuitional basis of thought proposed in the anthropological conception of
the ‘mythic’ stage in the development of the culture of man. It is the spiritual
tonic of this relationship with the natural world, rather than physical or material
97
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dominion over the land of Africa, which is the ultimate desire of Haggard’s
European adventurers.
In respect of this desire, the imperialist argument that the presence of man
is needed to complete and utilize these ideal landscapes and ‘empty lands’ is
set in Haggard’s thought against the knowledge that this will disrupt and alter
these wild places, associated as they are with the vitality and recovery of the
spirit. If Haggard the imperialist desired order and ‘progress’, the ideational
value of Africa as realm of mysticism, spirit and the natural, led to conflict in
his presentation of ‘nature’ and ‘culture’. Haggard himself sets up a tension of
the pretty and ordered, the civilized and progressive, against the wild and
rugged, both of which he seems to admire. The order of the mission station
belonging to MacKenzie in Allan Quatermain clearly relates to the desire to
impose British order on the physical environment of Africa, but in other
passages in the African romances, it is the very wildness of Africa that is
attractive. The ‘nature’ that Allan desires at the outset of Allan Quatermain is
not the ordered, safe nature of ‘well kept woods’, but rather ‘Nature as she
was in the days when creation was complete, undefiled as yet by any human
sinks of sweltering humanity’.99 Here again the civilization of the West is
eschewed, in its urbanization and materialism, in favour of African primitivism.
Andrew Lang wrote a sonnet as a tribute to She in which he foresees the
European invasion of the ‘empty lands’ of Africa.100 This eventuality is also
alluded to in Haggard’s stories. Ignosi in King Solomon’s Mines and Curtis in
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Allan Quatermain are conscious of the need to prevent Western incursions
into their lands. Haggard indicates here a desire to protect the ‘primitive’ from
invasive external forces. Curtis will bar the land of the Zu Vendi to ‘all
foreigners’ at the end of Allan Quatermain.101 Ironically, though
understandably in light of his desire for both the ordered and the wild,
Haggard often imagines the achievement of this as involving an English or
anglicized overseer. Curtis will protect the innocence of the land of the Zu
Vendi, which he sees as a beautiful country which he cannot countenance to
be ‘torn and fought for by speculators, tourists, politicians and teachers’,102 in
the manner that crabs earlier tear a swan apart in the ravine. Curtis makes
this specific connection, remembering ‘those horrible creatures’ tearing at ‘the
wild swan’,103 the significant ‘wild’ indicating the freedom and wilderness of
‘primitive’ Africa. The irony, and perhaps Haggard’s intended point, is that the
white adventurers have already shot the wild swan, and would only have
feasted on it themselves. Ignosi, who in many respects has become an
honorary English gentleman, will ‘see no traders with their guns and rum’ to
disrupt the simple lives of the Kukuanas.104 While in the same stories it is
presented as a fertile resource pool, waiting to be tapped to service the
capitalism of the West, Africa is repeatedly portrayed by Haggard as a haven
of nature in an increasingly industrialized world.
Interestingly, Haggard often seems to present landscapes that are novel
and wild, and yet which are geographically circumscribed, surrounded by
cliffs, mountain ranges, forests, and swamps in varying combinations. The
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conflict here is desire for containment by boundaries on one hand, matched
by desire for freedom. The ‘expanse’ that Quatermain overlooks in King
Solomon’s Mines is ‘ringed in by a wall of distant mountains’.105 Stiebel
postulates that this paradox of wilderness and containment represents an
important aspect of the author’s psyche, and that ‘this, in a nutshell, defines
the desire of imperial romance: to show the hero triumphant over the land and
people, but without eliminating the thrill of risk and danger, the great
unknown’;106 the land is as a symbol of this, at once free and wild and yet
circumscribed. The idea that Haggard’s African landscapes finally represent
an assault course, which the protagonists must master in order to gain their
reward of power and dominion, seems flawed in relation to the actual
ideational structure of the texts. Stiebel ultimately seems to misread the role of
Africa in Haggard’s fiction in seeking to support her post-colonialist approach.
Let us consider the climax of She in this context. The cumulative effect of this
sequence is to emphasize the danger of the unknown, and to admonish
insignificant man from dabbling in the great mysteries. None of the
protagonists achieves happiness, or indeed any positive form of
enlightenment. Job is overwhelmed entirely by the magnitude of their brush
with the infinite, and accordingly dies. Leo and Holly bear the scars, Holly
wearing his in a permanent expression of awe, and both are to some degree
‘broken-down men’.107 The result of such brushes with the infinite, certainly in
Allan Quatermain and She, is often one of terror and awe rather than
improvement and understanding. The questers are allowed to return home
from their African adventures. However, this is not universally a triumphal
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return. Britain is spoilt for Quatermain and Curtis by their experiences, much
as The Shire is for Frodo in The Lord of the Rings. The characters are not
simply taught and improved by their experiences, but also in a sense scarred
and altered, made alien as it were, or initiated to another level of
consciousness, more spiritual, wherein the everyday life offered by the
parochial homeland will no longer suffice to satisfy.
Central to the didactic purpose behind She is the notion that man is not
supposed to exceed his cosmic station, or to seek to live eternally. His spirit
must be freed and should not be cooped within the same shell for eternity.
Ayesha’s transfiguration into a monkey in the flame signifies that though her
years in the same body have accrued her great wisdom, she is still in essence
spiritually a primitive form of humanity, not a goddess. The implication is that
whatever is greater than this primitive state is available from submission to
processes of flux and change, not in futile attempts to control them. Haggard
offers a mystical conception of the continuance of spirit, separating spirit from
matter in the concept of reincarnation which Ayesha testifies to: ‘There is no
such thing as Death, though there be a thing called Change’.108 Like Tolkien’s
Numenoreans, Ayesha tries to defy death, seeking power through immortality.
Eventually this power is stripped from her, and she is humbled, the bestial
essence of her nature exposed. Man’s cleverness is, as Quatermain puts it in
Allan Quatermain, ‘almost infinite, and stretches like an elastic band’, but
human nature is ‘like an iron ring’, a ring which may be polished but never
increased in its ‘total circumference’;109 God plays with the unchanging
elements in man’s nature like a ‘kaleidoscope’, continually creating ‘new
108
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patterns and combinations’, but the composing elements ‘remain the same’.110
The numinous is not denied, in fact the opposite, but man’s submission to the
natural order, divinely instituted or otherwise, is confirmed. Man should
beware of seeking an eternal life, in opposition to forces of change and decay,
because this involves taking a controlling power that exists properly within the
spirit world rather than within the mortal sphere.

Spiritual doubt and desire

Etherington presents Haggard as mystical enquirer: ‘he clambered on the
stony outcrops of weird landscapes after visions of other lives, lost wisdom,
and immortal loves, keeping one eye always fixed on the ever-present abyss
of nothingness below’.111 Etherington here plainly pictures Haggard’s
understanding of man’s position in the universe in similar terms to Haggard’s
presentation of the predicament of Holly and Leo on the perilous spur of rock
in She, and their blind leap across the black abyss:

There we were poised in the gloom between earth and heaven.
Beneath us stretched hundreds upon hundreds of feet of emptiness
that gradually grew darker, till at last it was absolutely black, and at
what depth it ended is more than I can guess. Above were
measureless spaces of giddy air, and far, far away a line of blue sky.112

In a reading of Haggard’s stories as spiritual odysseys, the interplay of
metaphysical desires and fears should be understood as being conditioned by
the philosophical and anthropological thought of Haggard’s time. In the late110
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nineteenth century the implications of science seemed to threaten ideas of a
divine order and the elevated position of man in the universe; the nothingness
of the black abyss opened below man’s feet by this new knowledge was a
challenge to all forms of spirituality. This metaphysical uncertainty was in large
part derived from the ideas of flux and change that influenced Haggard, and
the associated belief in the inevitable rise and fall of all civilizations. She was
written at a time when scientific understanding had made the eventual fall of
European civilization a realistic fear. This may help explain the nihilistic
aspects of the story and the metaphysical doubt displayed therein, based as it
is around images of death and decay. The mines and caves featured in the
stories are literal and metaphorical places of death. The Kukuana kings are
buried in the mines in King Solomon’s Mines, while the ancients of Kor rest in
the caves in She. These caves are also associated with psychological
disorientation, and, as previously remarked, terrifying encounters with the
infinite. It is in the caves in She that the adventurers are forced to bridge the
black abyss.
Whilst the preoccupation with images of death in Haggard’s work arises in
part from his adherence to the structures and symbolism of regenerational
fertility myth, Haggard’s fascination with death was also a product of
existential uncertainty, a response to the questions raised by thinkers such as
Darwin and the anthropologists of his era. The problems of the purpose of
human existence and of mortality that Tolkien engages through his immortal
elves and mortal men are also chief themes in Haggard’s work. Haggard
clearly wrestles in his fiction with the post-Darwinian terror of the posited
bestial origins of man, and the implications of this for understandings of
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human nature.113 Ayesha becomes a monkey-like creature once her purchase
on immortality is loosened; the beast is revealed at man’s core. The character
of Ayesha seems to be one example of the clash between spirit and flesh.114
Haggard writes in Wisdom’s Daughter (1923) of his philosophy of ‘the eternal
war between the Flesh and the Spirit, the Eternal Loneliness and Search for
unity’, as he himself put it in a letter to Rudyard Kipling.115 The place of the
spirit in a materialist universe and its relations with a fundamentally ‘savage’
humanity had become a pressing problem. Science had revealed to Haggard
the nightmare of man’s bestial origins lurking in prehistory, and still influential
in his modern condition, due to what Haggard regarded, based on his
understanding of comparative anthropology, as the essential immutability of
his nature; in A Farmer’s Year, Haggard claims that ‘humanity, its vast
advances non-withstanding, reverts continually to the primitive type’.116 The
spiritual rationale of man’s existence had been undermined in his time, and
this is manifested in Haggard’s work in nightmarish and nihilistic images such
as the ‘hideous depth’ of the black gorge in She.117
However, Haggard was not turned into a nihilist or a materialist by this
scientific perspective, but rather provoked into spiritual reaction. Katz says:
‘Haggard’s response to the evolutionary spirit of his time has little to do with its
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scientism...and much to do with its implications for faith’.118 She agrees that
Haggard was antagonistic towards science and materialism, as indicated in
the previous section of this study, and correctly points out that his fiction
contains a ‘polarization, in various forms, of spirit and matter’.119 However, she
unfairly uses Haggard’s presentation of a spiritual dimension to existence to
imply that, as he was unable to tolerate the actualities of the materialism of
the imperial project, Haggard stooped to mysticism in order to invest that
project with meaning. She remarks, cuttingly, that ‘in defending an Empire that
rested so squarely on its material wealth, Haggard could do little else than
engage in fraudulent idealization’.120 The presentation of physical
environment, in this unsympathetic reading of Haggard’s works, is part of an
idealization of empire to do with the purification of the bourgeois spirit through
the ideals of activism, primitivism, and freedom. Like Lindy Stiebel, Katz is
concerned with the implications of Haggard’s ontology for his faith in the
imperial project; clearly it is significant to any internal debate he may have
conducted regarding imperialism, and dictates whether Haggard could
conceive its justification as being derived from the material or supernatural
world. Katz puts it that Haggard had need for some kind of faith and says
indeed that ‘at times his faith becomes more conventionally religious and fate
becomes equivalent to God’.121 This enables her to portray Haggard as calling
upon orthodox religious truth as a justifying force, to simplify his problematic
relationship with the British imperial project. Yet his spirituality and its relation
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to imperialism is finally less orthodox.122 Haggard’s work is in fact best
approached as a response to the dominance of the scientific materialist
worldview and as a fictionalization of the desire for realignment of the duality
of spirit and matter, rather than as an attempt to justify empire. There is
polarization of spirit and matter in order to demonstrate the existence of a
spiritual worldview in contrast to a purely materialistic view of the universe;
however, the desire controlling Haggard’s fantasy is ultimately a Romantic
one, a recovery of a monistic state, a unification of spirit and matter.
Haggard’s presentation of a spiritualized natural world contrasting to the
materialism of his own culture is a genuine attempt to fictionalize a desired
reconciliation of the spiritual and material world, and reflects within in it his
deep rooted ontological desires and fears; it is not an enforced ‘fraudulent
idealization’ of empire.
Romance fiction is a medium in which the imagination is held in creative
tension by the twin forces of ‘fear’ and ‘desire’. These are the central creative
drivers in the formation of fantasy literature. The chief desire in Haggard’s
fiction is for an ordered and spiritualized universe and the correlative fear is of
chaos and nothingness. The quest element in the stories is for ontological
security, perceived by Haggard to be under threat from scientism; ultimately it
amounts to a search for re-spiritualization. Haggard’s questers rediscover,
through contact with the African wilderness, a spiritualized universe; but the
final tone is not that of a comforting Christian orthodoxy. Haggard’s fiction flirts
with both orthodox belief and nihilism, but ultimately indicates some ‘ordering’
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in the universe. The benevolence or otherwise of the universe is scarcely
clarified, but some kind of fatalism pervades Haggard’s stories, consistent with
belief in some kind of universal design; in this regard, Haggard comments in
his autobiography: ‘the alternative would seem to be the acceptance of a
doctrine of blind chance which I confess I find hideous’.123 This autobiography
was completed by 1912,124 and in it he comments: ‘Years ago I came to the
conclusion that our individual lives and the accidents which influence them
are…a part of some great scheme whereof we know neither the beginning nor
the end’.125 In the dedication to Nada the Lily (1892), Haggard suggests his
friend ‘Sompseu’126 would soon be ‘gone beyond’.127 Such geographically
charged idiom relating to eschatology is by no means confined to Haggard or
the fantasy romance genre, and perceptions of paradise and hell as distinct
places, or at least planes of existence which the spirit moves between on a
kind of metaphysical journey are common to literature, religion and folk belief
throughout history. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that Sompseu will have
‘gone beyond’ rather than have merely ‘gone’. This indicates a further
existence in which the identity of the traveller remains discrete; but its
vagueness also encapsulates Haggard’s own uncertainty and ambivalence
about what was ‘beyond’. Haggard was aware that experiential evidence of
life was at odds with the idea of a beneficent god behind the material world.
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His engagement with spiritualism outside fiction,128 though, attests to his
desire to substantiate his inherent faith. It seems clear that the nihilistic
elements in the novels are a conscious part of the metaphysical discourse
Haggard sets up, not to be taken as final expressions of his own belief, just as
Denethor’s despair in The Lord of the Rings should not be taken out of its
context as indicative of Tolkien’s philosophy. Katz is right to argue that while
Haggard had doubts about a supernatural ‘plan’, the evidence of his novels
shows ultimate belief in one. This leaves Haggard in the Tolkienian position of
faith in a supernatural ordering that is simply beyond the wit of man to
comprehend. Whether Haggard shared Tolkien’s conviction as to the
beneficence of that ordering is more questionable, and certainly he was not a
committed Catholic like the latter, but Katz is correct to see that the recurrent
proposition of the existence of some form of reincarnation, or the continuation
of the individual soul beyond death, in Haggard’s work, most overtly apparent
in She, amounts to ‘his own way of countering the misery of individual
lives’.129 Haggard did not, however, commit to a belief in reincarnation, though
his mysticism clearly attracted him to the notion:

Is every individuality in truth multiple? Are the reincarnationists
right when they assert that only a part of it becomes active in
this world at one time – a part that we think the whole? Who
can tell?130

Gerald Monsman remarks of Haggard: ‘As a young man, preoccupied with
thoughts of death and toying with religious scepticism, he had been drawn to
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religious notions of reincarnation as an alternative to orthodox belief’.131
Monsman continues: ‘this was perfectly in tune with an agrarian, Romantic
mythopoesis and with Haggard’s instinctive rejection of the social values
emerging from the shift to an industrial base’.132 Yet Haggard’s fiction
indicates that his faith in a divine order and non-material spiritual existence
was not secure. Haggard inclines to present a spiritualized foundation for
man’s existence, but his ontological uncertainties, and the fearful proximity of
the black abyss depicted in She, press him towards pessimism in his
presentation of this. His African romances should be seen as quest romances
which contain both positive dreams for his imperialist adventurers and also
nightmares. As quest romances they are full of goals that must be attained by
the protagonists, including that of return to the light from a form of
subterranean descent into black Africa from which the imperialist adventurers
emerge triumphant. Yet although the stories contain some measure of
dramatic fulfilment and success for the protagonists, there is certainly an
underlying vein of pessimism in Haggard, emanating chiefly from his
understanding of contemporary thinking regarding the animal origins of
mankind, and the processes of ‘change and flux’ that were supposed
ultimately to herald the end of all civilizations. Lindy Stiebel posits that such
social-Darwinist ideas, ubiquitous in the later-nineteenth century, denied
Haggard a ‘belief in a higher benevolent divinity’.133 Such metaphysical doubt
is in tension in his fiction with orthodox belief and propositions of a providential
force behind nature, just as this awareness of flux and change and the
necessary downfall of all peoples also contributed to Haggard’s clear doubts
131
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about the validity of the imperial project. Stiebel identifies the resulting mood
in Haggard’s work as a ‘happy pessimism’.134 She explains that ‘the happy
ending often embraces a denial of fulfilment’.135 This idea may be applied
more widely; it encapsulates something crucial to the understanding of the
greater body of quest romance. It is in the nature of the mythopoeic quest
romance to allow its protagonists to achieve revelatory insight to truth beyond
the veil of primary material existence, only to admonish them through this
insight, primarily through undermining the idea of the sufficiency of man. The
vein of pessimism interwoven with moments of ‘eucatastrophe’136 apparent in
Tolkien’s work is also evident in Haggard’s, save that Haggard’s epiphanic
moments are less unambiguously expressive of joy. The pessimism is
particularly obvious in She, where no entirely happy ending is really possible,
and in the still more pessimistic vision of Nada the Lily. Haggard’s works
seems to indicate that those who quest and succeed in breaking through the
veil of the material world, to the spiritual truth beyond, encounter only terror.
Sandison also regards Haggard as pessimistic in his ontology, and says
that despite occasional religious expressions, balanced against moments of
belief in chaos and pure chance, Haggard’s works cumulatively suggest an
ordered universe set in place by chance.137 He argues that Haggard could not
accept a Darwinian denial of purpose, yet could not find faith in a supernatural
purpose for the world and thus ends in pessimism. Ellis similarly notes
134
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Haggard’s ‘concern for the ambiguity of man’s place and purpose in a
universe characterized by chance and change’.138 Haggard certainly
conceives of a spiritualized universe, but his uncertainties as to its purpose
and its beneficence ensure that the respiritualization, which in his quest
romances operates as a rebuttal of the dominion of scientism, is seen to be
chastening as much as it is enlightening.

Correlatives of ‘primitive’ mythopoesis

C. S. Lewis viewed Haggard as a great exponent of the mythopoeic art. He
believed that:

Haggard’s best work will survive because it is based on an appeal
well above the high water mark. The fullest tide of fashion cannot
demolish it. A great myth is relevant as long as the predicament of
humanity lasts.139

Haggard’s stories are mythopoeic in their structure and motif, and also in the
correlative assumptions attending mythopoesis as conceived in the lateVictorian psyche.
Mythopoeic fantasy of the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries has
in common a view of nature, which emerges out of the romantic and
anthropological thought of the era. Myth had become associated with a presocial state of existence and mode of thought, and Haggard’s work draws on
the correlative conception of the ‘primitive’ in his reworking of the quest
138
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romance, producing an ideational and symbolical structure in his work based
on anti-materialism and spiritual regeneration.
Gerald Monsman claims that mythic and visionary patterns in Haggard’s
works ‘give full rein to the longing of unrequited desire...in a modern, hellish
world’.140 That Haggard’s work is based on desire is clear; but the nature of
that desire is less so, for he projects on to his fictional work many competing
desires and also fears, which correspond to the collective desires and fears of
his era. There is the desire to tame, possess and know, which is used by the
post-colonialist critics as the basis for a reading of Haggard which sees him as
providing ideological under-girding for the British imperialist project. Against
this is the desire for the unknown and the uncontrollable; for mystery and the
inability to control or possess, the desire for the existence of a spiritual
dimension beyond the bounds of the material world of science and rationality.
The interplay of these forms the chief creative tension in Haggard’s fiction.
Haggard was heavily influenced by the Frazerian idea of the savage
lurking beneath the skin of man. He was also influenced by the comparative
method underpinning the anthropology of his era, and his work displays the
cultural relativism associated with this approach, although it also often
indicates adherence to ideas of the ‘chain of being’, which allowed ideas of
the essential unity of mankind whilst also allowing a scaling based on his
cultural development. If Haggard’s borrowings from anthropological thought in
this area result in uncertainty, so also do they in his presentation of
‘primitivism’, which reflects both the fear of the chaos and irrationality
associated with man’s savage origins, and the supposed lost spirituality and
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connectivity of life simultaneously represented in anthropological portrayals of
the primitive mind. This is reflected in his presentation of the natural world;
African wilderness is alternately the realm of fear and savagery and the realm
of spiritual reconnection. This spiritual reconnection is in itself of uncertain
nature; fear and the sense of a gulf in understanding attend Haggard’s
presentation of man’s contact with the numinous. Due to the advances of
anthropological science that so influenced thought in his era, Haggard could
not justify, in his romantic mythopoesis of the reawakening of man to a
spiritual connection with his world, the Christian understanding of ontology,
and he replaced this with a paganistic mystical alternative, based on animistic
principles. Haggard draws on the idea of a pre-social state of connection with
an immanent divinity.
The post-colonialists view Haggard’s spiritualization of African wilderness
as part of an attempt to justify the imperial project by offering the sense that it
conforms to a divine plan. As Haggard moves into the realm of idealism and
away from realism, Wendy Katz is able to posit that Haggard proffers a
justification of the imperial project based on irrational psychology. As idealism,
like animistic magic, mistakes an ideal connection for a real one, there is a
lack of demand in it for ideas to be upheld by logical discourse. This, to Katz,
paves the way for ‘intellectual tyranny’;141 in this case, as Haggard seeks to
subordinate all to an unknowable divine order, there can be no rational retort.
Katz uses this to reinforce her idea of the imperial ideal underlying Haggard’s
fiction by saying that ‘in effect, Haggard’s philosophy situates the locus of all
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power in a spirit or idea and creates, implicitly, a fertile ground for tyranny’.142
However, Haggard’s presentation of the spiritual dimension to our material
existence is not grounded in an attempt to provide a rationale for domination,
but rather on its renunciation and a humbling of man’s cosmological position
based on an opposition to scientific materialism.
Freud speaks in Totem and Taboo (1913) of the kind of spiritual recovery
that is the object of desire for Haggard, as it is later for Tolkien. Primitive man,
he says, as we may recall from the previous chapter, ‘transposed the
structural conditions of his own mind into the external world; and we may
attempt to reverse the process and put back into the human mind what
animism teaches us as to the nature of things’.143 This is surely the object of
Haggard’s desire, reflected in his engagement with the ‘primitive’ and his
spiritualized, animistic landscapes. It is Haggard’s engagement with myth as
an ideal as well as a form which explains why landscapes are sexualized in
Haggard, and the stories permeated by structures of cyclic death and
regeneration; not due to a transposition of sexual desire or to indulge a
nostalgic pastoralism advocating the aesthetic importance of the land in the
mind of Haggard, but as part of an understanding of the mythic form and
mode of thought as a medium that inherently involves the bringing of balance
to the interrelationships of man, nature, and the supernatural in man’s
understanding of his existence.
Theories of primitive man and myth seem to have offered Haggard an
effective psychological standpoint in opposition to the rigorous deconstruction
of religious truth involved in the logical extension of scientism. The dominant
142
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mode of thought had become associated with a spiritually deleterious
separation from nature. The idea is put forward by Haggard’s work that
contact with nature educates better than civilization, because this connection
was in his era associated with a synthesis of matter and spirit increasingly
perceived to be lost in the transition to ‘culture’. Nonetheless, Haggard’s work
does suggest that in order to benefit from the spiritual lessons available in
nature, one must first possess culture. He does not regard the primitive native
as superior to the educated westerner; primitivism has its limitation, and is
ultimately savage. But the educated westerner requires the humbling
influence of the ‘primitive’ if he is to attain spiritual enlightenment. The idea of
the ‘primitive’ is used to criticize contemporary society regarding its
decommissioning of the concept of the unity of spirit and matter.
The Frazerian idea of a mythic or magical stage of man’s existence based
on an ancient and lost connectivity of mind with spirit and with nature was
attractive to a Victorian audience influenced by anthropological science to
seek explanation of the origins of life and of the basis for mankind’s existence,
and terrified by the nihilistic implications of Darwinian theory. Haggard drew
on this concept of the ‘primitive’ mode of existence, incorporating as it does
the idea of the spiritual value of the natural and the wild as against the artificial
and the cultural, to produce a romantic ideal of the re-spiritualization of
existence.
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III: DAVID LINDSAY: THE NATURE OF THE SUBLIME

The duality of spirit and matter

Scottish author David Lindsay has come to be seen as a pioneer of the
fantasy genre, a man more influential with future writers than with the reading
public of his time. His novels are idiosyncratic in style and content in
comparison with other writers of his era. However, this study seeks to suggest
a correlation between his works and others of the early fantasy genre, based
on a shared understanding of myth and mythopoesis, and an associated
presentation of the idea of ‘nature’. Lindsay’s work is formed from a very
strong metaphysic based on the duality of spirit and matter. His own highly
evolved philosophy was drawn in large part from the thought of Nietzsche and
Schopenhauer. This philosophy is very different from that thought underlying
the works of Haggard and Tolkien, and would appear at first glance to
diminish rather than elevate the signifier of ‘nature’, as relating to the matter
and physicality that is held to be false and contemptible. However, as nature
had, through the influence of Frazerian conceptions of primitivism, come to be
associated with the intuition and the spirit in opposition to the reason and
matter, and correlatively with the lowering of the ego of man in his relations
with ‘otherness’, Lindsay’s work incorporates nature as a force closely
associated with his idea of the sublime. The points of similarity in terms of the
presentation of nature between the work of Haggard, Tolkien, and Lindsay are
striking, and display the influential role of nineteenth-century ideals of
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‘primitivism’ and ‘nature’ in these early works of mythopoeic fantasy. Lindsay’s
work as whole can be profitably viewed as a mythopoesis of the decline and
renewal of spirit, instructed by conceptions of ‘myth’, ‘nature’ and the
‘primitive’ constructed through opposition to the ontological models of
progress and modernity.

Sublimity of spirit: The rejection of material existence

Lindsay is commonly seen as a maverick in the fantasy genre. Although
possessing the mind of a philosopher rather than a fantasy writer, the metaconcept in Lindsay’s fiction is familiar to those acquainted with secondary
world fantasy; his writing professes to offer a literary portal to ‘higher reality’,
that is truth underlying conventional reality, at the heart of existence. In the
particular context of Lindsay’s metaphysic the last clause is perhaps
misleading, but illuminates a central difference between his writing and that
already considered of Haggard, and also of Tolkien; Lindsay’s higher reality
does not lie at the heart of existence, and is in fact precisely opposed to it,
being characterized by the transcendence of being. However, Lindsay’s
disavowal of all forms of physical existence and matter do not prevent worldly
things pointing towards his higher reality, whether by contrast or through what
he deems to be ‘nobility’. Nature as conceived in his novels is marked by an
immanence of spirit rather different from that posited by Haggard and Tolkien,
but evident nonetheless, and it is through the interplay of this immanence and
Lindsay’s philosophical disavowal of matter, and consequently of the natural
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world, that we should consider the presentation of physical environment in his
work. Lindsay’s philosophical orientation is dualist, prompting Darko Suvin to
call his seminal work, A Voyage to Arcturus (1920), a ‘tortured Gnostic
psycho-allegory’.1 Lindsay’s work, then, rests on the dialectic of appearance
and reality, in which truth is entirely disassociated from the material world, at
odds with the idea of nature pervaded by the benevolent spirit of a creator and
part of the scheme of truth, as in the work of Tolkien. Lindsay displays a
distrust of ‘mysticism’ regarding nature, which he sees as man being awed by
nature and inferring a benevolent divine purpose, when in fact the awe is part
of a restraining purpose, an entrapment of the mind. Mysticism towards nature
is in this conception effeteness of the mind, an unquestioning acceptance of
the awesome and awful facade of the natural world without piercing beyond to
realization that it amounts only to a manifestation of Will. Yet his belief that
higher reality can be perceived through the physical world produces a
presentation of nature comparable to both Haggard and Tolkien, and in it can
be identified an avowal of primitivism as conceived in the anthropological
thought of the late-nineteenth century. Despite his aggressively dualist
metaphysic, Lindsay is less different than initially apparent from exponents of
fantasy like Haggard and Tolkien, and his work shares the redemptive quality
of fantasy in its reassessment of man’s place in existence.
Colin Wilson, in his introduction to Lindsay’s Sphinx (1923), in undertaking
the usual defence among critics of Lindsay’s claim to literary significance,
posits that the inventiveness of A Voyage to Arcturus can only find parallels in

1
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The Lord of the Rings.2 Certainly it is a novel full of vivid imagery, which
counterbalances the many, and widely noted, failings of style. It is also akin to
The Lord of the Rings in the force of its metaphysical vision. J. B. Pick
concurs: ‘Lindsay makes the most extreme foray into a metaphysical position
that I have read anywhere in fiction’.3 Wilson goes on to note that the later
novels in Lindsay’s ensemble, by which he means all the works subsequent to
A Voyage to Arcturus, are ‘strange novels about the borderlands between two
worlds’,4 and that they are lesser because Lindsay was less comfortable in
writing about the ordinary middle-class world he knew than the secondary one
of Tormance. This is undeniable, and stems from the fact that Lindsay’s
metaphysic condemns our world to being a shadow world that serves only to
veil a higher reality. Lindsay once exclaimed while looking at the moon:
White, white, empty. I ought never have been born into this world.5

His friend, E. H. Visiak, enquired as to which world he thought he should have
been born in, to which Lindsay replied ‘no world’. The moon, as a
representative of matter, seems to have represented life stultified to Lindsay.
Certainly the episode indicates a very different point of view on the world of
nature than that of Tolkien. Tolkien saw in nature mystical signs of a
benevolent creational force behind existence, reasons for hope of joy in and
beyond the walls of the world. Lindsay claimed a greater reality underlying the
physical world, but its symbols as tokens only of the falseness and vulgarity of
the primary world. He should have been born in no world, as this ‘no world’ is
2
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the sublime which he craves, and all aspects of creation even at best hold
back the sparks of his Muspel, or sublime, from this truth beyond existence.
Muspel is presented at the end of A Voyage to Arcturus as nothingness not
simply as a dramatic device to maintain its otherness or due to an inability on
Lindsay’s part to envisage the sublime beyond our own world, but because to
envisage Muspel as a place bound by matter would be inappropriate to its
ruling concept. It must remain entirely descriptively fluid and uncrystallized,
because it is conceived as being beyond not only our world, but beyond all
matter and material existence.
When Maskull enters Matterplay in A Voyage to Arcturus, Wolfe notes that
it is ‘a land of great fertility, indicating that he is getting closer to the source of
life’.6 In this connection, it is notable that this passage involves a stream,
reminiscent of the stream travelled by Quatermain’s party in Haggard’s Allan
Quatermain when they encounter the rose fire that represents life force, the
spirit beneath existence. In Lindsay’s case the fire is green; the green sparks
on the stream are fragments of essential Muspel spirit. The stream is an
important motif in Lindsay’s work for its quality of fluidity, which reflects the
energy and freedom of the green sparks. Leaving the stream the green sparks
are incarcerated into matter, and the point of the episode is that matter is a
device of Crystalman, Lindsay’s evil genius of existence. The sparks
emanating from Muspel are fluid, active and vital, all qualities Haggard himself
advocated, as seen in the previous chapter. They represent primitive spirit,
unfettered by worldly existence. Once they are held within matter, they are
crystallized, shackled. Matterplay shows the tying of life’s essential spirit into

6
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the will-driven world and we now perceive the relation of Crystalman, the
demiurge who creates the false world of matter and veils Muspel from men,
and Krag, who represents liberating pain, and the world of the sublime. It is
important that the sparks associated with the sublime, Muspel, are originally
free. As Allan Quatermain seeks the ‘primitive’ for freedom, so Maskull’s soul
must gravitate to its origin, Muspel light, to find this. We are in a search for
origin, a quest for an original, lost state, rather than for progress. This is a
crucial feature of the fantasies in this study. Joy Pohl reads Maskull’s journey
on Tormance as a journey ‘back to spirit’. She sees this occurring in two parts,
the first an embracing of Crystalman’s world, the world of matter, involving the
putting aside of the self-life, and the second a rejection of all the models for
life he has encountered in favour of quest to the sublime. Pohl says
‘Tormance then becomes a metaphor for those systems, both philosophical
and theological, which man imposes on the overt world and which
encapsulate his spiritual being’.7

Crystalman vs Krag: The dualism of Matter and Muspel in Lindsay’s A Voyage
to Arcturus

Gary K. Wolfe speaks of the landscape of A Voyage to Arcturus as ‘bizarre
and philosophically dense’.8 Certainly all aspects of the world of Tormance,
Lindsay’s sole foray into a discrete imagined secondary world, are charged
with philosophical meaning. By removing the story from Earth to Tormance,
7
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Lindsay is taking us directly into the heroic world, where actions, characters,
and objects are expected to operate as signifiers of meaning. This world is
not, however, the romance world of pastoral idyll of William Morris. In the
latter, the secondary world is charged with chivalric notions of self-sacrifice,
which may be traced from romance into the fantasy tradition. The chief
addition to the landscape in Lindsay’s world that subverts this presupposed
moral landscape is the new sun, reducible for our purpose to ‘pain’, and the
corresponding addition of the notions of ‘torment’ or ‘torture’ to ‘romance’ to
achieve ‘Tormance’. It is clear early on in A Voyage to Arcturus that this is a
novel in which we cannot assume a set of moral principles as in the traditional
world of chivalric romance. The self-sacrificing ‘loving kindness’ of Joiwind is
undermined, and in accordance the reader is aware that all principles, and
furthermore the very fabric of reality, are being questioned here; Lindsay
undertakes a Nietzschean revaluation of moral certainties. New sense organs
are introduced, which offer different ways of understanding reality and so
arriving at different philosophical conclusions as to its nature. New colours are
also posited, Jale and Ulfire, which correspond to emotion as much as visual
impression. The second sun, Alppain, is the most significant deviation of
physical environment from the primary world amongst many. This is so
because it is a symbol of the duality that Arcturus represents.9 The light of this
sun is based on a different spectrum, incorporating the new colours, Jale and
Ulfire. It is potently representative of Lindsay’s essentially Gnostic or dualist
philosophy. The second spectrum offers a new perception of reality. As its
name suggests, this sun is associated with pain, and, in accordance with
9
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Lindsay’s concept of pain, is one with Krag in serving to pierce the falseness
lit by the first sun, Branchspell, this latter being equally aptly named, with its
delusional overtones. Alppain casts a different, more brutal but more real, light
over Tormance. If Branchspell is Crystalman’s sun, Alppain is the sun of Krag.
In Ifdawn Marest the sun Alppain has a different effect on Maskull than in
Poolingdred, which suggests that, as Gary K. Wolfe recognizes, ‘this sun
represents not an absolute value, but rather an abstract quality that might be
best described as ‘otherness”’.10 Such ‘otherness’ is the chief quality of
Lindsay’s sublime since it is alien to matter and its correlatives. Lindsay’s
conception of the material world is rooted in the philosophy of Schopenhauer.
Lindsay has essentially taken Schopenhauer’s idea of a world in which all
powers, conscious and unconscious, are products of the will, and posited an
idea of a realm outside of this world of will, namely Muspel. In each new land
Lindsay’s hero comes to, philosophies, starting with that of Joiwind in
Poolingdred, are introduced and rejected, all connected to a different
landscape representative in some way of their fundamental principle. An
instance is the savage and constantly shifting backdrop of Ifdawn Marest, in
an episode approximating to a Darwinian struggle, in which Maskull
encounters the animalistic woman Oceaxe. The shifting landscape of Ifdawn
Marest, where will to dominance is central, contrasts with the ‘hard, bitter, and
astringent’11 plains of Sant, where the will is employed in ascetic denial of the
senses. Swaylone’s Island, by contrast, represents aesthetic heightening of
the senses. Display of life force in Matterplay is set against the austerity of the
rigid underground world of Threal. This latter represents ‘existence disciplined
10
11
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into dogma’12 as Pohl puts it, and is like the rest rejected by Lindsay because
it is still rooted in existence and therefore in Will. In Lichtstorm, where Maskull
is to encounter Sullenbode, passion is the ruling principle, and even the rocks
are gendered, their passion used as a kinetic force for powering the vessel of
Haunte, the man who is destroyed by the raw passion of Sullenbode.
Sullenbode is an apparition of Will, for Maskull brings her from nothingness to
being, and when he ignores her, she dies. She is defined by him and his
existence, that which Maskull must reject in order to know Muspel.
Through all these lands and philosophies, the drumbeats of Krag, and the
light of Alppain, act as recurring indicators of the reality beyond Crystalman’s
world of Will for which Maskull must quest. The conception of this higher
reality is also drawn from Schopenhauer. In his Sketch Notes for a New
System of Philosophy, Lindsay writes: ‘Schopenhauer’s “Nothing”, which is
the least understood part of his system, is identical with my Muspel; that is the
real world’.13 Lindsay suggests Schopenhauer’s ‘Nothing’ is misunderstood
because it is not ultimately a negation, but rather the absence of volition. In
his essay on Lindsay, Schopenhauer and Nietzsche, David Power notes that
Schopenhauer understood two distinct forms of will, the lower sort being
volition and desire, the second and higher form being what Power labels ‘lifeforce’, the cosmic will pervading existence. 14 For both Lindsay and
Schopenhauer it is the lower form of Will which is the source of delusion, not
the higher, so that the ‘Nothing’ of Schopenhauer, and by relation the Muspel

12
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of Lindsay, need not be a negation of existence, but the existence of
something beyond the world of volition.
The negation, the ‘Nothing’ as misunderstood, is rejected in Sant with its
associated asceticism, and in the meeting of Maskull and Gangnet. In his
encounter with Gangnet, a manifestation of Crystalman, Maskull is persuaded
that his goal is nothingness, non-being. As Wolfe notes, this is only
Crystalman’s approximation of the greater state of Muspel, offered in order to
satisfy Maskull without allowing him beyond the bounds of Crystalman’s
reality.15 Lindsay’s Muspel,16 then, like Schopenhauer’s Nothing, is not
nothing at all, but lies beyond nothingness and beyond the world of matter.
All the landscapes we encounter in A Voyage to Arcturus amount to
Lindsay placing the individual, Maskull, in an altered moral and physical
environment, in other words altering the relation of man and perceived reality.
This is a function of the secondary world fantasy that suits it to this kind of
subversion of received truth and consequent revaluation. The philosophies
attendant to these lands are all rejected, and the conclusion of A Voyage to
Arcturus amounts to Maskull having widened his spiritual horizons to such a
degree that he can see less; he can perceive reality devoid of all its
confusions, simplified and unified into Muspel, which consists of ‘himself and
the stone tower on which he was sitting’.17 Critics ascribe the tendency to
moral evaluation in Lindsay to his sympathy with Nietzsche, whose revelation
15
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that Christian morality was based in the transcendental led to a revaluation of
all moral principles. E. H. Visiak stretches things by trying to tie Lindsay to
Christian theology.18 Lindsay, like Nietzsche, regarded morality as a ‘purely a
world-quality’,19 and this is the opposite of the religious view. Any similarities
are products of symbols common to all mystical traditions such as symbols of
light and shadow.20 Lindsay is not like Tolkien in his religious or philosophical
doctrines, but the myth he creates of spiritual recovery and the rediscovery of
fundamental truth at the heart of corrupted existence puts his work in clear
relation to the wider genre of early mythopoeic fantasy.

The ‘noble’ and the ‘vulgar’: Truth and falsity in the material world

A Voyage to Arcturus, The Haunted Woman (1922), and Sphinx all start off in
the conventional world of bourgeois values contemporary to Lindsay,21 and
culminate in some manifestation of the natural world. It is a move from
convention to wildness, and in the latter truth. A direct comparison can be
made in the movement of the Hobbits in The Lord of the Rings from the
comfortable backwater of the Shire through the wilds to the world of high
fantasy, and also to the movement in Haggard’s novels from similar middleclass stability to the uncertainties and adventures of wilderness and
engagement with the primitive. Haggard occupied a place in Lindsay’s library

18
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alongside Nietzsche and Schopenhauer, and his influence is similarly evident
in Lindsay’s work, no more so than in his distaste for the world of convention
and regard for simpler, wilder, more primitive modes of existence. Gary K.
Wolfe sees in Lindsay’s work ‘a continuing theme that the world has become
decadent and impure, and that we can regain some sense of the deeper
reality of things by returning to a younger world’.22 In this connection it should
be noted that Tormance is described as a ‘young world’.23 Haggard, in
indicating that his King Solomon’s Mines would be dealing with a primitive
world devoid of convention, had his narrator Quatermain promise that ‘not a
petticoat’ would be present.24 It is surely not coincidental that Maskull himself
comments on the ‘vulgar prettiness of petticoats’.25 Maskull has clearly been
delivered from the conventional world when he arrives in Tormance stripped
of clothes. Without convention the Nietzschean reassessment of moral
principles that the book undertakes can commence. Lindsay’s later novels
carry similar rejection of the conventional and an associated admiration for
raw, primitive nature.
Lindsay is, however, by no means straightforwardly mystical in his view of
the natural world, as the episode in which Maskull meets Panawe shows.
Gary K. Wolfe notes that Panawe and Joiwind are in a state of ‘primal
innocence’26 in their cup-like mountain, and we cannot but draw comparison
with Haggard’s portrayals of primitive peoples enclosed by bowl-like craters or
mountain formations. But the cup is related to the ‘pool’ of Poolingdred,
suggesting enclosure and stagnancy. The pale green crystal Panawe coughs
22
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up is suggestive of thwarted life. Joiwind says:

I don’t know that it has either name or use. It is merely an overflowing
of beauty.27

This, in connection with it being in form a crystal, suggests association with
Crystalman. Joiwind goes on ‘if you were to regard nature as the husband,
and Panawe as the wife, Maskull, perhaps everything would be explained’.28
Panawe, who can be read as ‘pan’-‘awe’, awe produced by a perception of a
pervading spirit in nature, represents a basic mystical view towards nature. He
is admonished for this by the philosopher Slofork, who recognizes the world
as a ‘conjuror’s cave’; he tells Panawe that the world will for him always wear
a noble and awful face and says ‘you will never rise above mysticism’.29
Mysticism is seen in Arcturus as another trap of Crystalman, and the sublime
is conceived to be found outside reverence for nature. Nonetheless, despite
Lindsay’s conception of all outside Muspel as the product of Crystalman, and
therefore false, Lindsay allows for distinction between what he calls the
‘vulgar’ and the ‘noble’ in the material world. Not everything in Crystalman’s
world is considered equally pernicious and confounding to truth. Engagement
with the material world is necessary since there is no direct route to the
sublime. As Polecrab, the primitive ‘man-of-the-earth’ figure in A Voyage to
Arcturus, tells Maskull:

Surtur’s [Krag’s] world does not lie on this side of the one, which was
the beginning of life, but on the other side; and to get to it we must
repass through the one. But this can only be done by renouncing
our self-life and reuniting ourself to the whole of Crystalman’s world.30
27
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J. B. Pick says that Maskull agrees that such embracing of the real world is
worthwhile because the ‘nobility and force’ of the world is ‘true’ because it
comes from Muspel.31
Pick calls the nobler aspects of Crystalman’s world ‘stolen from Muspel’, as
‘they are truths twisted, visions distorted, perceptions falsified’.32 We are
immediately reminded of Tolkien’s orcs as corrupted elves; evil in Lindsay’s
world, as in Tolkien’s Middle-earth, does not create, but falsifies, mocks,
distorts. Lindsay explains that ‘by the prism of individuality, the Sublime is split
into Pleasure and Pain’.33 In A Voyage to Arcturus, Crystalman acts as a
prism splitting Muspel light, so that he incorporates both the imprisoning or
stultifying of life associated with crystallization, and the properties of distortion
of light associated with crystal. Crystalman’s world is built around pleasure,
catering for the desires of the volitional will. Krag, the representative of
Muspel, deals in purifying pain. The nobler aspects of the material world are
always associated with pain. Pain is associated with separation from the
sublime, and it is from this that noble emotions derive. In his Sketch Notes for
a New System of Philosophy Lindsay claims that ‘dreams, music, moments of
heroism and self-sacrifice, the sadness of great joy, pride in past suffering,
etc., reveal that the original nature of the Will is not pleasure, but sublimity’.34
Emotions raised to the level of pain also indicate the sublime. Lindsay’s
avowal of the artistic temperament as able to contact the sublime, as in the
case of Lore Jensen in Sphinx, is explicated in his Sketch Notes for a New
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System of Philosophy when he says that it is reached by ‘a certain level of
feeling’.35 This feeling must be associated with the pain caused by awareness
of separation from the sublime; ‘this is why any strong emotional feeling
includes both exaltation and grief’.36 Lindsay, in fact, seems to pre-empt
Tolkien’s notion of ‘eucatastrophe’ when he speaks of ‘deep depression, even
to the extent of a breaking heart; then a sudden flashing light of joy and
defiance – that is when the Sublime appears in its elemental purity’.37 To his
list of noble things, Lindsay might have added moments of grandeur in nature,
for this is clearly evidenced in his fictional work. It is thus that we can
understand Lindsay when he comments that ‘commonplace scenery requires
bad weather to redeem its sordid vulgarity’.38 Good weather relates to
pleasure, and so to falsity. Bad weather relates to pain, and so to truth. In
assessing the value of facets of the natural world, as all things, much comes
down to Lindsay’s distrust of the attractive;39 ‘the more grace, the less
honesty’.40
The petticoats Maskull refers to in A Voyage to Arcturus are vulgar
because they are pretty, thus corresponding to the pleasure principle of
Crystalman. They also represent the world of human interaction and
convention, the same that Haggard is dismissing in King Solomon’s Mines.
This social arena is the sphere of the vulgar, explained by Lindsay when he
says that it is man’s impulse to unite himself to something: ‘In solitude, to the
unseen world, resulting in the Sublime; in society, to his fellow-men, resulting
35
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in the Vulgar’.41
This impulse clearly comes from original separation from the sublime,
which at the end of A Voyage to Arcturus is equated to passion. Incarceration
of spirit in convention is like the incarceration of the Muspel sparks in matter.
Wind and water are associated with nobility as they are active and
unrestrained by matter, having some of the freedom of the original Muspel
sparks. Mountains, meanwhile, are not so associated, as they are still. In like
vein, emotions when checked by convention are further from the sublime. The
Haunted Woman is formulated around the interaction of primal passion and
the convention of the mundane world. In it is posited an emotionally free,
simpler world in contrast to the conventional.

Primitive nature and convention in The Haunted Woman

It is profitable to view Lindsay’s post-Arcturean novels as exercises in the
application of the abstruse philosophy of A Voyage to Arcturus to the primary
or actual world. The Haunted Woman also represents Lindsay’s first attempt
to accommodate his peculiar vision to the conventional novel. One of
Lindsay’s many failings of style is his propensity for dull chapter titles, such as
‘Judge appears on the scene’.42 If this says much about him as a writer, it
says more about his attitude to the kind of conventional novel to which he is
applying his vision. We sense his irritation with the social intricacies he has
undertaken to present, and often feel him to be moving his characters around
41
42
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his philosophical structures with little care for any of them and the petty action
of plot they engage in. However, distaste for convention also forms a crucial
part of Lindsay’s subject here, as it does in the later Sphinx.
In the early part of the novel, the heroine Isbel is associated with Maskull
through the gardener Priday’s prophetic suggestion that ‘praps those who
start a funny journey can’t come back when they like’.43 Like Maskull, Isbel
and her almost-lover Judge experience a movement from the conventional
world into the spiritual, and a consequent freeing from conventional ties.
When Isbel is confronted by the three closed doors at the top of the magical
stairway, we cannot help but think of them as initiation gates. They are closed
by convention and in opening them she is undergoing a metaphorical
sequence of initiations, symbolic deaths and rebirths,44 which release the
spirit from convention and hence loosen its bonds with the mundane world,
and thus with matter. Judge goes further than his lover, and experiences, like
Lore and Cabot in Sphinx and Maskull in A Voyage to Arcturus, actual death
and the release of his soul from the material world.
Early in The Haunted Woman, music is heard in Runhill Court, and to Isbel
it seems ‘as if a curtain were about to be drawn up, revealing a new and
marvellous world’.45 The music in Runhill does indeed presage a new world,
for it accompanies the first vision for Isbel of the magical stairs that lead to the
lost rooms. The corridor to the lost rooms becomes like a tunnel, a clear shift
43
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to the primitive. The dark of it is of a piece with this, and is suggestive of the
underground encounters with the supernatural ubiquitous in Haggard and
common to heroic fantasy in general.46 The primitive character of the tunnel is
explicitly furthered when the doors above the phantom staircase are said to
have ‘an almost primitive air’.47 The nature of the music in the rooms
continues this theme, it being ‘a simple, early English rustic air’.48 It is
characterized as ‘beyond the range of our understanding, and seeming to
belong to other days when feelings were more poignant and delicate, less
showy, splendid and odourless’.49
The rooms offer both a state of emotional freedom, and also ‘the gateway
to a different world, a youthful world of apparently eternal spring, of natural
landscapes uncluttered by the intrusions of man’.50 The ‘music of spring’ is
found to emanate from the ‘free country’ beyond the third room, which has ‘no
sign of human occupancy or labour’.51 The scene presented here is not unlike
one of Haggard’s African vistas, which are also presented from a dominant
narratorial position. In fact, the similarity of Lindsay’s vision to the following
passage from King Solomon’s Mines is striking:

The land lay before us like a map, in which rivers flashed like silver
snakes, and alp-like peaks crowned with wildly twisted snow wreaths
rose in grandeur, whilst over all was the glad sunlight, and the breath
of Nature’s happy life.52

In Lindsay’s use of this landscape, there is little hint of the colonialism or the
46
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proprietorialism often ascribed to Haggard’s vision, and Lindsay’s work indeed
gives weight to my alternative reading of Haggard. In the context of The
Haunted Woman, Lindsay’s characters are utterly unable to control or indeed
understand the land before them. The description itself may well be
attributable to Lindsay’s own reading of Haggard, and certainly the sense of
freshness and freedom is the same. Beyond the window, ‘a bare hillside of
grass and chalk, perhaps a couple of hundred feet high, fell away sharply from
the house, to terminate in a miniature valley along which a brook, glittering in
the sunlight, wound its way’,53 like Haggard’s ‘silver snakes’. The sky there is
‘intensely blue’ and the sunlight is ‘dazzling’. Lindsay is clearly portraying a
pastoral idyll of the mind. Along with the feeling of startling actuality attached
to the whole experience, this land beyond the rooms is notable for the
intensity and purity of all the elements comprising it, and we become aware
that it is a mythic landscape. Lindsay’s evocation of it comes from the same
impulse to primitivism that conditions Haggard’s work and which is common to
early mythopoeic fantasy.
After the encounter with Spring, Judge and Isbel are less inhibited with
each other. The vision has a refreshing quality. Now Judge feels towards Isbel
as though:

…she were a second self, his own soul reflected from a magic mirror.
Among the whole world of human beings, they two alone possessed
the entry into each other’s innermost nature.54

Their passion is thwarted by a change in the air coming from the ancient
landscape, amounting to an intrusion of the modern world; now the unbroken
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forest is transformed into modern day ‘scattered tracts of woodland’, and the
scene is autumnal.55 The rooms are firmly associated with an ancient world
and a world where convention does not rule emotion. The protagonists
become aware of breaching the ‘mask of convention’56 in the rooms, an image
immediately redolent of the grinning mask of Crystalman in A Voyage to
Arcturus. It is appropriate that Isbel’s overriding fear is of ‘exposure’,57 as she
is used to hiding behind the mask of convention.
Much is made in The Haunted Woman of the rooms having a dreamlike
quality, but also a pervasive sense of actuality.58 In Lindsay’s concept, the
sublime is more real than our world, and we can little doubt that the rooms
offer some sort of contact with the sublime. A higher power beyond the ‘wills’
of Isbel and Judge is at work,59 indicating that this higher reality is above the
world of Will that Lindsay disdains. Isbel perceptively comments that ‘when I
go downstairs, I shall go downstairs indeed’.60 In the end, she does so; as
Judge wakes the musician, she drifts back to the conventional world, and ‘the
thick white vapours shut her in, as in a prison’.61 The novel reaches epiphany
with a simplicity suitable to Lindsay’s reductive and anti-materialist conception
of ‘reality’; one flash of summer sunlight. The music comes to an end on a
note of brutal passion, and Judge dies. The brutal passion of the music
suggests Judge has achieved a spiritual escape, though his lover has not, for
the pain is indicative of the Krag of A Voyage to Arcturus. Isbel is to be sucked
back into the mundane world of convention.
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The music in The Haunted Woman is beautiful and awful. The man in the
hat who produces the music is said to be like ‘an ancient Saxon come to
life’.62 He seems to be quaint, has a purple smock, and, in short, is a comical
Bombadilesque figure. Like Tolkien’s Bombadil, he is found to have hidden
powers, but unlike Bombadil an air of menace surrounds him, fulfilled in the
death of Judge. Isbel comments that ‘such men don’t exist - at least,
nowadays’,63 and we feel more than ever we are in the world of mythic past,
as Eomer does on speaking with Aragorn on the plains of Rohan in The Lord
of the Rings.64 The music is later said to have a strange and archaic tenor,
which leaves Isbel almost able to ‘fancy it to be the voice of the landscape’.65
The equation of the musician with Bombadil is yet further reinforced, he being
a kind of spirit of the land, eldest, and with the ability to communicate with
flora and fauna. His associations are with the past and with the land, as too
are those of the tragical Elves in Tolkien. If Tolkien’s work offers a revaluation
of man’s relationship to the natural world, this passage in Lindsay is
suggestive of a similar voice of the land, consigned to the past, which modern
man has lost the ability to hear. The novel posits a reversion to a preconventional primitive age in which passion can lead to contact with the
sublime otherwise unavailable, in the same way that wild and primitive nature
can lead to it where the conventionally pretty cannot.
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The symbolical role of ‘wilderness’ in Sphinx

Sphinx shares the same coolness to pretty and ordered nature, and the same
regard for wildness and active nature as Haggard’s Allan Quatermain. As
Nicholas Cabot approaches the house of his hosts, the Sturt family, the
surroundings become ‘leafier and more picturesque’66 and we are informed
that the adjacent houses are built in some seclusion for ‘that numerous class
of leisured people who delight in sunshine, nature, pseudo-solitude, and new
art’.67 The author here displays a desire for primitive, wild nature in his
description of the scattered pines among the houses that are a ‘melancholy
residue of the original forest’,68 mirroring the intrusion of modernity with its
scattered tracts of woodland into the spring landscape near the culmination of
The Haunted Woman, and it is apparent that Cabot has no more sympathy
with such people and such places than Lindsay; his natural response is a
‘half-contemptuous’ smile. The Sturt residence, Mereway, is just as
‘grotesquely pretty’ as the rest, and the reader can be in little doubt that all this
is part of the alluring but false reality that Lindsay ascribes to Crystalman in A
Voyage to Arcturus. It is clear that the residents of this place have a limited
and pasteurized experience of nature. Mereway itself has no appearance of
age, and it seems to possess no rootedness in its surroundings, an indication
of its superficiality; the gables are described as ‘unmeaning’.69
Cabot’s personal nature is correlated by Lindsay to wilderness. In the
garden he looks not at the rose beds, but at the distant trees. His interest is in
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‘nature, not flowers’.70 Nicholas confirms his romantic sensibilities and his
likeness to his creator in his attempt to ‘exorcise the black devil which had
settled on his spirit by continued hard walking in solitary places’.71 The
purgative pain implied, the activity involved, and the solitude, are all indicative
of the virtues extolled by Lindsay’s philosophy. Lindsay himself was wont to
take similar walks on Dartmoor.
Lindsay titles chapter fifteen of Sphinx ‘In the wilderness’. This title is
ironic, as the ‘wilderness’ referred to is a circumscribed wilderness at the end
of Celia Hantish’s prim garden, deliberately constructed as a sophisticated
lure for men. Celia is like a civilized Sullenbode. Like that embodiment of sex
from A Voyage to Arcturus, Celia offers a powerful distraction from sublimity to
Cabot. According to Lindsay’s theory, men would find the wilderness more
attractive than the garden because men are inclined to the noble, and hence
the wild, more than women, who are attracted to the pretty and conventional.
This is because Lindsay views men as having an intrinsic nature that is
inclined to feel separation from the sublime, being as he says ‘large parts’, so
attracted to those elements of the world related to pain and to the sublime,
such as wilderness, while women tend not to feel this separation so keenly,
their intrinsic nature inclining to harmony, being ‘small wholes’.72 Lindsay is
misogynistic in his view of women, comparable to Haggard’s Holly in She.
Although he employs heroines like Lore Jensen, these are not ‘effeminate’
females like Celia Hantish. Effeminacy is associated with decadence and
corruption, and women, outside of exceptions such as Lore, are seen as a
70
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source of corruption; they draw men into the world of convention and
pleasure. Celia cynically uses the wilderness to entrap the hapless Cabot in
her garden.
Bernard Sellin tells us that as a man Lindsay loved gardens, but as a
thinker they represented to him ‘psychological bankruptcy’.73 They represent
the restriction of man’s spirit. Sellin points out that Cabot is caught both by a
woman and in a garden in Sphinx. We can read this as an indication of his
spiritual imprisonment, turned from the purpose of his work, which is
essentially to enlighten man to truth, as Maskull’s purpose was to bring
Muspel fire to man. Sellin notes that the garden is to nature what the house is
to the temple.74 This I take to mean a de-spiritualized substitute. In this light
we can understand the temple that appears in Sturt’s dream as a contrast to
the house at the beginning of Sphinx, as the beach is to Celia’s garden.
Lindsay’s attitude to the garden demonstrates his view on civilization as a
process. It involves the de-spiritualization of man and his environment.
Primitive nature is sanitized and de-mythified by the garden, while man’s
primitive passion and spiritual conceptions are constricted into tradition and
convention. Man and nature are thus both made soulless.
In Sturt’s dream, as seen through Evelyn’s eyes, the sea-shore takes the
place of the Dartmoor of Lindsay’s own experience, and is, in its virgin state,
similar to the vista from the window in The Haunted Woman: ‘nothing of
human labour or suggestive of men met her eye’, only ‘wildness and
solitude’.75 These latter two properties are one with Cabot’s sensibilities as
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expressed earlier in the novel. Evelyn equates the experience to the
‘mysterious and sacred’, and speculates that ‘perhaps she had been
transported to a new planet which was still in its prehistoric period’.76 It seems
to be the habitat of spirits and gods. This latter comment shows Lindsay’s
awareness of the nature of a Frazerian primitive state and the associated
animistic pervasion of the physical world by spirit. She now sees through her
heart, which seems a way of describing the primitive relation to reality posited
by Freud in his idea of the ‘omnipotence of thoughts’, as opposed to rational
thought. She hears stern and noble music, again indicative of Lindsay’s
sublime, and sees a temple revolving before her, the contrast of which, along
with the ‘lonely, savage, melancholic reality surrounding her’, serves to uplift
her sensations to the degree that her soul seems to pull at the ‘chains of her
body’.77 This is a characteristic portrayal of Lindsay’s conception of the
relationship of the natural world and the sublime, envisaging noble elements
in the natural world engendering the pain of the sense of separation from the
sublime occasioned by the incarceration of the spirit into matter. The primitive
quality of the scene is furthered by Cabot’s arrival on a white horse of ‘savage
beauty’, with the ‘deep chest’ and ‘wild vigour’ of its ‘original stock’.78
Comparison here to Tolkien’s Shadowfax, chief of the mearas, that oldest and
noblest race of horses, is unavoidable.
At the end of Sphinx Lindsay differentiates the sublime, which he calls
‘reality’, from the mundane world of ‘experience’: ‘between reality and
experience there is an unbroken line of shadows’.79 At this point on the beach,
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the characters are said to be ‘mid-world’. They are thus, in Wilson’s concept,
truly exploring the borderland between two worlds.80 The beach is a crossover
point between the sublime and the mundane. A system of tunnels beneath the
beach, into which Evelyn looks down, entraps the three selves of Lore
Jensen. The middle Lore, a shadow of the upper Lore, only wants to escape,
but knows not of the existence of another reality, while the highest Lore, the
originator of the shadows, is aware of this higher reality. Thus of the shadow
Lore, it is said:

And that, perhaps, was what constituted her shadowhood. But she
continued to behave as if her motives were produced by her own
environment.81

This is certainly the key to understanding the tragic figure of Lore, and it is
similarly significant in understanding Lindsay’s attitude to the physical world;
the longing caused by separation from the sublime is felt by those with the
sensibility to feel it. It may be felt on one level as simple mysticism, as if it
were produced by the mundane world itself. But it in fact comes from beyond
existence. The third Lore, a shadow of the middle self, is the ‘real world’ Lore,
the second is an elevated, artistic self, able to feel the longing but not realize
the existence of the sublime, while the highest is her true self, her soul, which
understands the existence of higher reality. Lindsay is an elitist towards
sensibility, that temperament which inclines to the sublime; not all possess it,
and Maurice Ferreira, entirely worldly, has no higher selves, only the self
which talks with the lowest Lore, and only a black void above him. Although
the bottom Lore appears to take the decision to jump into the stream, she is
80
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guided by the top Lore, and the lower Lores are necessitated to follow suit.
The final joy of the reunion of the dead Lore and Nicholas Cabot, and the
dreaming Sturt, is characterized as the fulfilment of all desire to an extent
‘almost amounting to apathy’.82 Apathy suggests a negation of will, and this is
why it can be seen by Lindsay as positive. It is an approximation of the
sublime in its guise as the Schopenhauerean Nothing spoken of earlier.

Approaching ‘super-reality’: Mythologizing nature in Devil’s Tor

Lindsay regarded Devil’s Tor (1932) as his masterpiece, and it is perhaps the
most illuminating of his works in terms of his philosophy in general and
specifically his treatment of nature and the primitive. The novel operates
around a conception of the primitive based on a notion of original purity and
unity, and is a mythopoesis of regeneration, specifically the recovery of a lost
faculty of receptivity to the divine amongst mankind.
Ingrid Fleming says at the start of Devil’s Tor that her favourite goddess of
mythology is ‘Nyx- Night- the daughter of Chaos, and by that very relationship
so much nearer to the terrible beginning of things than the bright Olympian
deities’.83 Colin Wilson claims of the novel that Lindsay’s sphere is ‘night and
chaos, the Sublime’.84 Night and chaos are not the sublime, in fact, but like
wilderness and fine music are ‘nearer’, in Ingrid’s words. This novel is again
about the return to spirit, in this case to the demiurge, the Great Mother, who
stands between the sublime, here called the Ancient, and the material world.
82
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The Great Mother is known to us as the feminine principle widely worshipped
in primitive cultures, whom nineteenth-century anthropologists such as Frazer
had brought into mainstream thought. In Devil’s Tor, Lindsay uses this
concept of the Great Mother to replace the Crystalman of Arcturus, in that she
is the cause of material existence. Yet she is seen as a positive force.
Connection with the Great Mother has been lost, and a return to her is the
only way man has of moving towards the sublime. The reason for this shift
seems to be an acceptance that the sublime cannot be approached directly,
but only indirectly through that female archetype which Lindsay sees as the
source of the universe.
Before Lindsay altered the title to Devil’s Tor, the novel that he considered
his masterpiece was called ‘The Ancient Tragedy’. The nature of this tragedy
is to do with the ancient separation of the two halves of the stone, the joining
of the male and female halves of which culminates at Devil’s Tor. The child of
the lovers bound by fate, Henry Saltfleet and Ingrid Fleming, will inaugurate
the beginning of a race that will revive the cult of the Great Mother.85
Lindsay suggests that nature has been assassinated by man in his turning
away from the Great Mother and the sublime. He outlines three stages by
which this has come about, namely the mythic, religious, and scientific ages
identified by Frazer and later by Freud. The influence of late-nineteenthcentury anthropological thought is strongly evident in the ideational structures
of Devil’s Tor. It is clear that Lindsay is familiar with Frazerian concepts. It is
also clear that, in Lindsay’s conception, a return to the primitive or mythic
85
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stage is of central significance in moving the soul of man towards the sublime.
The ‘tragedy’ is the fall from mythic unity of spirit orientated around the
feminine principle, to individualization, from the higher form of will, the cosmic
will discussed earlier, to the lower, volitional will. Pick comments that ‘this,
then, is “the fall of Man”’; fall from the spiritual realm of light into the
‘degradation of matter, will, and individuality’.86 Gary K. Wolfe notes that
‘another possible meaning of ‘The Ancient Tragedy’ is the dissolution of the
primal unity through its “fall” into sex’.87 These meanings are, in fact, all
intended by Lindsay, and are all of a piece. The fall into sex is envisioned in A
Voyage to Arcturus in the portrayal of the shadow, being Crystalman, which
splits the Muspel light.88 As noted earlier, that higher reality which is posited
outside the mundane in The Haunted Woman is associated with passion, and
it is significant in this regard that Muspel light is directly equated with passion
at the end of A Voyage to Arcturus; ‘not light but passion’.89 It is split from
‘fiery spirit’ into a ‘disgusting mass of crawling, wriggling individuals’. Some of
the disgust is warranted not just because they are crawling, but because they
are ‘individuals’. They have been broken from the original unity. The original
state and this disunified state equate to the two levels of will, the higher and
the lower. This wriggling mass prompts direct comparison to the crabs in the
tunnel, in Haggard’s Allan Quatermain, in which there is also an encounter
with the essential fire of life, the heart of existence. Haggard’s notion of the
crawling crabs competing to destroy the beauty of the wild swan may on one
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level operate as an image of the capitalist West waiting to devour primitive
Africa, thereby losing that crucial revivifying contact with the essential spirit
that could save its own effete culture. But on the other hand it operates
similarly to Lindsay’s vision, the beauty of the swan signifying passion and
beauty of the high sort, and the crabs passion of the low sort, essentially the
sex principle. The association of this latter with the modern culture of the West
in the first image indicates the possibility of a state prior to the destructive,
possessive one dominated by the sex instinct.
The ramble of Ingrid Fleming and her cousin Hugh Drapier to Devil’s Tor
that opens the novel is a Haggardian journey towards contact with the
primitive. The thunderstorm experienced there serves to initiate these
characters to the uncanny, and simultaneously to open the personalities of
Hugh and Ingrid to each other through its primitive power. One aspect of their
movement into the storm is that, by increments, everything grows darker, as in
Ingrid’s description of an imagined temple to the goddess she reveres, Nyx, in
which antechambers progress inwards to utter darkness, which is the ‘very
heart’.90 Hugh opens the discourse of the novel regarding the value of
primitivism against that of progress. He says that if he were a savage and not
a civilized man he would run for shelter from the storm as from a supernatural
aggressor.91 Being civilized, however, as opposed to ‘the Eolithic wild man of
the woods’ causes him to doubt the idea of ‘ancient heroes and demi-gods’,
because the ‘nearer the beginning of the human race, the more untutored the
emotions’.92 He poses the question as to whether the culture that takes us
beyond these emotions, often through convention and societal ties,
90
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‘represents a true advance of the moral soul’.93 Ingrid offers a Nietzschean
response, positing that it is an advance in morality, but that morality itself is
not necessarily such an intrinsically good thing, being based on imposition of
values and conformity, the conventions that Lindsay rails against. Opposed,
Ingrid adds, to this kind of conformity is the conformity to the greatest in one’s
own soul; ‘a tremendously different thing’.94 Ingrid is cast from the outset as
other-worldly, and careless of the conventions of this world, like her future
partner, Saltfleet, sensing a greater reality beyond its bounds. She admires
the stoicism of the sagas, because they amount to a facing of the reality of
death not because it is expected to do so, but because the characters in them
had learned to despise life and to hold the world ‘very cheap’.95 She feels that
her sympathy with this position means that she has been born in the wrong
age.96 In conclusion to his musings, Drapier comments: ‘however it may be,
we can’t get back to the egg’.97 The novel is, however, wholly focussed on the
possibilities of just such a return.
The top of the hill of Devil’s Tor is said to have resemblance to a ‘diabolical
face’, similar to Haggard’s witch’s head in Nada the Lily. Its chief characteristic
besides mysticism is antiquity; the Tor is ‘older by far than the pyramids’.98
The history Ingrid provides of the name suggests that magic and ritual were
practised here through the ages, but only with the arrival of the Christian
Saxons did it get given the name of the ‘only evil spirit in their Christianized
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cosmogony’.99 They had lost the ability to understand the supernatural force
that existed there.
Ingrid understands that if her intuitions lead her to see the uncanny on
Devil’s Tor, it would be very easy for the ‘primitive moormen’ to see it, having
‘their intelligence still uncorrupted by the wisdom of the books and the ready
made parrot cries of the crowd’.100 She puts value on a Frazerian quality of
primitive man, his supposed openness to experience of the spirit world;
‘maybe our inadequate modern occult faculties no more than represent some
atrophied sixth sense, then rich and splendid’.101 She postulates that the seers
of ancient times were of a different mental lineage to the mass of people in
her own day, retaining this ‘rich and splendid’ sense.
When on the Tor, Ingrid says that she can experience the same grandness
she finds in music, but more slowly, and ‘rather more retentively’, when she is
‘alone and at peace with everything’. She regards this as ‘the beginning of the
sublime’.102 The thunder itself she deems to be ‘the grandest music’.103 She
comments of the storm: ‘now I understand that fury and malice are
expressions of the Tor’s deepest nature’.104 Like Isobel in The Haunted
Woman returning downstairs, Ingrid feels on descending from the Tor after the
first revelation of the Mother Goddess that she was ‘turning her back upon a
high seat of grandeur, in order to re-seek dullness, meanness and
commonplace’.105 She wishes for further acquaintance with ‘super-reality’.106
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Hugh is also impressed by the ‘ancientness’107 he experiences through the
vision afforded by the collapse of the Tor: ‘the idea took me how the earth
must have appeared untold aeons back, when still untenanted by even the
lowest form of animated slime’.108 He also imagines a:

…vast clock of Time without beginning or end, and not circular but
straight, the minute hand of which before my very eyes had just
jerked viciously across another of its marked spaces, each space
somehow representing ten thousand years. And it struck me how
eternity was made up of an infinite line of such single minutes of ten
thousand years; and how each contained the appearance and
disappearance of empires, nations, even races.109

The conception of the decay and fall of civilizations that so affected Haggard’s
work is operative here on Lindsay. Lindsay has Drapier, in Tylorian fashion,
regard the hills as ‘survivals’ of ‘a former state of the earth’.110 He thinks that
the ancientness released by the fall of the Tor may have the effect of
producing in himself and in Ingrid, as witnesses, ‘the mental atmosphere of an
awful antiquity’.111 This atmosphere is to draw the protagonists of the novel
into an extraordinary passive fatalism, a surrendering to the ascendancy of
supernatural purpose.
Hugh experiences the pull towards ‘super-reality’ in the form of a ‘vague
yearning’, which amounts to ‘a drawing of all his fibres towards this natural
world around him, as the moisture of the soil is invisibly drawn to the skies’.112
Lindsay seems to be positing not only the existence of a cosmic connectivity
of spirit, but also the role of the natural world in drawing our spirit to the
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sublime. This is the role of wildness and wilderness, here as in his earlier
novels. This effect of primitiveness Drapier, rightly in terms of Lindsay’s own
thought, perceives to be an indication of something beyond itself, this ‘sombre
enchantment’113 standing for ‘nothing in itself’, and amounting to ‘no more
than a hint’.114 It produces in him ‘such states as disturbance, sullenness,
infinite longing, sadness, despair’;115 all states that Lindsay regards as
necessary precursors for the apprehension of his sublime. It amounts to the
‘shadow of the beauty of another world’.116

The myth of original ‘purity’ and ‘unity’ in Devil’s Tor

The nature of Lindsay’s sublime, represented in Devil’s Tor by the Mother
Goddess, in partnership with the ‘Ancient’ approached through her, is ‘purity’.
It is this quality that the unspoiled landscape and its aura of ‘ancientness’,
evokes for Hugh Drapier. Early on, Drapier’s anti-urbanism and antimodernism have been established. Like a true Haggardian adventurer, he
knows enough of mountains to understand their uncanny influence, and
suggests they are ‘one of the multitude of things a townsman remains ignorant
of’,117 and he seems to echo Haggard’s dismissal of towns as ‘sinks of
sweltering humanity’:118

I seem to care less for England each time I come back to it. The towns
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are abominably stuffy and over-thronged.119

Saltfleet, later in the novel, is seen to share the anti-modern, anti-industrial
viewpoint common to all Lindsay’s heroes:

A near approach to the big cities of western Europe always rather
disgusted him. The business of all those swarming, crawling daylabourers was not his, nor his theirs.120

There is resonance here once again to the crabs and the wild swan of
Haggard’s Allan Quatermain, evoking likewise the unwholesomeness of
modernity. Hugh, meanwhile, speculates on how:

…all this cultivated part of Dartmoor would have looked, say in Tertiary
times, before the advent of man on the planet; before that uglifying
master-brute had put a hand to his congenial and self-honoured
labour of clearing lands of their established life. Savage and lovely
beyond thought, no doubt.121

He goes on to question:

So what had been gained by the substitution? Additional sources of
food supply for man himself, and some dozen kinds of degenerated
animals, his servants. For this, fair trees had been uprooted, strange,
beautiful birds, beasts and snakes of the wild exterminated, exquisite
birds made rare or extinct, the inhabitants of the streams slaughtered
and poisoned.122

The result, he muses, reflecting Haggard and adumbrating Tolkien, is ‘the
houses, pavements, factories, mines, quarries, cuttings, bridges, railways,
cars, engines and machinery, slag-heaps, gas-works…to demonstrate the
superlative vulgarity of this scrambler for easy food, the human biped, whose
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stomach was paramount in the existence of a mystic universe’.123 Lindsay,
who clearly himself posits a mystic universe, has difficulty with the very
animality of man suggested by the anthropologists, and played out in their
portrayals of his savage history. Devil’s Tor restores the mystical to the heart
of existence, at the expense of the possessive stomach of the human animal.
Drapier, having served up a diatribe against the concept of progress, goes
on to suggest that some might reply that such human dominion over nature
had allowed access to a world of ‘idealism and spirituality’.124 However, he
counters that the old philosophers and mystics who justified this point of view
had now disappeared. His is a vision of the decay of mankind through an
ancient breach with nature:

That assassination of Nature, begun in the instinct of self-preservation,
continued in blindness and barbarism, never at any time in history
aware of its own iniquity, but presently, during a very few centuries out
of long thousands of years, offering to the Creator an equivalent
compensation in the shape of the worship of his invisible height - it was
now being brought rapidly to its last horrible consummation, in its
destruction as well of the whole of beauty; in the insane building by that
single conquering species of an iron prison wherein it should spend the
rest of its span combating its own denied instincts, that must forever
break out into monstrous excrescences.125

Lindsay, through Drapier, then embarks upon an expression of the Frazerian
model of the ages of man’s culture:

First, Nature lived with and dimly apprehended through a veil of glory;
the gods and goddesses, witches, elves and fairies. Then the
transition; the Almighty, and His saints, speaking the language of the
Cross. And lastly the fully-emancipated intellect, finding itself amazed
in a fearful life without personal future, for which it had never asked.126
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These are clearly the magical, religious and scientific stages of the latenineteenth-century anthropologists. Lindsay’s sympathy is unquestionably
with the first of them. The Great Mother is conceived to have been Nature
when men had been children. Now ‘she was dead’,127 men having killed her.
But Drapier wonders: ‘could she conceivably rise again, in the fashion of a
dead God?’.128 Drawing on the Frazerian model of the dying and reviving god,
Lindsay creates a myth in which the Great Mother indeed rises again, to
subdue and renew the course of man’s history.
Perhaps Lindsay’s own position is indicated best by Hugh’s thoughts
regarding the falsity of our world: ‘The world being all so false, he thought that
there must be a true’.129 The world is given by Hugh the same epithet given to
Mereway in Sphinx: ‘unmeaning’.130 Lindsay’s works are a quest to restore
meaning to reality; they do this by redefining the nature of reality, and
devaluing what we regard as reality. Drapier understands that on death he will
go to that ‘unthinkable archetypal universe which threw solidity and colours
into the material world like its shadows, and instincts and passions like its faint
distant voices’.131 This is significant in understanding Lindsay’s avowal of
primitivism. If modern culture is a product of the imposition of rational thought
on instinct and passion, then it acts as a stifling blanket to those ‘faint distant
voices’ that speak to man of the existence of the sublime beyond his reach.
Elsewhere in the novel, Magnus Colbourne asserts that men are
‘essentially spirits’132 and that the world is ‘not their right place’. At their roots,
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men crave return to ‘their proper conditions of existence’.133 Sublimity,
ponders Saltfleet later on, should ‘not represent a natural state of the soul, but
be, as it were, its home sickness’.134 It is to be found in the yearning or longing
of the soul. The idea of lasting joy lying outside the walls of the world, the
‘prison’, as Lindsay conceives it, seems to anticipate Tolkien’s
‘eucatastrophe’.135 The transience of worldly joy is representative of its falsity
and unreality; ‘in the appearing and vanishing of the spark of life lay the
contrast with eternity for even the dullest eyes’.136 Saltfleet is constantly aware
of his ‘false mortal state and its transience’. He calls the world a ‘shadowpenitentiary’.137 That transience is antithetical to Lindsay’s sublime is indicated
by the properties of the flint relics; ‘a permanence’ lies behind the clouds
shown on the surface of each stone.138
The antithetical nature of the Tor with the world of modernity and human
culture is indicated when Hugh reaches the burial crypt, which is ‘holy with
antiquity and mystery and night’.139 The very modernity of his torch beam is
‘already a profanation’,140 and his mind ascribes to the female occupant of the
tomb the quality of ‘savage purity’.141 The passage to the crypt reminds Hugh
of the pyramids, another example of the ‘miracle’142 of ancient workmanship. It
also serves as a movement into the ancient or the primitive, much like the lost
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stairs in The Haunted Woman. The walls become ‘a rude spiral’,143 and are of
‘rough natural rock’.144 Hugh fears that the passage is recalling the forgotten
fears of childhood; given his own earlier discourse with Ingrid, postulating the
reaction of savage man to the storm on the Tor,145 we know that Lindsay
intends this to represent the recovery of the true and original state of man in
contact with the supernatural.146 It is in this context that we should understand
Hugh’s intuition that at his end ‘simplicity and humility must be exacted of
him’.147 The only response of ‘dwarfish man’ facing such a realization of
heaven or the sublime, is to be ‘simple and humble’.148 Hugh despairingly
talks about ‘the penalty for taking an active hand; for trying to steer destiny
according to his contemptible human insights based on the codes and petty
laws of his society’.149 As his torch smashes on the floor, Hugh is literally, and
metaphorically, plunged into night.150 The visitation of the Mother Goddess
makes him feel that he had ‘laid down citizenship of the world indeed’.151 Yet
the face of the Goddess is hidden. Not everything is revealed to Hugh.
The full nature of the Mother Goddess is revealed later in the novel,
through the knowledge of the academic, Arsinal, and the intuitions of Ingrid
and Saltfleet. She is the unity behind the plurality of existence, the purity
before corruption, the spirit of an unfallen world. She is of the sublime that is
‘Muspel’ in A Voyage to Arcturus, though not Muspel herself. We are told that:
‘not till the world, or the first of worlds, was made, had its Maker likewise
143
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become made, as Mother’.152 Existing before even the Mother is the ‘ancient
Ghost’, referred to simply as ‘the Ancient’.153 But man, being of the world, can
only approach the sublimity of the Ancient through the ruling principle and
highest spirit of his world, ‘since She it was who created both bodies and
souls’,154 as without the Mother even the souls of men could not exist,
‘through and by Her was conceded the possibility of attaining to the
ancient’.155 Earlier, Magnus Colbourne has told us that ‘She joins the infinite
and the finite, she is at once a person and a principle’,156 and that what may
lie beyond that principle is ‘not for our humanity’.157 Arsinal, the archaeologist,
argues that ‘our eyes cannot see the highest, but only the shapes which are
towards the highest’,158 for indeed ‘the womanly form may express an
infinitude of essences lying between the two extremes of deity and beast’.159
However, later in the novel the Mother is not seen to be lesser than the
Ancient, but more a completion, for her nature, based on the trinity of
‘anguish, sacrifice, love’, is said to be ‘better than the old nature of the solitary
ghost’.160 This ‘Ancient’ is the ‘primal Sublime’, conceived by Saltfleet to be
dwelling still alone ‘while a female Demiurge, being detached from that
Sublime to serve as fount and living principle of all creation, should present
the archetype of animal maternity’.161 Saltfleet notes, though, that the
character of this goddess also has the marks of the male about her; she is
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representative of original unity, of the ‘All before sex’.162 Lindsay’s idea seems
to be that the high or sublime elements in the material world come from the
essential nature of the Mother, but its savagery from the Ancient; in this
conception savagery is not antithetical to the purity, and it serves to provide
the longing and dissatisfaction necessary for man’s spiritual development.163
Lindsay’s vaunted lone man of genius is a derivation from ‘that Ancient’.164
Ingrid is described as being ‘occupied with the myths of the past’.165 These
serve to falsify for her ‘everything modern’, though her fiancé, Peter Copping,
sees them as filling her mind with ‘uselessness’.166 Yet the former quality is to
Lindsay of the utmost value. Ingrid regards the early fables in man’s literature
as Nyx’s ‘scripture’, being so ‘deep and full of symbolic meaning’.167 Amongst
the body of ancient myth, Lindsay goes on to argue through Magnus
Colbourne, it is stories and symbols of the Mother that are most valuable.
Peter Copping argues that the artist should always be trying to present the
whole universe at one stroke: ‘that is symbolism in a nutshell’.168 The only
symbol capable of achieving this, according to Colbourne, is that of the
Mother. He gives the instance of the Madonna, which he regards as
representing the entire female ‘nature and spirit’ of this world.169 The reason
that the image of the passive mother has the ability to ‘move us directly’ is
because ‘the human instinct is more powerful far than the human reason’.170
Reliance on reason is seen by Lindsay as explanatory of the deleterious state
162
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of modern culture. Through Colbourne, Lindsay suggests that the masculine
side of divinity has been settled upon by humanity through the following of its
reason. However, ‘the profounder intuitive craving of the heart has never
ceased to be aware that the whole of this, the only universe we know,
sustained as it necessarily is by its infinite number of single acts of generation,
is in essence female’,171 and ‘accordingly, the source of this universe is
logically to be sought in a female archetype’.172 Colbourne argues that the
female arose first in nature, the male function developing later, modifying the
female principle from its ‘original unity’.173 If Lindsay’s earlier novels
misogynistically portray most female characters as distractions from sublimity,
this is explained in his philosophy by the corruption of ‘femininity’ into
‘effeminacy’ through human history as a result of the sex principle that orders
existence in the mundane world.
Colbourne suggests that the separation into the sexes has become in
human society an ‘unnatural state’ whereas in the world of brutes it is
‘natural’.174 This is one of the few accolades Lindsay is prepared to give to
human culture. For what our curtailment of the sex instinct has done is to
enable us to ‘clear away so much of the lumber of our later nature, as to
reveal for us once more the large underlying fact that before sex, there was
motherhood’.175 In other words, we have been able to perceive the falsity of
the division into the sexes, and so ‘human beings, of all creation, alone have
171
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succeeded in recovering a measure of the sacredness of the primal state,
before sex’.176 Having said that the medium for this perception is the
ascendancy of instinct over reason, Colbourne goes on to clarify that the force
that draws us towards the Mother is really ‘another and more ancient faculty,
that perhaps is neither instinct nor reason’.177
However, Colbourne puts it that reason has influenced our latter day
patterns of worship to the extent that our worship of the mother has been lost
to worship of the masculine. Male deities were invented due to man’s
possessive instinct for purposes of war and conquest. Colbourne says that:

…the wiser ancient world understood such matters better than we. We
find the Great Mother publicly worshipped, under many names.178

Lindsay displays here the lessons of the comparative method of the
anthropologists: ‘it matters not that her name in Crete has been Mother of the
Gods, in Phrygia Cybele, in Egypt Isis, in Greece Demeter or Aphrodite, in the
North Frigga…[and] Mary is but the latest of her names’.179 Ingrid comes to
see the goddess, more truly, as ‘Nyx herself’.180 She has died on the Tor, only
to rise again; she is one of the dying and reviving gods of James Frazer, as
Ingrid notes: ‘That she had died, however, and been buried on a hill,
concerned her divinity not at all; for other gods as well had died’.181 This
mystery, she thinks, was perhaps ‘part of godhood’.182
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The primal instinct or other faculty that allows us intuitive sympathy with
the figure of the Mother is increasingly lost throughout man’s history. Christ is
seen as more ‘womanly than manly’,183 and is the ‘sop that has been thrown
to the primal instinct’.184 However, ‘his worship is already declining, for it
appears that the sop has not been sufficient’.185 For though he is womanly, he
is not a Mother, and Magnus notes that despite Christ’s saving action, the
world is ‘still in a deplorable way’.186 The primal instinct denied through history
is desire for the eternal feminine, the principle of femininity that Lindsay claims
to lie at the roots of the world’s history. The unity that will be re-established by
the reunion of the two stones on the Tor is to satisfy this primal urge. It is to be
a return of myth and the mythic faculty to the world of man, embodied in the
image of the Great Mother, that will heal the ancient breach with nature
responsible for the fallen condition of man.

Nature and spirit: The return of the Great Mother in Devil’s Tor

In his quest for the two stones, the archaeologist Arsinal, inspired by his initial
vision of the goddess and his own academic work, seeks return to ‘a primeval
Golden Age’.187 He has always wished to believe that in the history of the
world ‘the vulgar noon was preceded by a wild dawn’.188 In this opposition,
‘wild’ is set directly against ‘vulgar’. The vulgar noon stands for the posited
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time when man’s faculty for cleaving to the Mother had withered, and he
proceeded simply to be guided by much the same instincts as ‘ants, bees and
spiders’.189 Here Lindsay clearly suggests that a world devoid of contact with
the Great Mother is one ruled by the volitional will, and therefore Darwinian
principles of struggle and natural selection. Arsinal elaborates upon the
‘longing’ that Lindsay equates with movement towards the sublime: ‘further, I
have wished to think that the inherited memory of that dawn afflicts the souls
of more of us than outward signs suggest’.190
Arsinal wants to bring ‘men back to worship’.191 Saltfleet responds that his
interpretation of the prophecy Arsinal has discovered is that a new type,
inclined to worship, and without the ‘shrivelled’192 spirits and tempers of
modern man is to be instituted. But he is disinclined at this stage to accept the
plausibility of the project, objecting to the practicalities of such an apparent
return to primitivism:

The very first purest children of that new type will find themselves
surrounded by a mechanized civilization, the advantages of which
cannot be renounced, so its corruptions likewise must endure. Such a
civilization of decay will resume its old evil work with the earliest visit of
the doctor, the earliest paid caresses of the hired nurse. As surely as
all waters fall at last into the sea, mankind is doomed to go on
descending to the universal mess of vulgarity. No miracle can come
before a primary natural operation…These are some of the facts
against your restoration of the divine on earth, Arsinal.193

Saltfleet is categorical regarding the possibility of a return to the actualities of
primitivism: ‘that state is irrecoverably lost’.194 He suggests that any change
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would necessarily be of a spiritual rather than actual nature, since the
presence of a Mother Goddess would overturn man’s reason, forcing ‘our
instinct towards the light into new channels, no longer reason, therefore
unfitted to our earthly case’.195 However, Ingrid realizes that it will indeed be
necessary for there to be a profound change in both the earth and the human
race. Ingrid’s role is to be the mother of a new race of man.196 Lindsay fills the
novel with racialist theory, and argues that the Aryan race was a product of
the Mother, similarly charged with renewing the course of mankind’s history,
but having finally run its course, becoming corrupted and degenerate. The
idea comes to Ingrid that the goddess had indeed lived a mortal life, and been
part of a ‘nobler and statelier race than any that since had historically
inhabited the earth; and during savage times’.197 It is renewal of this race that
the joining of the stones, and of Ingrid and Saltfleet, will achieve.198 The arrival
of Christ is posited to have been an earlier attempt at renewal, but only
partially successful. The Aryans had come upon Christ’s teachings by design;
they had been left in the east for these men of the North to find.199 But ‘now
195
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that race too was degenerate and irreligious’.200 Ingrid fears that ‘once more in
the name of the Ancient, destruction must float over the face of the earth’.201
The race she begins is to be an ‘annihilating race’.202 Ingrid has pity for the
rest of mankind and the troubles that must come of her womb in order that
men might cleave more clearly towards the Ancient. In this she displays the
nature of the Mother, said to be in essence the Pity of the Ancient.203
Savageness in this scheme comes from the Ancient. It seems that Saltfleet
will fulfil the role of the Ancient, while Ingrid that of the Mother.204 Earlier,
Ingrid conceives nature to be terrible below the tenderness of its façade, and
wonders how this is to be squared with the idea of the goddess.205 Arsinal
admits that the terror of the Mother has often predominated in ‘savage
intelligences’.206 This is the lower side of the creed. She is, though, as
Saltfleet comes to realize, in her essence ‘savage but not hostile’,207 and
‘grand and disdainful enough to include fierceness as well’.208 On witnessing
the savages who appear to her in a vision of the prehistoric landscape, Ingrid
comes to admire them for ‘that mystical grandeur of very life’,209 rather than
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abhorring them for their brutishness. This is the sum of the view of primitive
Nature that Lindsay chooses to associate with his goddess. He puts forward
the notion, through Saltfleet, that the very savageness of such an entity ‘was
love’.210
Arsinal agrees that the existence of the terrible in the natural world has not
‘contradicted purity’. He goes on: ‘that has been reserved for the works of
man’.211 It is clear that the new world will not be made more pleasant, but the
new race will have the faculty of openness to the divine. The purpose of a
return to primitivism is to restore purity to a corrupted world. Through Arsinal,
Lindsay again displays his dissatisfaction with the modern condition: ‘perhaps,
pace the public optimists of the newspaper press, still one more Dark Age is
nearly due’.212 Arsinal has already suggested that previous Dark Ages have
resulted in great developments for mankind. Here he conceives a similar step
back is occurring, in order to force a leap forward: ‘It does seem to me that
mankind is once again becoming brown and monkey-like, childish, malicious,
chattering, and unspiritual’.213
Lindsay conceives man to be suffering through a loss of unity with the
sublime. Amongst man’s works, says Arsinal, which have ‘contradicted purity’,
the ‘chief…is arbitrary law; and the chief of his laws is that which claims
jurisdiction beyond the tomb’.214 He has Arsinal argue that there can be no law
beyond the tomb, meaning that no human religious system can control or
understand the afterlife, ‘there can only be reunion’.215 Purity is, in the
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meantime of worldly existence, ‘a partial reunion’.216 The Ancient has
permitted the Mother, and hence the move into ‘foulness and mortality’, for a
‘Purpose’.217 But through history this purpose and the connection to the
ancient through the Mother has been lost to man while this false and ‘terrible
temporary world of mud, blood and bubbles’218 is become through time a
seeming ‘palace of infinite glittering possibilities, outside which was nothing’.219 Man has contrived to become corrupted and lose the purity that
constituted his partial reunion with the divine. The new world is envisaged as
a ‘simpler world’ than this ‘dead material world’,220 based on the defining
quality of the Mother: purity. Worship of the mother is linked with ‘the
marvellous liberating joy of purity - bodily, mental, and of the soul - it must
present an incentive to right living and the restraint of evil passions’.221 Yet the
corruptible souls and the inherent animality of men will always tend to mar this
purity. Arsinal suggests that men have nonetheless historically practised
worship of the Goddess as the source of the best in themselves.222 This
worship requires an abandonment of the ego of man and the belief in the
sufficiency of worldly existence, and acceptance of the otherness of cosmic
process.
Lindsay raises through Arsinal the objection that these ideas of a purity lost
since primitive times are ‘modern notions’, imposed upon the primitive past.
However, he suggests that these ideas had been latent with the ancestors of
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men. He argues that the worship of the Mother had not the machinations and
tribalism associated with later Christianity, but was ‘universal’, while the purity
of it was not a ‘personal merit’ but a state of soul, preparatory for heaven.223
In the discomforting racialist theory employed by Lindsay can be seen
something more fundamental to his philosophy. Ingrid, in citing a book by her
uncle, Magnus Colbourne, and summarising its theory, juxtaposes the arrival
of the freedom loving Aryans and men of North at the idea of the gods with the
theological evolution of the ‘mercenary Semites’, who ‘with their tribal instincts
and subordination of every fine feeling to the passion for gain, temporal or
eternal, …arrived at the one God’.224 This is explained in the following terms:

The mental tendency to reduce all the natural and supernatural
particulars of the universe to a single Principle is identical with
the tendency to possess. Because the mind is single, and imposes its
ordering on the universe, the universe must become single too.225

For their part, the Aryans and northern men, due to their faculty of openness
to the sublime, were able to accept the multiplicity of existence ‘freely and
grandly’ as a ‘mighty overarching fact existing for its own sake, not for the
sake of humanity’.226
The divide of the possessive and the passive is seen in Lindsay’s
protagonists, and relates to which kind of ‘will’ is predominant within them; the
higher kind of will or the lower, volitional will. Saltfleet, the man of adventure
whose role it is to marry Ingrid, is a typical Lindsayean hero; a flouter of
convention who holds the world cheap, and who regards women as
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‘sensuous, picturesque, and snobbish’.227 This will prove untrue of Ingrid, who
herself holds that ‘anything of the will is surely vulgar and worldly’.228 It is for
this reason she comes to distrust the love relationship between herself and
Peter, while she accepts that mother-love may be an exception to this rule.
For Peter, though, her love for him engages that ‘sense of male possession
his egoism as a man could return’.229 Ingrid’s eventual mystical union with
Saltfleet is clearly based on a higher principle, and is in no way connected to
possessive egoism. Saltfleet’s relation to Ingrid is certainly not ‘the homage to
sex’230 of common male-female relations, certainly not of the order
represented by Haunte in A Voyage to Arcturus. Indeed, their joining is
clarified as being symbolic rather than physical in nature. The gulf dividing the
character of Saltfleet from that of Arsinal becomes increasingly marked as the
novel progresses. Arsinal is for his part possessive towards the mystical
stones, while Saltfleet cautions that the divine ‘must be the possessor, not the
possessed!’.231 Arsinal is guilty of the ‘egoism, that was the eternal enemy of
beauty’.232 His interest in the stones and in the Goddess is personal and selfserving. Saltfleet comes to realize that all Arsinal has achieved has been built
on a foundation of ‘greed and egoism’.233 He tries to force destiny to fit his
ambition.
Ingrid suggests of Arsinal that he ‘cannot separate the two things: the
service of fate, and the service of the will’.234 Saltfleet has earlier shown his
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own understanding that Fate must be ‘stripped’ by the mind of human purpose
and not regarded as ‘for the use of man’.235 Saltfleet claims that unlike Arsinal
he is motivated by instinct or intuition, which is not for his own service, which
comes to him from without, although ‘certainly via my deeper self’.236 He
complains that Arsinal’s ‘subterranean self’ is never to derive its ‘lights and
fires’ from ‘the without, from the abroad, but only from the down, and down,
and down’.237 He speculates that this is so that the self can remain Arsinal’s
‘property’.238 It is this tendency that has led mankind as a whole to what
Lindsay regards as its present calamity.
Saltfeet describes Arsinal as ‘acquisitive’, and himself as ‘philosophical’.239
His creed for development of the soul, and deliverance of it from the ‘whole
corporate system’ of existence is ‘sincerely declining to be concerned’. He
does not want to use the flints, but is content that they use him, scornful as he
is of created existence and his life in it.240 Saltfleet is, like Ingrid, made
passive and accepting of his fate by his vision on the Tor.241 Ingrid has, by this
stage, fallen into a complete passivity.242 Passivity and intuition are qualities
associated with her from the start of the novel243 and set her in opposition to
the egoistical and intellectual Arsinal. Ultimately her supernatural claim to the
stones is set against his intellectual one.
Towards the apotheosis of the novel the move into primitivism and the
purity of the sublime is accompanied by an abandonment of reason and of
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ego, and fate overwhelms the protagonists. They feel the spirit world begin to
press upon their consciousness so forcibly as to ‘sway the solid crust of the
empire of day, as it were unreal smoke or fog’.244 Ingrid feels that ‘a deeper
darkness seems to be moving against me all the time, just like the temple of
Nyx I have sometimes imagined’,245 and as they approach the Tor for their
final meeting, the landscape is become ‘somehow primitive and gigantic’.246
The clouds:

…had grown more fantastic and savage and fearful. The earth was
entering night.247

At this point Ingrid resolves that she must dispense with reason in favour of
her intuition: ‘she must prove her race, and it was time to have done with
thought’.248 The stars that emerge from the flints give forth a ‘metaphysical
music’,249 which brings ‘assurance of the presence of life undissipated by acts
of will and death’.250 The impermanence that marks this world out as false,
and the possessive volitional will that corrupts it and that has dragged worship
of the Mother from purity into ‘sex’, will be erased.
Devil’s Tor represents a philosophical maturation on Lindsay’s part when
compared to the stark dualism of A Voyage to Arcturus; there is no
straightforward rejection of all aspects of human existence here, and nature is
equated more clearly now with the sublime rather than the mundane due to its
conflation with the ideal ‘purity’ of the eternal feminine. The novel is a
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response to a longing in Lindsay, evident in all his novels, for a radical shift in
the human psyche, a change to a recognition of the meaninglessness of
human history and the modern condition of man it has led to, and of a higher
truth based on an ideal of original purity found in prehistoric unity. The demythification of nature is the process by which man has fallen away from
contact with this original state. The return of the supernatural to nature is
made integral to spiritual recovery since the loss of man’s faculty to perceive
the spiritual dimension in the natural world, and the consequent inflation of his
ego, has exiled him from spiritual truth.

Division and degeneration: Lindsay’s mythopoesis of ‘recovery’

Lindsay, along with Haggard and Tolkien, was inclined to the mythologizing of
the ‘primitive’ due to the dominance, and a growing perception of the
ontological inadequacy, of science in his time. Gary K. Wolfe has posited that
fantasy arises most strongly when ‘the dominant cultural attitude of a
generation grows so narrow that it fails to account for, or to provide sufficient
means of expression of, any significant aspect of man’s psychological or
spiritual makeup’.251 Just as Tolkien dismisses the modern world, and seeks
‘recovery’, the need for a redemptive return to the sublime is a product of
Lindsay’s dismissal of modern culture. The First World War had no small part
to play; Lindsay began writing his novels just after it, and, as Pick says, he felt
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European culture to be ‘finished’ as a result of it.252 Lindsay has Nicholas
Cabot in Sphinx call earth an ‘effete and dying planet’.253 Taking into account
Lindsay’s belief that nature had been ‘assassinated’, and his notion, most
clearly evident in Devil’s Tor, that nature had been ‘de-mythified’, it is difficult
to see his work as a whole amounting to a straightforward disavowal of the
moral or spiritual value of the natural world, despite the stark disavowal of all
matter that drives A Voyage to Arcturus. The duality of the reality of spirit and
the falsity of matter is certainly more defined in A Voyage to Arcturus than in
his later novels, but even in that novel exist signs that Lindsay was less
staunchly opposed to ‘nature’ as a concept than his dualist philosophy might
suggest. This sense evolves through his work into a definite avowal of
primitivism and a mythopoeic call for the unification of man with nature
through spirit; Lindsay was clearly drawing in this call on nineteenth-century
anthropological models of the primitive mind.
The impact of the two discrete views of ‘the primitive’ that arose in the
popular imagination largely through the influence of Frazer’s The Golden
Bough and associated anthropological developments in the late-nineteenth
century can be seen in Lindsay’s work. On one hand, Frazer’s revelation of
the savage beneath the cultured veneer of civilized man is evident; Frazer
considered ritual custom and religious consciousness to be rooted in the sex
impulse, and Lindsay’s theory of man’s ‘fall into sex’ and subsequent
imprisonment from the sublime by the lower form of will, manifested in the
pleasure principle of Crystalman, which he sees as governing contemporary
life, is correlative. On the other hand, primitivism also came to represent the
252
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kind of mythic consciousness supposed to pertain to primitive man, based on
the connectivity of his mind with immanent spirit, and the resulting unity of
man with nature and the cosmos which was so attractive to the exponents of
early mythopoeic fantasy fiction. This tension can be summarized through
reference to Lindsay’s Sketch Notes for a New System of Philosophy:
‘savageness is a vice in the will, but a virtue in the intellect’.254 On one level he
means here ‘rigorousness’, but if we take ‘savageness’ to mean
‘primitiveness’, the aphorism makes sense in terms of Lindsay’s fiction. The
‘primitive’ that he extols is a state of mind and of feeling, lost to modern man,
which offered a channel to the sublime, rather than simply amounting to the
bestial drives of pre-social man, which are abhorrent, in Lindsay’s philosophy,
being ‘vulgar’ operations of the will, or volitions. This ‘primitive’ mode of being
and thought has, to Lindsay, the capacity to lift man from his modern
enslavement to convention and towards that unity of spirit, a pre-division or
pre-fall state, that is an approximation of Lindsay’s Muspel. In this way,
Lindsay’s work corresponds to the tradition of re-evaluative fantasy of which
Tolkien and Haggard are both a part.
As in Haggard’s work, the idea of a pre-social connection with divinity is
posited by Lindsay, and the historical development of society and convention
is to blame for its loss. As with both Haggard and Tolkien, Lindsay’s disavowal
of convention indicates disillusion with contemporary society. His doctrine of
the ‘fall into sex’ and correlatively into the world of ‘will’ explicates this
position. Lindsay’s fiction mirrors the impulse in Haggard’s earlier work, and
later in Tolkien’s, to fictionalize a reduction of man’s ontological stature. The
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ego of man is elevated in the modern age of society and scientism, based as
it is on the acquisitive or possessive will. The fall into sex is a part of the shift
to the domination of the volitional will over man, this too being associated with
the impulse to possession and acquisition. It is this that Lindsay sees as
behind the whole of modern culture and the scientific materialism by which it
is underpinned. Meanwhile, nature in its wild or primitive form offers an
alternative to this and acts as an indicator of the sublime, being associated
with the higher form of will, through which the ego of man is reduced as he is
drawn to unity with the supernatural.
Separation from original unity into matter, and thus into individuation, is
presented by Lindsay as the fall from which springs the volitional will. It is from
the original unity of the sublime that the higher will, still active in some aspects
of material existence, springs. This explains the presentation of the sublime in
A Voyage to Arcturus as ‘nothing’, because it is beyond matter, and therefore
beyond the world of volitional will which arose when the original unity was
broken and its fragments incarcerated in matter, and therefore in division and
so individuality. Otherness is the chief quality of Lindsay’s sublime as
presented in A Voyage to Arcturus, since it is alien to matter and its
correlatives.
Although his solution to this fall into the world of will, individuation, and the
sex principle in A Voyage to Arcturus is the utter rejection of matter, Lindsay’s
later work seems mediated by the need to approach the sublime through the
ignoble world of material existence, and he posits in his work as a whole a
reversion to a state in which thought or spirit dominates over matter,
approximating to the unity of the sublime. This is the ‘partial reunion’ that the
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purity of the mythic symbol of the Mother provides in Devil’s Tor.
The concept of a lost connection to the freedom of spirit associated with
the idea of primitivism is fundamental to the ideational structure of The
Haunted Woman, and is the basis of the pre-conventional or pre-social state
of mind Isbel and Judge experience therein. Modern man, by his adoption of
convention, has lost connection to this freedom of spirit through which the
sublime may be experienced. In the enchanted rooms in The Haunted Woman
Isbel feels that ‘underneath everything loomed the past, persisting in
discovering itself despite the almost passionate efforts to conceal it’.255 We
can see clearly that Lindsay’s sympathy is with a past mythic age, concealed
by convention. The mythic age presented by Frazer in The Golden Bough,
and taken up as a central driver in late-nineteenth-century thought, offered to
the literary imagination a time where man was aware of his place in the great
cycles of nature, and was less disassociated from an immanent cosmic spirit.
The apparent dominion of matter over spirit and of reason over the intuitional
faculty in the age of scientism only serves, in Lindsay’s reckoning, to further
imprison man away from the original unity, his sublime. His use of the Great
Mother as a manifestation of a pre-fall state in Devil’s Tor illustrates a vision of
the mythical unity of man, nature, and the supernatural in the form of the
feminine principle. Lindsay here creates a myth of the de-mythification of
nature, a product of man’s evolution into the scientific age, symbolized in that
novel by the death of the Great Mother, the eternal feminine seen as the unity
through which diversity came. This conception of the de-spiritualization of
nature through man’s loss of receptivity to the divine or the supernatural is
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crucial in Lindsay’s work, and firmly links his otherwise idiosyncratic novels to
the wider genre of mythopoeic fantasy. Lindsay, like Haggard before him,
uses the genre of the mythic quest story to produce mythopoeic fiction based
on regenerative mythic symbols and ideational structures. Crucially, though,
he undertakes a conscious erasing of the physically sexual associations of
mythic regeneration, defined by the influence of the Frazerian bias to fertility
myth, linked as this is in his philosophy to the possessive instinct and the
volitional will, and contrary as it is to primitive purity and unity. Devil’s Tor
takes the myth of a Mother Goddess, and posits the degradation of it,
including its sexualization, through history, parallel to the degeneration of
mankind itself, and of its mystical restoration. The restoration is
characteristically pessimistic in tone, since a complete destruction of man’s
current mode of existence through supernatural intervention is seen as being
necessary for it to be achieved.
Lindsay draws on the structures of myth, like both Haggard before him and
Tolkien after, in order to fictionalize the return of spirit to nature and of the
mythic faculty to the mind of man. His concern with the themes of origin,
purity, unity, fall, degeneration, and recovery, is consonant with their work,
too, and bears testament to the closeness of the conceptual sources drawn on
by these writers of early mythopoeic fantasy. Lindsay acts within the
parameters of his genre in exploiting the concept of a golden age of purity,
wildness, and the ascendancy of intuitive and spiritual powers provided by
Frazerian anthropological science to produce a mythopoeic ‘other’ to
modernity and the ascendant epistemological model provided by scientific
materialism. The natural world is conceived in his novels as suggestive of an
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original state in which the possessive instinct, the volitional will, is not the law.
It is the presentation of nature by Lindsay in mythic terms delineated by
anthropological and romantic thought that allows it to be defined ultimately as
a symbol of sublimity rather than by the selfish viciousness of the Darwinian
process of natural selection that he understood to drive the modern, ‘vulgar’
world.
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IV: THE SHADOW OF THE PAST: THE PRESENTATION OF NATURE IN
THE WORKS OF J. R. R. TOLKIEN

‘A mighty matter of legend’: Tolkien and ‘nature’

The Lord of the Rings (1954 - 1955) is no simple story, simply conceived and
written. As Tolkien himself claims of it:

Hardly a word in its 600,000 or more has been unconsidered. And the
placing, size, style, and contribution to the whole of all the features,
incidents, and chapters has been laboriously pondered.1

If David Lindsay piled all his considerable philosophical musings into A
Voyage to Arcturus, Tolkien did much the same with The Lord of the Rings.
Tolkien believed his own to be a ‘great (though not flawless) work’.2 He
validates the comparison to Lindsay by making one himself: ‘I read 'Voyage to
Arcturus' [sic] with avidity — the most comparable work, though it is both
more powerful and more mythical (and less rational, and also less of a story –
no one could read it merely as a thriller and without interest in philosophy,
religion, and morals)’.3 If Tolkien’s work supports reading as ‘story’ to a far
greater degree than Lindsay’s, it equally supports substantial philosophical
and moral interpretation.
Tolkien has often been placed in solitary confinement by critics. However,
in his presentation of nature as part of an alternative tradition, or ‘other’,
opposed to scientific materialism, he shares much with the earlier writers of
1
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fantasy in this study, and is similarly indebted to the cultural tradition they
represent. These examples of modern mythopoesis bear relation through a
common tradition of thought about myth and nature, derived from Victorian
anthropological and romantic thought. In their employment of the notion of a
redemptive contact with a mythic past marked by a spiritualized natural world,
the works of Haggard and Lindsay adumbrate Tolkien’s theory of ‘recovery’,
which orchestrates his work.
Tolkien’s work attempts to answer the question of the place of romance in
a mundane world, and the place of Christianity in the scheme of scientific
epistemology. The advent of technology and the increase in our dependency
on it is seen in his fiction as threatening the internal or spiritual world.
Tolkien’s redemptive view of fantasy is in accordance with Christian
mythology, and draws on Westonite mythic fertility symbolism and images of
the Victorian conception of the ‘primitive’ to produce a presentation of nature
mediated through his own strong sense of fall and redemption, and his love of
the natural world, as against the world of scientism and progress.

Critical approaches to Tolkien’s work

There are several well-trodden routes by which to form an understanding of
Tolkien’s mythopoeic endeavours. None taken alone seems to fully satisfy the
student of his presentation of nature. Ruth Noel, like the majority of critics,
makes her approach to Tolkien by way of the Northern European mythic
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tradition, and explores Tolkien’s treatment of common mythic themes.4 Noel
looks for mythic themes and motifs utilized by Tolkien that can be traced
through the body of ancient mythic literature. She makes the point that the
oldest myths were rooted in the nature of the physical environment with which
man interacted, and that Tolkien’s latter day myth may be understood in terms
not dissimilar, despite Tolkien’s own reservations about reading the material
of myth as representative of nature.5
Tolkien saw the idea of studying his work through his sources as
unproductive,6 and abhorred the idea of examining details of his own life and
applying them to his literature. In terms of literary criticism, he felt that to
break a piece into its component parts was to destroy it, as he suggests in ‘On
Fairy-stories’: ‘It is precisely the colouring, the atmosphere, the unclassifiable
individual details of a story, and above all the general purport that informs with
life the undissected bones of the plot, that really count’.7 Noel, at least,
searches for mythic themes rather than concentrating on the borrowing of
precise instances. She sees the use of the Atlantean myth in the story of
Numenor, for example, in terms of theme or motif rather than as a direct
equation. This is certainly a more useful approach, though is still largely
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concerned with what Tolkien describes as ‘bones’ as opposed to the ‘soup’ or
‘the story as it is served up by its author or teller’.8
Others, like Lin Carter,9 place the epic firmly in the imaginary world fantasy
tradition, and chart the development of the fantasy genre from the early IndoEuropean epics such as Gilgamesh through to William Morris and on to
Tolkien. Meanwhile, Paul Kocher also considers the novel in the context of
fantasy, but does so by examining the theory of creative fantasy outlined by
Tolkien in ‘On Fairy-stories’, and applying this to his fiction.10 This approach
certainly adds greatly to our understanding of how Tolkien conceived and
gave moral order to the natural world in his works.
Robert Giddings and Elizabeth Holland, for their part, contend that other
critics have missed the true scope of Tolkien’s achievement and its
complexity.11 This they seek to redress by demonstrating their conception of
the complexity of plot and theme in the novel, which has Tolkien as a master
manipulator of storylines and symbols, ancient and modern. They borrow the
image of the multi-layered structure of the music of the Valar in The
Silmarillion (1977) to stand for Tolkien’s handling of an orchestral ensemble of
literary and philosophical baggage. Their work is valuable to this study,
especially in its perception of Tolkien’s anthropological interest in the idea of a
fundamental unity behind indo-Aryan culture. Giddings12 condemns most
approaches to the trilogy as either misguided or one-dimensional. He does
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not see Tolkien as being bound exclusively into Lewis’ ‘Northernness’, and he
believes the Northern myths only really play a part in the ‘top-layer’ of the
work, which he claims has ‘led critics on an unending mythological mystery
tour’.13 Thus he diverges from Noel. He seems to challenge Kocher directly as
one who sees the work rather as a single masterful fantasy sub-creation built
on a preconceived theory of fantasy than as a derivative work comprised of
plot borrowings from contemporary and ostensibly lowbrow fiction such as
that of Haggard and John Buchan.14 Giddings is apt to overreach. He makes
some intriguing connections to John Buchan’s The Thirty-Nine Steps, but he
surely goes too far in reading ‘Buckland’ as ‘Buchan-Land’.15
Tom Shippey16 is among those critics who present a reading of Tolkien’s
works from the standpoint of philology. He also offers useful insight into the
nature of evil in Tolkien’s work that is essential to understanding his
conception of myth and nature, interwoven as these are. Shippey discusses
two views of evil presented by Tolkien, the Boethian and the Manichaean,
which find a symbiosis in the form of the Ringwraiths, who on one hand exist,
and on the other are empty shadow forms, symbolizing the non-creativity of
evil. Kocher, on this theme, notes the Boethian/Manichaean interplay in
Tolkien’s treatment of evil that forms the most interesting section of Shippey’s
book, though he does not refer to the former standpoint as Boethian. He
argues, however, that there is in the epic a strong rejection of the Manichaean
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position,17 and notes that evil is continually associated with nothingness, and
sees being and nothingness as two diametrically opposed moral states. This
has immediate relevance to a study of physical environment; the very
existence or non-existence of matter becomes a moral matter, and ‘place’ or
‘somewhere’ is automatically opposed to ‘nowhere’. This is something picked
up by Patrick Curry in his approach to Tolkien which sees the creator of
Middle-earth as engaging in a ‘defence of place’.18 Curry sub-titles his work
‘myth and modernity’, and is interested in Tolkien’s response to contemporary
issues such as urbanization. He includes a substantial chapter on nature and
ecology, and ‘place’ features as a central theme in his conclusion. Curry offers
an application of an eco-critical perspective to Tolkien’s work, which has clear
relevance to this study. Tolkien’s fiction as a whole, and within it his
conceptualization of nature, is perhaps most usefully approached, however,
from a Christian perspective.
Joseph Pearce approaches Tolkien in the context of his Catholic faith,
justified by Tolkien’s own summary of the significant factors in his existence,
in which he counts, even above his early years spent living in the premechanical ‘Shire’ at Sarehole, the fact that ‘I am a Christian (which can be
deduced from my stories), and in fact a Roman Catholic’.19 Pearce places this
Catholic faith at the core of Tolkien’s creativity and conception of art, writing
that ‘one result of Tolkien’s Christianity was his development of the philosophy
of myth that underpins his sub-creation’,20 and arguing that many critics fail to
understand his approach to myth, which leads to a fundamental
17
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misunderstanding of his work. Here Pearce is referring to the ideas posited in
‘On Fairy-stories’; Tolkien suggests myth provides a way of approaching
transcendent truths that are otherwise inexpressible and unintelligible. He
views the body of myths created by man, in his natural role as story-teller and
sub-creator, having been himself made by a creative God and in that god’s
image, as containing brief glimpses of the truth that lies beyond the world,
despite their imperfect and unsatisfactory forms. Tolkien argues that myth and
religious truth were once closely connected, yet were ‘sundered long ago and
have since groped slowly, though a labyrinth of error, through confusion, back
towards re-fusion’.21 He argues that man, the myth-maker, is after all fallen,
and capable of representing divine truth only sporadically in his narratives and
with God’s grace; such narrative perfection having been attained only in the
true myth of the Christian story:

The gospels contain a fairy-story…But this story has entered History
and the primary world.22

Thus where many critics tend to see myth as something fundamentally untrue,
Tolkien saw it as precisely the opposite: an attempt to engage with a greater
truth beyond our ordinary conceptions of reality. This is his concept of the role
of fantasy. For Tolkien, the greater truth beyond our sense of primary reality
was Roman Catholicism. Pearce is surely correct to assert that ‘for Tolkien,
Catholicism was not an opinion to which one subscribed, but a reality to which
one submitted’,23 so necessarily affecting his literary work. He suggests that
‘in Tolkien’s view, truth, and therefore reality, was ultimately metaphysical in
21
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nature, the physical universe being merely a reflection of some greater
metaphysical purpose’.24 The natural world as presented in Tolkien’s work is
part of this metaphysical scheme, and is affected absolutely by his
Catholicism, which colours his understanding of history, myth and story and,
correlatively, ‘nature’.

Tolkien’s mythopoesis and Christianity

In The Silmarillion the metaphysic of Middle-earth is propounded through a
creation myth that bears a strong similarity to Genesis in its fundamental
theology. The Silmarillion is ostensibly a history of our world, of which ‘Middleearth’ represents the pre-history, from the Creation until the Fourth Age that
begins with the destruction of the One Ring. Its biblical prose makes it less
approachable for the average reader than The Lord of the Rings, those
chapters dealing with the Creation being particularly close stylistically to the
Old Testament. However, Pearce, at least, regards the creation myth of The
Silmarillion as the most significant and most beautiful of all Tolkien’s work: ‘It
goes to the very roots of his creative vision and says much about Tolkien
himself’.25 Certainly, it provides the metaphysical framework upon which
Middle-earth is based and which drives the action of the subsequent myths
and histories in The Silmarillion and The Lord of the Rings. It sets up a world
delineated by the struggle of good and evil, conceived in identifiably Christian
terms and in accordance with Christian doctrine. In the beginning, all is made
24
25
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by God, and as such all is fundamentally good. Evil arises through the
perversion of good, which comes about through the misapplication or
misinterpretation of good impulses. As with Milton’s Satan, Tolkien’s Melkor,
the chief among the Valar who are created from the thoughts of Eru, the One
God, falls from good into evil through the sin of Pride, which may be
conceived in terms of self-interest put before interest in God; an inflation of
the ego. Melkor certainly equates closely with Lucifer, and their appellations
once fallen reflect this: Morgoth is ‘the Dark Enemy of the World’ while Satan
also means ‘enemy’. Amongst other orthodoxies that this notion of evil
underpins is the idea that it is not ultimately possible to destroy God’s
designs, and that those who work against God ultimately become his tools.
This idea is significant throughout The Silmarillion, and later becomes one of
the central features of The Lord of the Rings.
The Silmarillion is of particular interest in terms of Tolkien’s presentation of
Middle-earth because it is not primarily concerned with men; it is not
anthropocentric, but concentrates on the histories of the Valar and of the
Elves. Tolkien himself understood his work to move from focus on the gods,
through the history of the Elves, and onto the history of men. He conceived
the story of The Lost Road as a transitional tale to take us from the high myth
of The Silmarillion to the humanized story of The Lord of the Rings. In his
letters he speaks of this transition from the world of Elves to the world of men.
Firstly, he speaks of the high myth:

The legendary Silmarillion is peculiar, and differs from all similar things
that I know in not being anthropocentric. Its centre of view and interest
is not Men but 'Elves'.26
26
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To this he adds, later in the same letter, of The Lord of the Rings:

But as the earliest Tales are seen through Elvish eyes, as it were, this
last great Tale, coming down from myth and legend to the earth, is
seen mainly though the eyes of Hobbits: it thus becomes in fact
anthropocentric.27

The Lord of the Rings is to be seen as a crossover point not only between the
ancient and modern worlds but also between the world of high myths of the
Elves and the world of man and his stories; the world of history. The Hobbits
anchor the whole mythology to the earth. That resolution to the whole cycle
should occur through hobbitry, the gardeners who love all things that grow, is
not at all out of kilter with the greater philosophy of his work.
Tolkien was anxious to ensure that his own creation myth did not
contradict the theology of the account in Genesis, and he leaves a gap in the
history of the race of men, prior to their arrival in Beleriand, in which the Fall
may have taken place; indeed there are hints to that effect, suggesting they
have met the lord of the dark before they meet the Elves. This means that The
Silmarillion tells of the fall of the Elves without precluding the biblical account
of the fall of man. However, there is little suggestion that man’s first abode in
Middle-earth was any kind of Eden as popularly conceived, although Tolkien
writes of Melkor’s journey into Middle-earth to find man’s dwelling: ‘To corrupt
and destroy whatever arose new and fair was ever the chief desire of
Morgoth’.28
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Tolkien’s mythology, indeed, may be seen as an attempt to reclaim the
validity of Genesis on a mythical level. In his letters, he proclaimed on the
subject: ‘I think most Christians, except the v. simple and uneducated or those
protected in other ways, have been rather bustled and hustled now for some
generations by the self-styled scientists, and they've sort of tucked Genesis
into a lumber-room of their mind as not very fashionable furniture’.29 He goes
on to profess his belief in the Eden myth, in which he explains that what had
earlier been a difficult story for him to accept as truth had become accepted:
‘It has not, of course, historicity of the same kind as the NT, which are virtually
contemporary documents, while Genesis is separated by we do not know how
many sad exiled generations from the Fall, but certainly there was an Eden on
this very unhappy earth’.30 In this context the view of earth as ‘unhappy’ may
have a topical derivation; the letter was written in 1945, before the end of the
war. However, in a wider context it alludes to an important aspect of Tolkien’s
Catholicism, perhaps the most significant in terms of his literary work. As an
orthodox Catholic, Tolkien viewed man as a fallen being living in a fallen
world. History was in his conception a long defeat, and all human victory or
joy limited by transience and mingled with sorrow: ‘I am a Christian, and
indeed a Roman Catholic, so that I do not expect “history” to be anything but a
“long defeat” – though it contains (and in a legend may contain more clearly
and movingly) some samples or glimpses of final victory’.31 In accordance with
Tolkien’s portrayal of the metaphysic of the Creation as a great music in which
contrasting chords are bound together, Pearce notes that, in Catholic belief,
the co-mingling of ‘the joys and sorrows of life, as in the Joyful and Sorrowful
29
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mysteries of the Rosary, were not to be seen in isolation but were light and
dark threads interwoven in a richer fabric’.32
Tolkien’s expression of his belief in Eden and man’s removal from it in his
letters is inseparable from his view of man’s separation from transcendent
truth, which he touches upon in ‘On Fairy-stories’; there he puts forward the
belief that myths produced by story-telling man are indicative of his fallen
state, containing glimpses of transcendent truth but ultimately in garbled and
misrepresented form. He says of Eden, in a passage reflective of his
understanding of wider transcendent truth: ‘we all long for it and we are
constantly glimpsing it: our whole nature at its best and least corrupted, its
gentlest and most humane, is still soaked with the sense of “exile”’.33
The idea that the ‘truth’ of the myth is not in historicity, but of a different
order is important. Explaining that Lewis had been castigated for attempting to
argue the value of the biblical accounts ‘as story’, Tolkien goes on: ‘His point
was that… [readers]… do still in that way get some nourishment and are not
cut off wholly from the sap of life: for the beauty of the story, while not
necessarily a guarantee of its truth, is a concomitant of it, and a fidelis is
meant to draw nourishment from the beauty as well as the truth’.34 The idea of
the ‘sap of life’, a natural image of truth, is telling, laden as it is with
connotations of an essential reality at the heart of life, the same, it would
seem, that is symbolized by the ‘rose light’ in Haggard. Also telling is the
association of religious truth with beauty; the beauty ascribed to the Elves by
Tolkien is clearly meant to demonstrate their closeness to spiritual truth, and
the loss of elven beauty with the passing of Lothlorien and the dwindling of
32
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man’s contact with elves is meant to represent another Fall.
The exile of the Numenoreans from the lands of the Valar, their rebellion,
and the subsequent removal of those lands from the circles of the world,
seem to represent the fall of man in microcosm, and to symbolize his rebellion
against and estrangement from God. The Numenoreans are estranged from
the Valar, just as the Elves have before them gone into exile. When the
Ringbearers leave Middle-earth at the end of The Lord of the Rings, it is those
left behind who seem to be in exile; while the ship bearing Frodo takes him
beyond the shadows of Middle-earth into a new land with white shores and
beyond them ‘a far green country under a swift sunrise’, for Sam ‘the evening
deepened to darkness as he stood at the Haven’.35 A ‘sense of exile’
pertaining to inhabitants in this world is strongly invoked. In The Silmarillion
this leaving of Middle-earth is represented in more metaphysical terms still,
with the ship leaving the round skies of the world and the circles of the earth.
Frodo’s ordeal means he is no longer able to find satisfaction in Middle-earth
and must move on to a transcendent realm.
The joy available in Middle-earth is transitory at best, and, like Lindsay’s
moments of sublimity, is only indicative of a greater truth beyond; it is outside
time and the material realm that this is to be found. In the Catholic conception,
as in Tolkien’s mythos, history is itself temporary and rooted in time as much
as is the Fall, and is but a shadow of eternity. It is the eternal joy beyond the
bounds of the world that Tolkien conceives as the pure light seen in snatches
through human history and story. The sudden joyous turn in plot direction that
Tolkien sees operating in fairy-tale and fantasy, ‘eucatastrophe’, is a move
35
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from the earthly shadow reality toward the sublime, a glimpse of transcendent
truth and joy.36 In the story of our own world, Tolkien argues that ‘the Birth of
Christ is the eucatastrophe of Man’s history’,37 a singular taste of the joy
outside that world. In the metaphysic of The Silmarillion, Ea, the physical
universe, will endure so long as Music of the Valar and the vision of it
provided by Eru run their course. Only once this is over will man be free to
experience the joy beyond the walls of the world.
This sense of exile from truth or ultimate reality comes from a perception of
man’s separation from God and the transcendent realm, and stems from the
desire for reconciliation with this realm. The connection with Lindsay’s thought
is clear; Lindsay perceives man separated from reality, lost in multiplicity and
yearning for the original unity that the fall into individuality has destroyed.
Pearce claims that the Catholic liturgy is founded on the desire for unearthly
things, and that The Lord of the Rings is founded on the same and ‘expresses
the desire to leave home and discover the universals’.38 Colin Manlove
devotes a large part of his study of English Fantasy to ‘desire’ in fantasy.39
Manlove contends that fantasy tends to be concerned either with the
satisfaction and production of desire and the creation of wonder, or with the
production of horror. Fantasies of desire, he says, fall into three categories:
‘there is longing for another or lost world; there is finding our own world
enchanted; and there is romantic and sexual love’.40 He sees the fantasies of
Tolkien, and also those of C. S. Lewis, as falling into the first of these
categories; though really Tolkien’s work belongs to the first and the second
36
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equally.
For his part, Lewis conceived ‘desire’ in transcendental terms in his
approach to fantasy. He utilized the German term sehnsucht to explain his
belief that God sends out certain images to us that arouse spiritual yearning
and so encourage man to search for him. This is not dissimilar to Tolkien’s
belief that spiritual truth lies in fragmentary form in human myths and stories,
and which we feel or see at certain times. Lewis, an Anglican, saw the world
as a veil over the reality of the universe, a shadow realm keeping man from
truth, rather like Lindsay did, though with a rather different conception of the
reality that lay beyond the veil, and Manlove says he saw the ‘otherness of
fantasy worlds’ as an aid to grasping the otherness of God.41 The search for
the source of desire is often a key theme in Lewis’ work. Manlove claims that,
likewise, the whole of The Lord of the Rings is ‘a circuit board of desire’.42 He
regards the novel, and Tolkien’s views on ‘desire’ in fantasy, as less directly
Christian than Lewis’ fiction, being more about the creation of wonder and
enchantment than about directly leading the reader to a belief in God. To
Tolkien, the function of a fairy-story was to simultaneously satisfy and
stimulate desire:

Fairy-stories were plainly not primarily concerned with possibility, but
with desirability. If they awakened desire, satisfying it while often
whetting it unbearably, they succeeded.43

Whilst Tolkien may not have seen his work as leading us to faith in God
directly, the desire he wants to stimulate is certainly the unearthly one of the
transcendental spiritual urge. Fantasy fiction is given, through Tolkien’s
41
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Christian perspective, a role in actively improving the primary world. Tolkien
concludes ‘On Fairy-stories’ by arguing that since man will finally be
redeemed, so too his stories will, and in the meantime he may ‘fairly dare to
guess that in Fantasy he may actually assist in the effoliation and multiple
enrichment of creation’.44 The fairy-story, with ‘eucatastrophe’ at its core,
provides a model of fall or decay and redemption through divine grace, and
through this serves to satisfy and increase desire for the numinous. Tolkien
believed that mythology and religion were once closely connected, and that
this association had been lost or corrupted, so that religious truth and
mythology, or derivatively fairy-story, have come to seem antithetical. He
argues that as a result, fairy-stories seem to have three separate faces, which
in reality should not be separate but integrated. These faces he describes as
‘the Mystical towards the Supernatural; the Magical towards Nature; and the
Mirror of scorn and pity towards Man’.45 In this conception, the fairy-story, or
mythopoeic tale, should operate to provide a sense of numinosity through the
depiction of an enchanted or spiritualized natural world, and serve as a
reminder for man of his fallen condition while offering a vision of potential
redemption.

Recovering a clear view: Regeneration, Christianity, and fantasy

Tolkien claims in ‘On Fairy-stories’ that it is a flaw of the human psyche to
seek to possess and to lose sight of the value of the possession once it has
44
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been obtained. The role of creative fantasy, as conceived in his essay, is to
redeem that value. Tolkien argues for the regenerative power of creative
fantasy, to heal the wound of our loss by ‘recovery’. Such fantasy, at the heart
of the fairy-stories he discusses in ‘On Fairy-stories’, can help us in the
‘regaining of a clear view’,46 the essence of which is seeing the constituents of
our world ‘as things apart from ourselves’.47 This idea of ‘recovery’ is
explored in The Lord of the Rings, explaining the pervasive motif of decay and
reinvigoration that ensures that a perspective coloured by an awareness of
Frazerian mythography is so valuable to appreciation of the novel. It is
perhaps ironic that it is Tolkien’s Catholic perspective that enables for him an
elevation of the value of myth to truth, and allows for the correlation of his own
mythopoesis with the mythographical values of Victorian anthropological and
romantic thought explored in this study in terms of an understanding of nature
and the desirability of the ‘primitive’. The paganistic quality of Tolkien’s epic is
rooted in his Christian faith, if not always comfortably so.
The theme of ‘recovery’ is closely linked with Tolkien’s presentation of
man’s diminishing contact with Faery, the realm of fairy-story, enchantment,
and fantasy. Tolkien believed that man is born with certain innate recollections
and understandings of Faery, and often loses contact with these. The removal
of the undying lands from the sphere of the world in The Silmarillion is a
potent symbol of man’s estrangement from the fairy realm. This theme of
estrangement from the supernatural world, and indeed the physical removal of
the supernatural world from our world, is not unknown in fantasy before or
after Tolkien; this study has identified it as being common to the fiction of both
46
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Lindsay and Haggard, and it is the controlling motif of such works as
Dunsany’s The King of Elfland’s Daughter (1924). In Tolkien’s epic the
removal of supernatural elements from the physical environment, and
moreover of the sentience of the physical environment, is powerfully evident,
for instance, as the Ents decline towards sleep and non-entity in the Fourth
Age. This is one aspect of the tale of the fall of man, a crucial motif in
Tolkien’s work. This fall is bound with man’s mortality, and understanding its
importance allows the reader to comprehend Tolkien’s employment of nature
as a redemptive force.
The motif of revivification at the heart of Frazerian fertility myth is
preeminent in the ideational structure of Tolkien’s mythopoesis. Death or
decay and rebirth are pervasive elements of his fiction, mirroring his sense of
fall and recovery. As an inherently aspirational and speculative medium, the
desire to transcend death or to understand its mysteries is certainly at the
heart of much fantasy literature, and this is true of Tolkien’s work. The
conception of the contrasting modes of being represented by Elves and men
is used to explore mortality, and further the idea of the nature of ‘fall’ and the
mode of possible redemption.
Man’s state of fallen exile is one permeated by death. The ‘long defeat’ in
this world is fought against the inexorable onslaught of time and death. While
many critics see the struggle between good and evil as lying at the heart of
The Lord of the Rings, whether they see it in religious or secular terms, it is
the theme of time and mortality on which the work is ultimately based. Tolkien
wrote in 1956 that power and dominion is a secondary discourse to
‘something much more permanent or difficult: Death and Immortality: the
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mystery of the love of the world in the hearts of a race “doomed” to leave and
seemingly lose it; the anguish in the hearts of a race “doomed” not to leave it,
until its whole evil-aroused story is complete’.48
In The Silmarillion, Tolkien apportions divergent fates to the children of
Illuvatar. The Elves, the Firstborn, are not subject to the dominion of death,
and lead immortal lives, though they may be killed or die of grief and due to
the oath of Feanor and their fall from grace they come into contact with death
and its related sorrows in Middle-earth. Their fate after death when this does
occur is not made clear, but it seems their souls do not go to some
transcendent realm, as is so for man, but seem to linger and may in time
return to life on the earth. It is the contrast of the one race tied to this world
and the other bound for a destination beyond it that provides Tolkien with the
opportunity to contemplate the nature of time and eternity and the relative
merits of mortality and immortality. Each race envies in some degree the
destiny of the other; the Numenoreans attempt to cast off the shadow of
death, but fail, reflecting the endless struggle of man to find immortality.
Regarding The Lord of the Rings, Tolkien states in his letters:

But I should say, if asked, the tale is not really about Power and
Dominion: that only sets the wheels going; it is about Death and the
desire for deathlessness. Which is hardly more than to say it is a tale
written by a Man!49

Man, doomed to leave the material universe, is tortured by his ‘love of the
world’.50 In contrast with this, the Elves, in The Silmarillion, refer to death as
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Illuvatar’s gift to man ‘which as Time wears even the Powers shall envy’.51
The Elves have their place beyond Middle-earth in the Undying Lands, but it is
clear that these are still a corporeal part of Ea, the Creation, and not a
spiritual realm beyond it that is reserved for man. This eschatological aspect
of Tolkien’s creation is prominent in his tales of tragic love between elf and
man, in which the sundered destinies of the two are presented as being
racked with equal torment.
Death is ubiquitous in the symbolic structure of The Lord of the Rings. One
view of the narrative is that it represents spiritual growth, particularly that of
the chief protagonist, Frodo, but also of Gandalf and Aragorn amongst others.
In The Hobbit, the naive and unworldly Bilbo goes from being an indolent and
timid hobbit to a seasoned adventurer of some character, which Tom Shippey
has seen as the initiation of a Victorian bourgeois little-Englander into the
world of high adventure and Romance, which opens new vistas for him both
without and within himself.52 The development of the protagonists in The Lord
of the Rings is surrounded by mystical symbolism and is explicable in spiritual
terms. William Dowie notes instances of symbolic death in the novel as
initiations to higher spiritual planes.53 He reads the early episodes of danger
followed by respite for the hobbits as part of a wider pattern. When the hobbits
encounter death in two ways in the barrow on the journey to Bree, in their
proximity to their own demise and in the form of the wight, an incarnate spirit
of the dead, the terms used by Tolkien to describe their escape are clearly
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intended to be baptismal or initiatory. Pippin cannot understand why they
cannot retrieve their clothes from the collapsed barrow:

But Tom shook his head, saying: “You've found yourselves again, out
of the deep water. Clothes are but little loss, if you escape from
drowning”.54

We can view the hobbits as having passed through the shadow world of death
into the light again, in effect reborn. It might be noted that the ‘mock death’
was an integral part of initiation rituals for Jewish mystical cults, in which
passage through them gained entry to a higher mystical level for the initiate,
and in the Christian tradition such imagery has resonance with the death and
resurrection of Christ. This latter is certainly the resonance produced by the
apparent passage through death, symbolized by the darkness and fire of the
chasm in Moria, of Gandalf. His resurrection or re-emergence as ‘Gandalf the
White’, the colour associated in Tolkien’s mythos with divinity and sublime
truth, amounts to a purification. Aragorn for his part walks the Paths of the
Dead on his way to relieve the siege of Minas Tirith. His dominion over the
Oathbreakers marks a triumph over death. The passage of the Mines of
Moria, with the attendant fall of Gandalf, and later the journey of Frodo though
the tunnels of Shelob are similar trials away from the world of daylight and the
living.55 At the end of the latter, Frodo undergoes a ‘mock death’ when Sam
believes he is dead after he is stung by Shelob. He comes similarly near
death in the house of Elrond, after his encounter with the Morgul knife, and
the wearing of the ring takes him closer to the shadow world of the
Ringwraiths than the world of the living.
54
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Pearce notes Tolkien’s ‘refusal’ to tamper with the destiny of man while
doing so with his fictive beings, and ascribes this once again to his desire to
remain within the parameters of orthodoxy. Pearce points out other instances
in which this desire to toy with or consider unorthodox ideas while avoiding
the undermining of Catholic orthodoxy becomes apparent. He claims that ‘in a
feat of ingenious invention, or “sub-creation”, Tolkien distinguishes men and
Elves as being made directly “in the image of God”, essentially different from
the rest of Creation, but at the same time accommodates the theory of
evolution’.56 In this conception, evolution is the unfolding of the Music of the
Ainur, of which Ea, the creation, is the visual representation and into which
Eru has placed those made in his own image. Pearce continues:

In a similar feat of ingenuity, Tolkien explains that the Valar, the angelic
powers given the responsibility of shaping the cosmos, have often
been called ‘gods’ by Men. In this way he manages to accommodate
paganism as well as evolution within his mythology.57

William Dowie claims that specifically Christian interpretations of this sort
miss the point that Tolkien’s concern is with the ‘sacrality of the natural’,
saying that ‘he delves into basic human emotions and a symbolic structure
that is so widely distributed over cultural boundaries that it can be called
fundamentally human symbolism’.58 Dowie touches on this when he explains
‘the stories evoke participation in a secular religion - that is, a religion in which
all is sacred because all things, even the most natural, are related to one
another and to a founding sense of transcendence’,59 and says his work is
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imbued with ‘the unvocalized religion of man in touch with nature and the
cosmos’.60
The numinous quality of Tolkien’s work cannot be denied. Tolkien, through
his Christianity, was aware of a single, unified spiritual truth underlying the
universe, and it is to such a concept that his work directs the mind of the
reader through its mythic symbolism. Certainly the view of Colin Manlove that
Tolkien did not see his work as fundamentally Christian, and ‘in no way
directly intended his The Lord of the Rings - nor even his more teleological
The Silmarillion - to be seen as a Christian work, either at the literal or
allegorical level, and would have seen its vision as closer to the stoicism of
Beowulf than to the hope of the Gospels’,61 is ubiquitously refuted by the man
himself, for instance in a letter to Father Robert Murray in 1953: ‘The Lord of
the Rings is of course a fundamentally religious and Catholic work;
unconsciously so at first, but consciously in the revision’.62 He continues:

That is why I have not put in, or have cut out, practically all references
to anything like 'religion', to cults or practices, in the imaginary world.
For the religious element is absorbed into the story and the
symbolism.

Tolkien explained his apparent neglect of religion in The Lord of the Rings
as a deliberate strategy to express a Christian conception of life through his
story without compromising it by doctrinal issues. He was distressed by those
who saw no religion at all in his sub-creation: ‘The only criticism that annoyed
me was one that it “contained no religion”…It is a monotheistic world of
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“natural theology”’.63 It is through man’s interaction with his world in The Lord
of the Rings that religion may be discerned, rather than through direct
interaction with gods or overt avowals of religion. One benefit for Tolkien, a
strictly orthodox Catholic in his daily life,64 of avoiding all trace of religious
practice in his sub-creation is that he did not need to impinge upon or
contradict orthodox Catholic doctrine and practices despite locating his stories
in a pre-Christian era. Paganistic elements in Middle-earth such as the
pantheon of nature deities that are the Valar make it tempting to perceive
Tolkien’s work as an expression of pre-Christian cosmology and values. As an
answer to this, and through extension of this viewpoint, some critics have
identified Middle-earth as a realm of ‘proto-christianity’,65 providing a mythical
origin, a spiritual background, from which latent religion might develop, to
Christianity. There is certainly much grounding for this kind of approach to
Tolkien; it appropriately indicates the level of thought, anthropological and
ontological, that Tolkien was engaged in. The issues of the origins,
development, and history of religion brought to bear in nineteenth-century
thought, especially in the anthropology of James Frazer, are far from
irrelevant to understanding Tolkien.
Despite the identification by some critics of a Manichaean cosmology at
work in The Lord of the Rings, Tolkien’s conception of the metaphysics of
good and evil is ultimately Christian. Evil does not exist independently of
good, but is seen in The Silmarillion as perversion of things that were good in
the beginning. Tolkien’s evil is consequently ultimately uncreative; the orcs,
for instance, are corruptions of elves, just as evil itself is only a corruption of
63
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good. His creation myth also makes it clear that evil will eventually be seen to
be part of the great music of the Ainur of which Ea, the cosmos, is a
visualization or actualization. This idea manifests itself in the ‘evil will evil mar’
theme which permeates The Lord of the Rings, and which culminates with the
Ring’s domination of the will of Gollum overcoming his love for Frodo, but
contriving the destruction of the Ring just when it had finally triumphed over
the will of the hobbit. The theme of death and mortality was certainly one
conscious driving force behind the creation of The Lord of the Rings, but it is
hard to allow Tolkien’s rather dismissive assertion that the theme of power
and dominion ‘only sets the wheels going’.66 It is this latter motif that really
defines Tolkien’s presentation of good and evil, and it is integral to his ideas
regarding fall and ‘recovery’.
It is domination of the will of other beings that is seen as the way of evil,
and it is this that is rejected when Frodo and the council choose to destroy the
Ring. As William Dowie points out, ‘the way of the Fellowship is the way of
renunciation of power’;67 Tolkien’s moral here is that great things must be
achieved by humble means, adhering to Christ’s message that the meek shall
inherit the earth. The Ring is a symbol of power, and power is seen as the
force that corrupts good and turns it to evil, as it amounts to the dominating of
wills, a process which diminishes identity and being. The Ring-wraiths,
dominated by Ring and Dark Lord, turn from men to wraiths, neither truly alive
nor dead. They are shadow figures, and shadows are central to Tolkien’s
symbolic conception of evil. They represent an absence of light, as evil
represents a negation of good, a descent into non-being rather than the
66
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creation of something else.
In this message of renunciation of power lies an implication of man’s
ultimate reliance on God, and need to defer to the supernatural. This is also
evident in Gollum’s propitious intervention on the edge of the Cracks of Doom;
at the very end, Frodo’s capacity for resisting evil goes only so far, and he
must rely on providence for the success of the quest. Man for Tolkien is, after
all, a fallen being, and finally inadequate. William Dowie identifies acceptance
of this inadequacy as a pervading theme in the Christian tradition; fellowship,
kingship, providence, prophecy, prohibition, festivity, and eucatastrophe, he
notes, are all ubiquitous motifs and ‘a foundation for more than one of these
themes is the recognition of self-insufficiency’.68 Tolkien says of The Hobbit:

The story and its sequel are not about 'types' or the cure of bourgeois
smugness by wider experience, but about the achievements of
specially graced and gifted individuals. I would say, if saying such
things did not spoil what it tries to make explicit, “by ordained
individuals, inspired and guided by an Emissary to ends beyond their
individual education and enlargement”.69

He continues: ‘This is clear in The Lord of the Rings; but it is present, if veiled,
in The Hobbit from the beginning, and is alluded to in Gandalf’s last words’.
These are the last exchanges of The Hobbit, and the implication of providence
and man’s reliance on something more than himself is evident:

"The new Master is of wiser kind," said Balin, "and very popular, for, of
course, he gets most of the credit for the present prosperity. They are
making songs which say that in his day the rivers run with gold."
"Then the prophecies of the old songs have turned out to be true, after
a fashion!" said Bilbo. "Of course!" said Gandalf. "And why should not
they prove true? Surely you don't disbelieve the prophecies, because
you had a hand in bringing them about yourself? You don't really
68
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suppose, do you, that all your adventures and escapes were managed
by mere luck, just for your sole benefit? You are a very fine person, Mr.
Baggins, and I am very fond of you; but you are only quite a little fellow
in a wide world after all!"70

A central aspect of Tolkien’s work is the desire to diminish the importance
of man in relation to the Creation and its Creator. This view of man’s ultimate
inadequacy amounts to a prescription of his place in the universe relative to
the supernatural. It is the antithesis of the ‘modern’ view that has been with us
since Enlightenment times which discards the supernatural, elevates man’s
faculties of reason, and installs man as the sole creator of his fate. This is the
‘scientific’ world-view that Victorian anthropology had identified as the last of
three that have dominated human history since its inception; the others being
the ‘mythic’ world-view and the ‘religious’. Tolkien’s theology put him at
natural odds with the scientific world-view. Yet Tolkien’s text, whatever its
intention in doing so, combines elements of Christian theology with
borrowings from myth and story, and as those who emphasize the paganistic
elements in The Lord of the Rings are aware, it is set in a pre-Christian world,
and is itself an example of mythopoesis. The ‘animism’ that accompanies the
mythic world-view as conceived by Victorian anthropology, the sense of a
living universe, and a world in which nature is infused with spirit and being, is
contrasted to the ‘scientific’ world-view in which the natural world is a soulless
location for man’s explorations and for his use in the work of Tolkien as it is in
the other works examined in this study. The natural effect of the infusion of
this world-view into Tolkien’s text is a reappraisal of the relationship of man
and nature as well as man and the supernatural.
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The principle of ‘recovery’ is present in the fabric of Tolkien’s fiction in the
ubiquitous motif of death and rebirth. The fertility myth of decay and
revivification lies at the heart of The Lord of the Rings, and is used to express
a philosophy of the renunciation of power entailed in the idea of the
reclamation of a clear view. It is ultimately a spiritual recovery, associated with
this reclamation of a clear view, which amounts to a humbling of man, a
renunciation of power and the principle of possession, and the understanding
through his art or sub-creation of the independence of the external world, of
‘nature’. Tolkien speaks of the importance of recognition of this independence
and the damage done through ‘possession’ in ‘On Fairy-stories’, stating the
central benefit pertaining to obtaining a clear view is that:

…the things seen clearly may be freed from the drab blur of
triteness or familiarity – from possessiveness.71

He explains that:

…this triteness is really the penalty of “appropriation”: the
things that are trite, or (in a bad sense) familiar, are the things
that we have appropriated, legally or mentally…We laid
hands on them, and then locked them in our hoard, acquired
them, and acquiring ceased to look at them.72

It is the pursuit of power and consequently the possessive manipulation of
the natural world that Tolkien expresses in the theme of man’s fall from an
Elvish sense of art and a diminishment in the enchantment or spiritualization
of nature. Tolkien’s Christianity, and especially his sense of fall and desire for
redemption, leads him into the reworking of what he understood as the
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tangled and incomplete themes of non-Christian myth into a mythopoeic
vision pointing to a spiritualized natural world with a Christian truth at its core.
William Dowie comments that a consideration of the prominent symbolism in
The Lord of the Rings ‘makes one realize that Tolkien has indeed rooted his
tale in the symbolic consciousness of naturally religious man’ and that ‘natural
hierophany is a major mode of his approach toward the transcendent’.73
Randel Helms is surely justified in viewing the mythic aspects that help
produce Tolkien’s ‘enchantment’ as a step on the path to the transcendent,
not confusing his Christian vision, but aiding sight of it: ‘the poetry of the
mythic imagination will not, for Tolkien, replace religion so much as make it
possible, putting imaginatively starved modern man once again into awed and
reverent contact with a living universe’.74 Colin Manlove understands C. S.
Lewis, with his notion of sehnsucht, as producing fantasy based on the desire
to bring the reader closer to the transcendent realm he saw beyond the veil of
the world. Tolkien’s fantasy is also about a spiritual awakening to that which
transcends the ‘scientific’ world of the mundane, but through the repositioning
of modern man in his relationships with the supernatural and with nature,
mobilizing on his behalf the religious world-view which propounds the reliance
of man on God, and the mythic world-view which propounds his reliance on
nature, against the scientific world-view which propounds man’s reliance on
himself. In attempting this Tolkien has drawn on the anthropological and
romantic creations of nineteenth-century thought of ‘primitive’ man and his
mindset, producing a work in which nature and the transcendent are fused
into the cipher of a lost ideal, represented by Faery, by ‘enchantment’, and
73
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recoverable in altered form through myth.

Beyond pastoralism: Enchantment and fire

Tolkien’s treatment of the natural world in The Lord of the Rings has seen him
labelled as a purveyor of nostalgic pastoralism. Patrick Curry sees him more
in the role of eco-warrior; Curry notes the animation of places and ‘natural
things’ as defying the modernist boxing of ‘social’ with ‘active’ and ‘natural’
with ‘inert’, and claims Tolkien’s attention to ‘local distinctiveness’ as ‘one of
the most striking things about his books’.75 He believes that ‘this localness
marks the difference between a conservationist love of the land and a
conservative (or worse) love of an inflated fatherland’.76 It also takes the
scope of his work beyond nostalgic pastoralism. As Manlove notes of the
journey of the Fellowship, ‘as the company proceeds, it discovers a land of
natural diversity, of quasi-English idyll, haunting forests, beautiful mines,
sublime mountains, rushing rivers and plains, which are not merely
contrastive backgrounds, but parts of a total geographical being that is
Middle-earth’.77 In The Silmarillion all the waters of Middle-earth are said to be
permeated by Ulmo of the Valar and his minions, and in The Lord of the Rings
there are specific instances of animated natural objects such as trees and the
mountain Caradhras. Curry understands this emphasis on, and animation of,
place, location and natural object as an avowal of the sacred within nature. He
believes The Lord of the Rings ‘contains both a polytheist-cum-animist
75
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cosmology of “natural magic” and a Christian, but non-sectarian, ethic of
humility and compassion’.78 As we have seen, these two strands are not
disassociated; Tolkien’s enchanted world of nature is bound in large measure
with the receptivity of man to the message of ‘humility’. The discourse on
power and on the domination of will in the novel is ultimately to be understood
in terms of modern man’s disassociation from and disregard for nature and
‘natural magic’.
Middle-earth is, as Manlove terms it, a ‘being’.79 The thesis of power
leading to evil through the domination of wills in The Lord of the Rings posits
that such domination leads to a reduction of being, often to shadow form, as
in the case of Ringwraiths, mastered by Sauron. A chief subtext of the novel is
the delivery of Middle-earth itself from ‘power’, in the form of the Ring and its
master; Sauron seeks to dominate it through the magic of the Ring, and
ultimately reduce its being and its identity from the landscape described
above by Manlove to a featureless, shadowy wasteland. The magic of the
Ring contrasts to the ‘magic’ or ‘enchantment’ of the Elves. The first is built on
the principles of power and domination, the other is founded in humility, being
based on respect for the independence of created things and aspiring to subcreation in the image of the maker, not desiring to usurp his power. It is the
creative power of the maker that is the force behind the ‘natural magic’ found
in Middle-earth, and so enchanted nature is intimately associated with the
Elvish art of ‘enchantment’, the attempt to artistically emulate creation.
Tolkien speaks of ‘enchantment’ as a heightened form of art. Art he
describes as that which produces Secondary Belief, while enchantment is a
78
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perfected form of this:

Enchantment produces a Secondary World into which both designer
and spectator can enter, to the satisfaction of their senses while they
are inside; but in its purity it is artistic in desire and purpose. Magic
produces, or pretends to produce, an alteration in the Primary World. It
does not matter by whom it is said to be practiced, fay or mortal, it
remains distinct from the other two [i.e., art and enchantment]; it is not
an art but a technique; its desire is power in this world, domination of
things and wills.80

He says of the desire at the heart of enchantment: ‘Uncorrupted, it does not
seek delusion nor bewitchment and domination; it seeks shared enrichment,
partners in making and delight, not slaves’.81 With this in mind, we may refer
to Manlove’s description, in an essay on the nature of wider fantasy literature,
of what he sees as a common feature of twentieth-century fantasy: ‘wonder at
created things rather than the desire to know in order to master’.82 Tolkien
understands fantasy, in ‘On Fairy-stories’, as being rooted in a desire quite
opposed to this mastery, one expressed in his notion of ‘enchantment’:

To this elvish craft, Enchantment, Fantasy aspires, and when it is
successful of all forms of human art most nearly approaches. At the
heart of many man-made stories of the elves lies, open or concealed,
pure or alloyed, the desire for a living, realized sub-creative art, which
(however much it may outwardly resemble it) is inwardly wholly
different from the greed for self-centred power which is the mark of the
mere Magician.83

Of the desire for this realized sub-creative art Tolkien claims: ‘In this world it is
for men unsatisfiable’.84 It consequently provokes the longing that draws man
towards the transcendent. The longing for the Elvish art, enchantment, and
80
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the sense of its loss or diminishment in a fallen world lies at the heart of
Tolkien’s fiction. The dwindling of the art of enchantment is mirrored in the
dwindling of its chief exponents, the Elves. This theme is expressed in a
discourse of the natural against the mechanical, correlating in Tolkien’s
philosophy to wonder at the creator’s achievements against attempts to
subvert those achievements to the will of man for the purpose of self-serving
accrual of power. Hence the concept of humility installed at the very root of
Tolkien’s presentation of nature. Tolkien ascribes a redemptive role of a
similar kind to fantasy and to humility in ‘On Fairy-stories’:

Of course, fairy-stories are not the only means of recovery, or
prophylactic against loss. Humility is enough.85

Humility is in fact at the core of the recovery offered through fantasy, enabling
vision unimpaired by an egoistical sense of possession of created things, and
so enabling ‘enchantment’.
The lost or diminishing world of the Elves and the enchantment that is
integral to the elvish mindset seem intimately related to Tolkien’s use of the
motif of fire in his mythology. Several critics have noticed the significance
attributed to the fiery element in The Lord of the Rings. Ruth Noel, in taking
the view that the mythic motifs appropriated by Tolkien are grounded in nature
myth and natural imagery, notes Gandalf’s association with fire, which she
perceives as a force in myth associated with both creation and destruction.
She is not mistaken in the association; in his letters Tolkien, responding to an
enquiry concerning his love of fireworks, comments:
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Fireworks have no special relation to me. They appear in the books
(and would have done even if I disliked them) because they are part of
the representation of Gandalf, bearer of the Ring of Fire, the Kindler:
the most childlike aspect shown to the Hobbits being fireworks.86

This elevation of fire to symbolic value fuels Robert Giddings’ work. As we
might expect in light of his opinion that writers who merely concentrate on the
Northern and Western mythical traditions in approaching Tolkien are missing
the scope of his work, Giddings inflates the importance of this connection of
the wizard to fire: ‘It seems as if some Aryan race memory awoke in the mind
of the author of The Lord of the Rings, and he made the book a hymn to fire
without having intended it’.87 Giddings links the use the image of fire in The
Lord of the Rings to its significance in Shaivism and Mithraism. Shiva is a god
of creation and destruction, and we may note, though Giddings himself does
not make this point, that fire is often seen on the side of evil, as in the case of
the Balrog of Moria, but is also the creative force underlying Illuvatar’s
creation, the ‘sacred fire’ with which he made the earth live.88 Facing the
Balrog on the Bridge of Khazad-dum, Gandalf declares himself ‘a servant of
the Secret Fire, wielder of the flame of Anor’.89 In truth, it is not as a Shaivite
emissary that Gandalf stands against the dark fire of the Balrog, but as a
defender of the principles of ‘enchantment’.
Giddings reads the symbolical employment of fire in The Lord of the Rings
as part of a wider scheme he identifies in Tolkien to do with synthesizing IndoEuropean myth, culture, and religion to create a kind of hybrid super-myth. He
endeavours to link the symbolism of the epic to that of the ancient eastern
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mystical religions, and by doing so opens his argument on Tolkien’s interest in
the common Indo-European heritage underpinning our language and
culture.90 He sees the geography of Middle-earth as loosely based on the
cradle of civilization, the birthplace of the Indo-European languages, and goes
on to equate Mordor and Minas Tirith with Babylon and Zion respectively.91
He sees Frodo as a universal figure of sufferer and saviour rather than
specifically a Christ figure, and so takes the religious aspects of the novel
away from a plain Christian interpretation. Despite his preoccupation with
Eastern mysticism, though, he concludes that the religious theme is in the end
about the light of Christ transcending historical time, and breaking through into
earlier ages of the world. He considers Mithras, the Persian god of light, to be
a major player in Tolkien’s symbolism, and links him directly with Gandalf.
Gandalf’s dealings with fire are, according to Giddings, not the endearing
ways of a wizard, but ‘meant to represent Mithras’.92 Just as Tolkien’s
linguistic theme rests on the idea of a common Indo-European heritage,
according to Giddings, so he seems to be exploring a common religious
heritage of which Christianity is a culmination.
Certainly the notion of the setting of the tale being an earlier stage in our
own history is of strong significance. It is easy to perceive error in critics like
Lin Carter, who ultimately seems to misunderstand Tolkien’s project when he
sees Tolkien’s setting of the trilogy in the remote history of our world as ‘not a
meaningful insight’ but a ‘convenience’, aimed at avoiding the difficulties of
90
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creating his own flora and fauna.93 This is far too mechanical an
understanding of the operations of fantasy. Giddings is right in spirit, if not in
all details, with his comments on the Indo-European tradition and the
linguistic, intellectual, and theological schema that he understands Tolkien to
be exploring, for Tolkien does indeed seek to imply an erstwhile unity
underlying our own history, and the historical setting is as fundamental to the
ideational structure of the novel as anything else therein. The themes of the
epic rely on it being set at an epoch just prior to modern man’s possession or
inheritance of the world. The chief theme of the work is the withering of the
supernatural in the world and the decline of man through loss of contact with
it. This is based in the creation of a myth of a former state from which fall
occurs. Giddings is right to see the motif of fire as important, but misguided in
his application of it. More significant than any relation to Mithraism is its
symbolism of ‘Faery’, that supernatural power which is envisaged by Tolkien
as relating to the truth that lies behind primary reality, the sense of which is
forever on the verge of being lost. The ‘Hall of Fire’ in Rivendell is the place in
which elvish art is expressed in The Lord of the Rings. It is this that orders the
significance of ‘fire’ as a motif. It is an intrinsically Christian theme, based on
the idea of supernatural Christian truth lying beneath the surface of primary
existence, and the decline in our connectedness to this truth.
Giddings says that Tolkien’s rendering of the Gates of Moria which
appears in The Lord of the Rings ‘shows two stylized phallic items tended by
loving hands (in the guise of trees) as an arch of seminal fluid unites them’.94
It is in fact the idea of a fall from a previous unity that the doors of Moria
93
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represent, rather than a fertility symbol; in this case the lapsed unity is the
friendship of the Elves and the Dwarves. Indeed, Kocher rightly perceives The
Lord of the Rings to be grounded on a social philosophy which desires the
eradication of division, or the ‘recovery’ of a balance, between species and
social groups and views these divisions as the product of evil.95 In this, a lost
state of connection is supposed, which history has undone; evil, the dark fire,
the possessive or acquisitive magic that contrasts to ‘enchantment’, has
served to sunder the peoples of Middle-earth just as it has forged a gulf
between man and the divine spirit of Middle-earth, represented in enchanted
nature, or Faery. It is the elven art that dwindles as Faery recedes from man’s
world, and it is a ‘recovery’ of this that Tolkien’s fantasy desires. Tolkien’s use
of fire is similar to Haggard’s employment of the ‘rose light’; it represents the
essential and primitive reality at the heart of existence. It is this theme of fall
from connection to truth that the signifiers of ‘nature’ and the ‘primitive’ in
some measure come to stand for and are presented in regard to by Tolkien. It
is the creative fire, the sacred fire, as against the dark fire, that lies at the
heart of the aspirations of elvish art; joy at created wonder, and at subcreation. It is the dark fire of the Balrog, drawn from the desire for possession
and for power of the Balrog’s master, Morgoth, that lies behind magic, the
manipulation of the natural world. Nature is closely associated with the sacred
fire, the principle of existence, and so is allied with Faery enchantment, while
the dark fire is allied with non-being, the mechanical, and the unnatural. The
wizard, Gandalf, protects the sacred fire, the divine creative force behind the
world, against those in alliance with Morgoth and his Balrogs, who wish to
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possess the creative flame for themselves, and so hold created things in
bondage, so diminishing the ‘being’ that is Middle-earth. Thus the battle for
Middle-earth is indeed for the fabric of it, for ‘nature’ itself, and the animation
of nature by spirit.

The presentation of nature in The Lord of the Rings

As in the works of Haggard and Lindsay, the presentation of nature in
Tolkien’s fiction rests on the creation of an ‘other’. This ‘other’ is opposed to
evil and its manifestation in ‘magic’ and the machine, and is seen as integral
to concepts of the ‘lost’ and of renewal. Ultimately it corresponds to the ‘other’
of Faery, and exists in symbiotic relationship with this. Tolkien aggregates the
natural and the supernatural to represent ‘truth’, against the world of man and
the ‘scientific’, a concept that rests on the understanding of the scientific
psyche as deriving from the emotions of self-reliance and possessive
domination.
Haggard sets up the ‘other’ of the wilderness of Africa, against the all-toocomfortable garden of England, as a stage for adventure and for spiritual
activation. Before leaving the Shire, Frodo, reflecting Bilbo’s desire to see
‘mountains’ and the ‘wild country’96 again, finds himself:

…wondering at times, especially in the autumn, about the wild lands,
and strange visions of mountains that he had never seen came into his
dreams. He began to say to himself: “Perhaps I shall cross the River
myself one day”. To which the other half of his mind always replied “not
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yet”.97

If one literary parallel here is to Haggard and the desire of his heroes, notably
Allan Quatermain, for wilderness, another is to the Rat in a work with which
Tolkien was very familiar, Grahame’s The Wind in the Willows (1908),
mentioned on several occasions in his letters.98 This wanderlust comes on the
Rat at the turn of the season, too, the same emotion of ‘sweet unrest’ as that
of the swallows with whom he speaks.99
Frodo’s desire is increased by the fact that the maps of the Shire show
only ‘white spaces’ beyond the borders.100 The idea of going beyond the
known into regions both desired and perilous, the duality of nature that had
been so widely represented in images of Pan in turn-of-the-century literature,
into the realms of romance and of Faery, is evident. The desire for wild
country, especially for mountains is not, however, merely based on a simple
lust for adventure, despite Tolkien’s early avowed intention to create a
romance in the style of William Morris.101 The aspect of spiritual discovery
evident in Haggard’s use of wilderness is also operative in that of Tolkien.
This is connected with the spiritual and aesthetic need for desert and high
barren lands that Tolkien expresses in his letters:

Much though I love and admire little lanes and hedges and rustling
trees and the soft rolling contours of a rich champain, the thing that
stirs me most and comes nearest to heart's satisfaction for me is
97
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space, and I would be willing to barter barrenness for it; indeed I think I
like barrenness itself, whenever I have seen it. My heart still lingers
among the high stony wastes among the morains and mountainwreckage, silent in spite of the sound of thin chill water.102

The poetic romanticism is tempered by awareness of the divide between
spiritual and corporeal: ‘Intellectually and aesthetically, of course; man cannot
live on stone and sand, but I at any rate cannot live on bread alone; and if
there was not bare rock and pathless sand and the unharvested sea, I should
grow to hate all green things as a fungoid growth’.103 Despite this, the
passage carries the sentiment of an ingrained romanticism. We may perceive
a noticeable correlation to the views of Lindsay and his preference for bad
weather and ultimately for pain as a correlative of ‘reality’, his connection of
wilderness and sublimity, and, interestingly, the actual kind of wilderness or
barrenness that for Tolkien is juxtaposed with the comfortable scenery of the
Shire is the same in nature as that which Haggard has his Allan Quatermain
desire:

Perhaps a fact of my personal history may partly explain why the
'North-western air' appeals to me both as 'home' and as something
discovered. I was actually born in Bloemfontein, and so those deeply
implanted impressions, underlying memories that are still pictorially
available for inspection, of first childhood are for me those of a hot
parched country.104

The barrenness in this equation makes the lusher north-western lands
seem more than ‘fungoid growth’, precisely because it is ‘other’. It is only in
this dialectic of majestical ‘barrenness’ and comfortable ‘home’ that ‘little
lanes’ are tolerable. The above throws into confusion those who see Tolkien
102
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merely in the role of a pastoralist of the quaint variety, and it is clear that his
sentiments about nature go much beyond a liking for the little hills and fields
of the Shire. This, of course, is why Tolkien’s work takes us beyond this
setting; it is through understanding of the wider operations of nature that we
come to appreciate this small idyll. We must pass, in Lord Dunsany’s terms,
‘the fields we know’,105 in order to effect a Tolkienian recovery.
Merry ponders the scale of the story he has become a part of on his way
with the host of Theoden to Dunharrow after the victory at Helm’s Deep. He
indicates the extent to which the Hobbits come to understand that the simple
desire for adventure and the aesthetic sense of ‘wilderness’ involve more in
practice than a wholesome romp in the country; indeed, an opening of
spiritual horizons filled with terror, not joy alone:

He loved mountains, or he had loved the thought of them marching on
the edge of stories brought from far away; but now he was borne down
by the insupportable weight of Middle-earth. He longed to shut out the
immensity in a quiet room by a fire.106

Mountains seem to signify this ‘immensity’ for Tolkien, and it is in dialectic with
this that the Shire and ‘a quiet room by a fire’ can be valued. The great scale
of universal connectedness which is the religious ‘truth’ on which Tolkien
hangs his work, the reality of which is glimpsed only occasionally, as in
Lindsay’s concept of sublimity, and in which the insufficiency of the individual
is made apparent, is alluded to here. The great vistas of time and space
opened by modern science and the impermanency of man and his culture
discussed by contemporary anthropology clearly influence Tolkien’s
105
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presentation of Merry’s vision, untempered as it is at this point in the story
with understanding of the spiritual truth underpinning that ‘immensity’. It is with
this in mind that we read Gildor’s admonishment of the hobbits:

“But it is not your own Shire,” said Gildor. “Others dwelt here before
Hobbits were; and others will dwell here again when Hobbits are no
more. The wide world is all about you: you can fence yourselves in, but
you cannot for ever fence it out.”107

The immensity nature and wilderness come to represent can be seen
positively or negatively in terms of its effect on spiritual development.
Smeagol, in the days of his acquisition of the Ring, is set up as a misguided
version of Frodo or Bilbo. He has the same kind of adventurous spirit,
uniquely so amongst his people, but he directs it to bad purpose. He is
described as the most ‘inquisitive and curious minded’ of his family.108 He
shares the trait of most Hobbits, concerned as they are with family heritage
and lore, in that he ‘was interested in roots and beginnings’,109 a clear nod to
the scientific enquiries of late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries. But
the folly of his nature is indicated by direction: ‘he dived into deep pools; he
burrowed under trees and growing plants; he tunnelled into green mounds;
and he ceased to look up at the hill-tops, or the leaves on trees, or the flowers
opening in the air: his head and his eyes were downward’.110 Contemplating
the mountains and the caverns which might be under them, Smeagol thought
to himself: ‘The roots of those mountains must be roots indeed; there must be
great secrets buried there which have not been discovered since the
107
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beginning’.111 Of course, he is mistaken, and finds only darkness and foulness
there, and a place to nurse his own ego. He comes to hate everything,
disillusioned with his secrets, which ‘had turned out to be just empty night’.112
He is left only with ‘nasty furtive eating and resentful remembering’.113
Smeagol has deconstructed the things that interested him, burrowed beneath
the tree roots and found nothing, only presumably damaged the tree. The
implication is clearly that truth, and evidence of origin and the one true reality,
the ultimate unity, which stands against the empty night that Gollum finds,
exists elsewhere or rather through a different approach to knowledge and
discovery. Smeagol’s approach to understanding nature is based on
possessiveness, and as such is destructive.
The approach to nature employed by the protagonists affects whether
nature is seen as a positive or negative force in the story. It is at times
harnessed to the powers of good; as in the ‘plumed cavalry of waves’ that
saves Frodo at the Ford of Bruinen.114 However, Saruman also uses it to spy
on the Fellowship in Hollin, sending flocks of birds to spy for him, and he also
uses the natural resources of Isengard to fuel his machines of war. He forces
nature to his bidding, though, and is undone by it when his dam is broken and
swamps Isengard. His approach mirrors the possessive tendency of Smeagol.
In opposition to this, when nature is portrayed as wilderness, and left in its
wild and unfettered condition by the protagonists, it acts as a force for good.
As the hobbits pick their way with Strider beyond Bree through a pathless
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country of ‘fallen trees and tumbled rocks’,115 the Black Riders hold off,
confining themselves and their horses to the network of roads between Bree
and Rivendell. While in the Shire itself, too, it is the wilderness that saves
Frodo and his companions, and Frodo’s urge not to ‘be seen on the road’116
and later to take to ‘the woods and fields’.117 All this is no accident. Tolkien
associates the roads with the modern scientism and industrialization, or
‘progress’, which comes to be implicated with evil in his story, standing
contrary to ‘wilderness’. The natural and unmapped takes on a moral power, a
protection against evil.
Knowledge of the wild helps Strider and his charges in this part of the
story; it obscures them from the Riders, and from Bill Ferny, who Strider
knows ‘is not a match for me in a wood’.118 The hobbits, too, possess a
certain affinity with wilderness. Sam is cast in the role of landsman, knowing
the smallest details of the landscape near his home: 'If we get to the other
side of this hill, we shall find a spot that is sheltered and snug enough, sir.
There is a dry fir-wood just ahead, if I remember rightly'.119 Sam’s knowledge
of the land is clearly presented as an admirable quality, fitting with the general
Hobbit understanding of the land. However, this understanding is
circumscribed by the borders of the Shire, or rather Sam’s own locale: ‘Sam
knew the land well within twenty miles of Hobbiton, but that was the limit of his
geography’.120 Hobbits have, though, in their nature the ability to pass through
woods unseen and unheard; that is without disturbing nature as found there. It
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is said in ‘Concerning Hobbits’ that ‘they possessed from the first the art of
disappearing swiftly and silently, when large folk whom they do not wish to
meet come blundering by; and this art they have developed until to Men it
may seem magical’.121 But Tolkien is quick to establish the difference of this
native ability from the kind of manipulation of nature which the term ‘magic’
came to embody in his thinking: ‘But Hobbits have never, in fact, studied
magic of any kind, and their elusiveness is due solely to a professional skill
that heredity and practice, and a close friendship with the earth, have
rendered inimitable by bigger and clumsier races’.122 Their smallness itself is
seen as a quality, reflective of their unobtrusiveness in terms of their impact
on their environment. Their farming is seen as complementary rather than
exploitative, and their characters are marked, as a race of gardeners, with
what is perhaps in Tolkien’s mind their chief attribute, their ‘close friendship
with the earth’.
The Hobbit way of relating to their environment without dominating it is
evident also in their buildings, classically holes. Concerning hobbit-holes, it
should be noticed that these, delving underground, offer the least possible
disruption to the landscape, certainly visually. It is no accident that
Sandyman’s mill is represented in Tolkien’s illustration of Hobbiton in The
Hobbit as a prominent over-ground building in the foreground, a contrast, if
not a particularly unsightly one, to the verdure of the hill. It is very clearly
imposed on nature at the expense of the latter, as opposed to being
imbedded in nature, literally earthed. The image of the gardener that is
attached distinctly to hobbitry is significant. The tone is of symbiosis with the
121
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natural world, rather that parasitic or exploitative usage. Sam is cast as a
gardener, and it is this quality which is valued by Faramir and also Galadriel,
shown in the nature of her parting gift to Sam, and is the medium, with aid
from this gift, for the restoration of the Shire after Saruman’s influence has
been exorcised. Certainly, Tolkien gives the appellation ‘gardener’ as a mark
of moral value. Nonetheless, the term is one of ambiguity, for it does not
appertain to the highest level of Tolkien’s moral code regarding nature. In
contrast to his general approval of gardening and the Hobbits as gardeners,
Tolkien speaks of his generation of the Ents and Ent wives: ‘And into this has
crept a mere piece of experience, the difference of the male and female
attitude to “wild things”, the difference between unpossessive love and
gardening’.123 Gardening is a circumscribing activity, marked by limiting of
nature, and is perhaps ultimately linked by Tolkien to the weakness of the
Elves for the preservation of beauty, the cause of their fall, and in fact the
original reason for the generation of the Rings of Power. Gardening is
perhaps a first step on a route to Fall, a first minor corruption of unpossessive
love of things that grow, respecting them as things that are rather than things
to be possessed and contained or improved.
Oddly, perhaps, given Tom Bombadil’s personification of the nonpossessive character-type, his house and garden are bastions of order amid
‘all the queerness’ of the Old Forest.124 The eaves of the forest behind his
home are ‘as trim as a hedge’,125 and the path is ‘well-tended and bordered
with stone’. No doubt this symbolizes Bombadil’s mastery over the wilderness
of his home. But it is, if so, of a very different order conceptually to the house
123
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and garden of the mission station in the forest in Haggard’s Allan
Quatermain,126 though the immediate parallels are striking. In Haggard’s case
it is the benefits of imperialism and the imposition of order upon savage
wilderness that is represented, a position very contrary to Tolkien’s depiction
of Bombadil. Tolkien may unconsciously have had something similar in mind
in this passage, though. He does, in certain measure, exhibit a similar
ambivalence towards nature to Haggard; nature is both a benevolent ideal,
and a perilous, savage realm. Nature is profoundly linked to Tolkien’s
understanding of Faery, of which he says that danger is needed for its
validation, in the same way that barrenness and wildness validate the
greenery of the Shire. In ‘On Fairy-stories’, Tolkien equates the need for the
perilous side of the Faery realm with a spiritual need for wilderness in the
natural world:

The dweller in the quiet and fertile plains may hear of the tormented
hills and the unharvested sea and long for them in his heart. For the
heart is hard though the body is soft.127

Merry tells the companions on the road to Bree that in the Old Forest:

The trees are very much more alive, more aware of what is going on,
so to speak, than things are in the Shire. And the trees do not like
strangers.128

Besides the immediate introduction of a nature that is animate, there is also
an affirmation here of the recurrent idea that it is not nature that is estranged
and out of place, but man, or hobbit. A short time later, Bombadil’s tales
describe the whole scheme of nature to the hobbits, and serve to reorientate
126
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their perception of their environment: they begin to ‘feel themselves strangers
where all other things were at home’.129 At this juncture, though, the wood is
not being presented as any majestic and glorious affirmation of God’s spirit,
which certainly is one of the roles given to nature by Tolkien. Rather, this
passage represents the negative side of Tolkien’s apparently ambivalent
response to trees, in which they seem to represent the bafflement and
separation from truth and grace of mankind in this fallen world. This is clear in
Frodo’s ill-fated song of hope under the oppression of the Old Forest:

O! Wanderers in the shadowed land
despair not! For though dark they stand,
all woods there be must end at last,
and see the open sun go past:
the setting sun, the rising sun,
the day's end, or the day begun.
For east or west all woods must fail...130

This is evident equally in the elven supplication to Elbereth:

Snow-white! Snow-white! O Lady clear!
O Queen beyond the Western Seas!
O Light to us that wander here
Amid the world of woven trees!131
But as in Middle-earth at large, in the Old Forest ‘all the queerness’132 has a
centre, in this case the Withywindle Valley. The woods are not intrinsically
evil, nor opposed to man or hobbit, or elf. Evil and estrangement have their
seeds in a paradise, as conceived by the Valar, from which they have grown
as history has progressed. Any ambivalence that there appears to be to trees
would seem to derive from a sense of the perversion of the natural world by
129
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evil, rather than a sense of its inherent inhospitability. Tolkien railed against
the Daily Telegraph article that associated his presentation of trees with
‘gloom’:

With reference to the Daily Telegraph of June 29th, page 18, I feel that
it is unfair to use my name as an adjective qualifying 'gloom', especially
in a context dealing with trees. In all my works I take the part of trees
as against all their enemies.133

In the same letter, he addresses directly the ‘queerness’ that the hobbits
encounter:

The Old Forest was hostile to two legged creatures because of the
memory of many injuries. Fangorn Forest was old and beautiful, but at
the time of the story tense with hostility because it was threatened by a
machine-loving enemy. Mirkwood had fallen under the domination of a
Power that hated all living things but was restored to beauty and
became Greenwood the Great before the end of the story.134

Lothlorien, because loved, was itself ‘beautiful’.
In any case, Bombadil’s mastery over his particular area of the Old Forest
is quite the opposite to that of a ‘machine-loving enemy’, which for Tolkien
equates to the imperialistic power behind Haggard’s garden; Tom’s existence
is based not on forced domination or on utility, but respect of being and
‘otherness’. Bombadil’s active role in The Lord of the Rings is peripheral, but
his true position in the scheme of the work is more pervasive. That Bombadil
is peripheral in the structure of the work is in itself perhaps significant to
Tolkien’s meaning. Only the wise, or rather those widely accounted to be not
wise but eccentric, such as Farmer Maggot, still know of the existence of this
nature spirit, this embodiment of the natural, and hold meaningful discourse
133
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with him. To others he is merely a myth, in the sense of a lie, wrapped up with
fear and distrust, or a quaint tale for children, just as Galadriel is but a
shadowy presence in the wilder tales of the Rohirrim. He is the embodied
connection of Faery and nature, something Galadriel, mistress of Lothlorien,
also represents; two powers in Tolkien’s metaphysic which exist in synthesis
and are synchronously becoming further neglected and fading. It is this
peripherality which defines Bombadil and his role, and which forms a
significant aspect in understanding Tolkien’s call for ‘recovery’ in ‘On Fairystories’, played out as it is in The Lord of the Rings. In a letter to his
publishers, Tolkien gives an indication of his conception of Bombadil as ‘the
spirit of the (vanishing) Oxford and Berkshire countryside’.135 Bombadil was
not made into the hero of The Lord of the Rings, but his significance in that
story, and moreover in Tolkien’s mind, are apparent. This is confirmed
elsewhere amongst Tolkien’s letters:

Tom Bombadil is not an important person – to the narrative. I suppose
he has some importance as a 'comment'…he represents something
that I feel important, though I would not be prepared to analyze the
feeling precisely. I would not, however, have left him in, if he did not
have some kind of function.136

In this letter, Tolkien gives a strong indication of this function. Though one
side in the great battle for Middle-earth operates through ‘moderated freedom
with consent’ while the other operates through ‘compulsion’ with no object but
‘power’, despite the crucial difference that demarcates good and evil, both
sides desire ‘a measure of control’, unlike Bombadil: ‘if you have, as it were
taken “a vow of poverty”, renounced control, and take your delight in things for
135
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themselves without reference to yourself, watching, observing, and to some
extent knowing, then the question of the rights and wrongs of power and
control might become utterly meaningless to you, and the means of power
quite valueless’.137 The letter refers to Bombadil’s fundamental opposition to
‘gardening’ as conceptualized in the case of the Entwives, whose love of their
gardens serves to estrange them from the Ents, whose love is for the wild
forests: ‘He has no connexion in my mind with the Entwives…He is in a way
the answer to them in the sense that he is almost the opposite, being say,
Botany and Zoology (as sciences) and Poetry as opposed to Cattle-breeding
and Agriculture and practicality’.138
Bombadil seems to represent for Tolkien something that would be quite
understandable to the exponent of modern Green Theory, the neutrality and
passivity associated with the reclamation of the signified, of nature as itself,
neither a cipher for good or evil. An ideal for an ideal world, Bombadil is not
adequate in a fallen world, though he may act in it as an exemplar. Tolkien
addresses this, and puts his conception of Bombadil in the context of his own
instinctual reaction to war:

It is a natural pacifist view, which always arises in the mind when there
is a war. But the view of Rivendell seems to be that it is an excellent
thing to have represented, but that there are in fact things with which it
cannot cope; and upon which its existence nonetheless depends.
Ultimately only the victory of the West will allow Bombadil to continue,
or even to survive. Nothing would be left for him in the world of
Sauron.139

He is, though, the ideal mindset and mode of existence, closest to the
universal truth and unity that Tolkien perceives to exist beyond the bounds of
137
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Time and the walls of the world, ‘Eldest’ as he is. He is the ideal from which
evil is only a deviation or shadow, and from which man and, in their lesser
degree, the Elves are fallen. The Elves represent a fallen form of something
very similar to Bombadil; their attempt to preserve the beauty they admire in
nature is the reason for this fall, showing as it does a possessive manipulation
of the ‘other’ of nature, uncharacteristic of Bombadil. As previously noted, this
desire for preservation was the reason for the initial creation of the Rings of
Power. It is notable in this regard that the more connected to nature in the
mode of Bombadil the various races of Middle-earth are, the fewer Rings they
are assigned.140 These are ‘Rings of Power’ not only in the sense that they
are powerful, but in that they represent power. Although intended for good,
because they are based ultimately on a possessive or controlling impulse,
they are corruptible. Sauron the Deceiver is able to subvert them through the
One Ring, not to achieve the preservation of the beauty of nature as the Elves
have in mind, but to denature other beings by subsuming them into himself.
The same principle is at play in the absorption of Digrung by Maskull in A
Voyage to Arcturus. This subsumption is based around the imagery of
shadow in the work, Mordor being pictured as the land of shadow. The great
kings of men are turned to Ringwraiths, shadowy forms with one foot in the
living world and one in the world of spirits, and no true existence in either. It is
to the shadow world that Frodo must go under the influence of the Morgul
blade. The imagery of his decline is that of ‘fading’; his existence as a
separate entity is fading as he is overmastered by the wound and the Ring.
This is the reason that Bombadil needs no ring, nor can be trusted to look
140

This does not hold perhaps in the case of the Enemy, Sauron, but the One Ring is of
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after the Ring: he has no possessive instinct, and has no desire to claim
objects of the natural world to be his subjects.

Elves, immortality, and enchantment

If we allow this extrapolation from a basic numerical scaling of the Rings of
Power, the Elves, the originators of the Rings, have three, unlike the nine
given to the kings of men. They do not represent the entirely unpossessive
love of nature embodied by Bombadil. But they do represent a condition
relating closely to nature, a condition higher up the scale than man and lost to
him. In ‘On Fairy-stories’, Tolkien argues that the traditional fairies that
underpin his conception of the Elves can hardly be seen as ‘supernatural’:

…unless super is taken merely as a superlative prefix. For it is man
who is, in contrast to fairies, supernatural…whereas they are natural,
far more natural than he.141

The Elves are essential to understanding man’s fallen state. They represent a
certain approach to nature, and a connectivity of experience and unity with
nature that is lost to man. Their creativity is different from the making of the
dwarves or the industrial production of later ages of men, prefigured in the
form of the enemy of men in this tale.
The ideal connectedness of man and his environment is essential to
Tolkien’s presentation of nature. Fall is conceived in terms of a break with
nature, a raising of the ego of man, evident in the revolt of the Numenoreans.
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Evil becomes associated with the subjugation of nature in the pursuit of
worldly and unworldly power. The presentation of this symbolism of natural
against unnatural, and the mindset of the Elves against that of fallen men, as
in the tale of the Numenoreans, is so pervasive that we might even question
whether the Catholic motivation for Tolkien’s work is rather undermined, on a
literary if not metaphysical level. If there is a deviation from orthodoxy in
Tolkien’s work, it comes not from Manichaeanism in his conception of evil, or
a suggestion of belief in polytheism, but in the tension caused by the implicit
elevation of nature to a position alongside rather than beneath the
supernatural. This is not so in the theological sub-structure set out in The
Silmarillion, but seems so from the ideational structure of The Lord of the
Rings. If we accept William Dowie’s proposition of the symbolic ‘deaths’ the
protagonists undergo in The Lord of the Rings, and link these ‘initiations’ to
the attaining of higher planes of spiritual development, we may conclude that
Frodo’s final reward for this, and indeed that of Gandalf, is to leave the shores
of Middle-earth and attain transcendence. This is entirely compatible with the
Christian schema of the novel. Yet the book does not end with Frodo going
beyond the circles of time into eternity and the transcendent heaven of Eru,
but to the land of the Valar, albeit removed from the corruptions of Middleearth, which represents Arda, the creation, in its perfect state, unstained by
the shadow of Melkor. Thus it is the fate of the Elves that Frodo gains at least
a taste of, rather than the fate of man, and it is an Eden rather than Heaven
that appears as the desired destination. Tolkien attempts to explain the
temporary nature of Frodo’s stay in the paradisal home of the Elves in his
letters:
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As for Frodo or other mortals, they could only dwell in Aman for a
limited time – whether brief or long. The Valar had neither the power
nor the right to confer 'immortality' upon them. Their sojourn was a
'purgatory', but one of peace and healing and they would eventually
pass away (die at their own desire and of free will) to destinations of
which the Elves knew nothing.142

The Elves go beyond standing for a simple love of nature into something
that defines Tolkien’s presentation of good against evil, and his understanding
of the restorative power of fantasy. Tom Bombadil’s singing relates to the art
of the One, Eru, in orchestrating the world into existence through music, and
is an indication of his primacy and closeness to that initial act of creation.143
The Elves share in this approximation of divine art, and they stand for a mode
of art and existence that is only an aspiration for man. The power of elven
singing, and its remarkable effect on the hobbits, particularly Sam, is attested
to in this passage in The Lord of the Rings:

At first the beauty of the melodies and of the interwoven words in
elven-tongues, even though he understood them little, held him in a
spell, as soon as he began to attend to them. Almost it seemed that the
words took shape, and visions of far lands and bright things that he
had never yet imagined opened out before him; and the fire-lit hall
became like a golden mist above seas of foam that sighed upon the
margins of the world. Then the enchantment became more and more
dreamlike, until he felt that an endless river of swelling gold and silver
was flowing over him, too multitudinous for its pattern to be
comprehended; it became part of the throbbing air about him, and it
drenched and drowned him. Swiftly he sank under its shining weight
into a deep realm of sleep.144

The implication of this passage is that the art here verges on ‘sub-creation’.
This takes place in the ‘Hall of Fire’ in Rivendell. This is the place where the
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artistry, the story and song, of the Elves is displayed.145 As indicated earlier,
the motif of fire is intrinsically linked with Tolkien’s concept of Faery
enchantment, and the mode of art and being that this embodies.
Corroboration for this connection can be found in the implication of the
following passage regarding dragon-fire:

It has been said that dragon-fire could melt and consume the Rings of
Power, but there is not now any dragon left on earth in which the old
fire is hot enough; nor was there ever any dragon, not even Ancalagon
the Black, who could have harmed the One Ring, the Ruling Ring, for
that was made by Sauron himself. There is only one way: to find the
Cracks of Doom in the depths of Orodruin, the Fire-mountain, and cast
the Ring in there, if you really wish to destroy it, to put it beyond the
grasp of the Enemy for ever.146

Dragons are not strictly allied with the forces of evil in The Lord of the Rings;
nonetheless, they are surely numbered among the enemies of Middle-earth.
In this passage, their fire seems to represents the power of Faery, against the
power that Sauron represents. Only by contact with the source of fire,
Orodruin, a volcano allowing access to the fire underlying the existence of the
earth itself, can the anti-quest be fulfilled. The elusive and dwindling power of
Faery is set against the mechanical power-based evil of the Enemy.
Elvish art, represented in the ‘enchantment’ of their singing, is set against
this evil, and is rooted in the elvish perspective towards nature. The Elves, in
a passage which links them most strongly with wilderness and naturalness,
and which also strengthens the druidic flavour of elvishness,147 are seen using
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Hobbits, for their part, are also a race of singers. If we take the aforementioned races
along with Ents, to represent something, often indefinable, a spirit, lost to men, we may notice
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a grove of trees as a feasting hall. Like, and more so than, the Hobbits, they
are at home in nature, and live symbiotically with it:

At the south there was an opening. There the green floor ran on into
the wood, and formed a wide space like a hall, roofed by the boughs of
trees. Their great trunks ran like pillars down each side. In the middle
there was a wood-fire blazing, and upon the tree-pillars torches with
lights of gold and silver were burning steadily. The Elves sat round the
fire upon the grass or upon the sawn rings of old trunks.148

The contrast to the halls of men, and more so still the iron edifice of Baraddur, is marked. The woodland hall is mirrored in the dwelling of Treebeard,
and the connection of elvish and entish life is deliberate. Both are
representative of an ancient and fading mode of existence. The Elves are the
elder race to men, the Eldar, the Ents are ‘old as mountains’,149 Bombadil is
‘oldest and fatherless’.150 These most ancient of beings, closest to the
beginning, to the ultimate unity behind worldly existence, and to truth, share a
mode of interrelation with the natural world quite unlike that of the evil
participants in the story, and clearly dissimilar to the most part of the races of
men.
Pippin experiences his first meeting with Elves in this woodland hall as if it
were a ‘waking dream’,151 while Sam highlights the superiority of the elvish
understanding of natural process compared to that of Hobbits: ‘if I could grow

writing, as he saw it, a mythology for his country (‘I had a mind to make a body of more or
less connected legend which I could dedicate simply to: to England; to my country’ [Tolkien,
Letters, letter 131, p. 144]), did not have this in mind. J. C. Nitsche takes this ‘Englishness’ as
an approach to his work (J. C. Nitsche, Tolkien’s Art: ‘A Mythology for England, London:
MacMillan, 1979). The kind of magical thought and approach to nature associated with the
Druids is associated by Tolkien with the Elves.
148
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apples like that, I would call myself a gardener’.152 Tolkien writes in his letters
of the Elves:

The Elves represent, as it were, the artistic, aesthetic, and purely
scientific aspects of the Humane nature raised to a higher level than is
actually seen in Men. That is: they have a devoted love of the physical
world, and a desire to observe and understand it for its own sake and
as 'other' – sc. as a reality derived from God in the same degree as
themselves – not as a material for use or as a power-platform.153

Of course, the Elves are not simply exemplars for an ideal and primitive state
of natural existence from which men have fallen. They are quite distinct from
men, the primary fact in this being their immortality. However, they do
represent a different mode of thought and a different faculty of sensitivity and
the apprehension of beauty. Tolkien explains that:

…Elves and Men are represented as biologically akin in this 'history',
because Elves are certain aspects of Men and their talents and
desires, incarnated in my little world. They have certain freedoms and
powers we should like to have, and the beauty and peril and sorrow of
the possession of these things is exhibited in them.154

The following passage from another of the letters indicates the vestige of
elvishness that Tolkien conceived to have passed into the race of men, and
crucially the decline in this that takes place as man’s history progresses:

They [the Elves] are represented as a race similar in appearance (and
more so the further back) to Men, and in former days of the same
stature….But I suppose that the Quendi are in fact in these histories
very little akin to the Elves and Fairies of Europe; and if I were pressed
to rationalize, I should say that they represent really Men with greatly
enhanced aesthetic and creative faculties, greater beauty and longer
life, and nobility – the Elder Children, doomed to fade before the
Followers (Men), and to live ultimately only by the thin line of their
blood that was mingled with that of Men, among whom it was the only
152
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real claim to 'nobility’.155

The dwindling of this elvish spirit in mankind is a both representative of a loss
of ‘nobility’ and a break with godliness: ‘The entering into Men of the Elvenstrain is indeed represented as part of a Divine Plan for the ennoblement of
the Human Race, from the beginning destined to replace the Elves’.156
In speaking of the build-up to the Fall of Numenor, Tolkien makes it clear
that man’s loss of contact with Elves and elvishness is an evil: ‘Sauron
dominates all the multiplying hordes of Men that have had no contact with the
Elves and so indirectly with the true and Unfallen Valar and gods’.157 The
notion is really that those who have this contact possess a spiritual
apprehension of art and nature that is closer to the principles of Faery
enchantment, and through this to the Divine.
The division of the Hobbits into three races, like the Elves in this structure,
and the story of their cultural differences, and their movements over the great
mountain ranges of Middle-earth, give a background of geographical
anthropology to the story of The Lord of the Rings. The ascendancy is given
to the race of the Fallohides, and is indicated not just through their
chieftainship of other tribes, but more subtly through indicators peculiar to the
scale of moral value in Tolkien’s world; their skill in languages, their eliteness
in terms of numbers, their adventurousness, and most tellingly their friendship
with the Elves:

The Fallohides, the least numerous, were a northerly branch. They
were more friendly with Elves than the other Hobbits were, and had
155
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more skill in language and song than in handicrafts; and of old they
preferred hunting to tilling. They crossed the mountains north of
Rivendell and came down the River Hoarwell. In Eriador they soon
mingled with the other kinds that had preceded them, but being
somewhat bolder and more adventurous, they were often found
among clans of Harfoots or Stoors. Even in Bilbo's time the strong
Fallohidish strain could still be noted among the greater families, such
as the Tooks and the Masters of Buckland.158

In The Lord of the Rings, the Elves are described as ‘teachers of men in
their youth’.159 The concept of a now lost state of closeness to original truth is
reinforced here. Man has been instructed by the Elves, but has lost contact
with them, and memory of, and credence in, their teaching has waned. The
Hobbits too, though marking a race closer to elvishness, are also presented
as having declined from a state of greater connectivity with the Elves, having
become more insular and less adventurous. It is no accident that it is the
adventurous spirit in Bilbo that brings him into contact with Elves, as it is for
Sam. Similarly it is no accident that the great families of the Shire, the Tooks
and the Brandybucks, contain traces still of both adventurousness and
willingness to engage with the Elves. These are traces, though, and not the
norm in Bilbo’s or Frodo’s time:

Three Elf-towers of immemorial age were still to be seen on the Tower
Hills beyond the western marches. They shone far off in the moonlight.
The tallest was furthest away, standing alone upon a green mound.
The Hobbits of the Westfarthing said that one could see the Sea from
the top of that tower; but no Hobbit had ever been known to climb it.
Indeed, few Hobbits had ever seen or sailed upon the Sea, and fewer
still had ever returned to report it. Most Hobbits regarded even rivers
and small boats with deep misgivings, and not many of them could
swim. And as the days of the Shire lengthened they spoke less and
less with the Elves, and grew afraid of them, and distrustful of those
that had dealings with them; and the Sea became a word of fear
among them, and a token of death, and they turned their faces away
158
159
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from the hills in the west.160

The sea in the west represents here the direction of Elvenhome, and beyond
the land of the Valar.
The Elves, while representing on one level a state of being and of mind
which is lost to man and a diminishing ‘natural’ sensibility in the face of a
machine-dominated world, are themselves fallen and suffer from their own
flaws and limitations. Tolkien sets out for us in his letters the connection
between myth and fall, being as he says ‘truth’.161 The same passage also
sees him rebuff claims that his work is merely a reworking of Christian
mythology:

In the cosmogony there is a fall: a fall of Angels we should say. Though
quite different in form, of course, to that of Christian myth. These tales
are 'new', they are not directly derived from other myths and legends,
but they must inevitably contain a large measure of ancient widespread motives or elements. After all, I believe that legends and myths
are largely made of 'truth', and indeed present aspects of it that can
only be received in this mode; and long ago certain truths and modes
of this kind were discovered and must always reappear. There cannot
be any 'story' without a fall – all stories are ultimately about the fall – at
least not for human minds as we know them and have them.162

He goes on:

So, proceeding, the Elves have a fall, before their 'history' can become
storial. (The first fall of Man, for reasons explained, nowhere appears –
Men do not come on the stage until all that is long past, and there is
only a rumour that for a while they fell under the domination of the
Enemy and that some repented).163
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The sun, often in mythology conceived as an image of the divine is in
Tolkien’s mythology a marker of a fallen world, ‘a second-best thing’, existing
in a now ‘dislocated imperfect vision’.164 This is because light originally came
from two trees created by the goddess Yavanna, which are destroyed by
Morgoth. The purity of this original state is sullied by the destruction of the
trees. The world is fallen now. Light returns, but not in its original form. The
Elves, though, seek as far as possible to preserve the beauty of the older
world, and therein lies the cause of their fall. The Silmarillion, originally called
by Tolkien the History of the Gnomes, charts the history of the Elves and
primarily their attempts to possess the Silmarilli, the jewels in which the
original light of the trees was preserved: ‘It receives its name because the
events are all threaded upon the fate and significance of the Silmarilli
('radiance of pure light') or Primeval Jewels’.165
The natural image of the trees forms a significant opposition to the jewels;
aimed at preservation, the jewels are crafted rather than natural; thus they are
instantly associated with the possessive instinct, and with a break with nature.
They become objects of greed and possession, and it is the possessiveness
of Feanor towards the Silmarilli that brings about the fall of the Elves, leading
to kinslaying. Not all elves are fallen, but those found in Middle-earth are so
and are exiles, desiring return, and unity that has been broken with their kin
and the gods and the land of Elvenhome.
Tolkien’s story in The Silmarillion has the Elves eventually lose their
Silmarilli, and the gods place ‘one in the fires of the heart of the world’,166 one
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in the sea, and one in the heavens.167 The idea of a light buried in the deep
earth with a connection to the beginning of things certainly recalls Haggard’s
‘rose light’, found as this is in the hidden places of the earth. Tolkien’s story
has the light of the Silmarilli recovered at the ending of the world, a recovery
of the original and pure from the fallen and mundane.
The unwillingness of the Elves to allow the past to make way for the
present, and their desire to preserve or embalm the world about them, is
linked to their destiny, which is to remain in this world, to remain immortal; in
which state they desire the beauty of the older world to remain with them. This
immortality in a world of change and decay:

…becomes a great burden as the ages lengthen, especially in a world
in which there is malice and destruction...Mere change as such is not
represented as 'evil': it is the unfolding of the story and to refuse this is
of course against the design of God.168

The Elves, however, do attempt to refuse this:

The Elvish weakness is in these terms naturally to regret the past, and
to become unwilling to face change: as if a man were to hate a very
long book still going on, and wished to settle down in a favourite
chapter. Hence they fell in a measure to Sauron's deceits: they desired
some 'power' over things as they are (which is quite distinct from art),
to make their particular will to preservation effective: to arrest change,
and keep things always fresh and fair.169

The Elves are not, then, a straightforward symbol of unimpeachable sublime
existence. Tolkien, indeed, responded with this very point to assertions from
critics about the moral Manicheanism of his work:
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But the Elves are not wholly good or in the right. Not so much because
they had flirted with Sauron; as because with or without his assistance
they were 'embalmers'. They wanted to have their cake and eat it: to
live in the mortal historical Middle-earth because they had become
fond of it (and perhaps because they there had the advantages of a
superior caste), and so tried to stop its change and history, stop its
growth, keep it as a pleasaunce, even largely a desert, where they
could be 'artists' – and they were overburdened with sadness and
nostalgic regret.170

In the attempt to preserve there is a fundamental association with Tolkien’s
bete-noir, scientism. He comments of the Noldor, among whom was
numbered Feanor, creator of the Silmarils:

The particular branch of the High-Elves concerned, the Noldor or
Loremasters, were always on the side of 'science and technology', as
we should call it: they wanted to have the knowledge that Sauron
genuinely had, and those of Eregion refused the warnings of Gilgalad
and Elrond. The particular 'desire' of the Eregion Elves – an 'allegory' if
you like of a love of machinery, and technical devices – is also
symbolized by their special friendship with the Dwarves of Moria.171

It is due to this impulse that Sauron was able to deceive the Elves into the
making of the Rings of Power. It is through the Rings that elven realms such
as Lothlorien, where ‘decay is restrained, a semblance of the bliss of the True
West’,172 maintain their existence. The elven attempt to stop time is most
noticeable at Lothlorien, but it is also in evidence at Rivendell. Bilbo
comments:

Time doesn't seem to pass here: it just is. A remarkable place
altogether.173
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Although the attempt at preservation or ‘embalming’ is the root of the fall of
the Elves, their motive in this was not evil, and did not involve the desire for
domination of other wills:

The “Three Rings” were “unsullied”, because this object was in a
limited way good, it included the healing of the real damages of malice,
as well as the mere arrest of change; and the Elves did not desire to
dominate other wills, nor to usurp all the world to their particular
pleasure. But with the downfall of “Power” their little efforts at
preserving the past fell to bits. There was nothing more in Middle-earth
for them, but weariness. So Elrond and Galadriel depart.174

Numenor: Man, mortality and fall

If memory is the bugbear of the Elves, and attendant on their immortality,
desire for that very immortality is the seed of the downfall of men, driving them
away from God’s intention in similar fashion:

The doom of the Elves is to be immortal, to love the beauty of the
world, to bring it to full flower with their gifts of delicacy and perfection,
to last while it lasts, never leaving it even when “slain”, but returning –
and yet, when the Followers come, to teach them, and make way for
them, to “fade” as the Followers grow and absorb the life from which
both proceed. The Doom (or the Gift) of Men is mortality, freedom from
the circles of the world. Since the point of view of the whole cycle is the
Elvish, mortality is not explained mythically: it is a mystery of God of
which no more is known than that “what God has purposed for Men is
hidden”: a grief and an envy to the immortal Elves.175

Failing to value what God has purposed for them, it is everlasting life within
the circles of the world as held by the Elves, and the earthly paradise of the
Valar, that is sought by the Numenoreans. The response of the Valar is, in the
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knowledge of God, to change the geography of the world, and remove
themselves from it. This is what Tolkien conceives as the end of the ancient
world, corresponding to that time in our own history when the world was
conceived as flat. Any visible home of the divine or immortal is removed from
earth. Now the only escape from the newly circular world is death. Where
once men might have sailed west to draw close to the immortal lands, earthly
paradise no longer exists after the end of the Second Age, ‘remaining only in
the memory of the earth’.176
This change marks a loss of contact with the divine, and also with the
home of the Elves, the immortal lands. The Numenoreans, before their fall:

…dwell within far sight of the easternmost 'immortal' land, Eressea;
and as the only men to speak an Elvish tongue (learned in the days of
their Alliance) they are in constant communication with their ancient
friends and allies, either in the bliss of Eressea, or in the kingdom of
Gilgalad on the shores of Middle-earth. They became thus in
appearance, and even in powers of mind, hardly distinguishable from
the Elves – but they remained mortal, even though rewarded by a
triple, or more than a triple, span of years.177
The fall of the Numenoreans is based on the story of Atlantis.178 Tolkien
described himself as having an ‘Atlantis-haunting’.179 In a letter to W. H.
Auden, who sought information for a radio broadcast on The Lord of the
Rings, Tolkien speaks of the generation of his tale and its setting:

If you want to write a tale of this sort you must consult your roots, and a
man of the North-west of the Old World will set his heart and the action
176
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of his tale in an imaginary world of that air, and that situation: with the
Shoreless Sea of his innumerable ancestors to the West, and the
endless lands (out of which enemies mostly come) to the East.
Though, in addition, his heart may remember, even if he has been cut
off from all oral tradition, the rumour all along the coasts of the Men out
of the Sea.180

Tolkien turned these rumours into a connection with Atlantis. His ‘Atlantishaunting’ linked in his mind to his recurrent dream of a Great Wave towering
over green fields.
This Atlantean dream of a dark wave passing over green fields is given to
Faramir in the epic: ‘the land of Westernesse that foundered and of the great
dark wave climbing over the green lands and above the hills, and coming on,
darkness unescapable’.181 In his letters, Tolkien describes this Atlantis-dream
and its effect on his work:

This legend or myth or dim memory of some ancient history has always
troubled me. In sleep I had the dreadful dream of the ineluctable Wave,
either coming out of the quiet sea, or coming in towering over the
green inlands. It still occurs occasionally, though now exorcized by
writing about it. It always ends by surrender, and I awake gasping out
of deep water. I used to draw it or write bad poems about it. When C.
S. Lewis and I tossed up, and he was to write on space-travel and I on
time-travel, I began an abortive book of time-travel of which the end
was to be the presence of my hero in the drowning of Atlantis. This
was to be called Numenor, the Land in the West.182

This ‘abortive book of time-travel’ was The Lost Road: ‘The thread was to be
the occurrence time and again in human families (like Durin among the
Dwarves) of a father and son called by names that could be interpreted as
Bliss-friend and Elf-friend’.183 This atavistic recurrence of elvish sensibility is
essential to Tolkien’s theory of ‘recovery’; man is fallen, but there is in his
180
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distant bloodline that connection to Faery on which his hopes of redemption
are based. Tolkien adds of his terms ‘Bliss-friend’ and ‘Elf-friend’: ‘These, no
longer understood, are found in the end to refer to the Atlantis-Numenorean
situation and mean “one loyal to the Valar, content with the bliss and
prosperity within the limits prescribed” and “one loyal to friendship with the
High-Elves”’. The connection of the Elves and the Valar in the moral scale of
the work is strengthened here. Tolkien writes of this atavistic recurrence: ‘It
started with a father-son affinity between Edwin and Elwin of the present, and
was supposed to go back into legendary time…and so [to] the traditions of the
North Sea concerning the coming of corn and culture heroes, ancestors of
kingly lines, in boats (and their departure in funeral ships)’.184 This line of
‘bliss’ and ‘elf’ friends is supposed to run back to the fall of Atlantis-Numenor
itself, providing Man with hope even in the moment of his fall:

In my tale we were to come at last to Amandil and Elendil leaders of
the loyal party in Numenor, when it fell under the domination of Sauron.
Elendil “Elf-friend” was the founder of the Exiled kingdoms in Arnor and
Gondor.185

The tale was never completed; Tolkien found his interest lay only in the tale of
Numenor itself, and so this myth entered the greater mythology of The
Silmarillion.
Tolkien once described his work as ‘all of a piece, and fundamentally
linguistic in inspiration’.186 His own professional interest in origins, primarily
linguistic, certainly inspired the generation of The Lost Road, which begins
with a clearly autobiographical account of the hero’s inclination to philology. If
184
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it expresses autobiographically Tolkien’s interest in that field, it also indicates
his more general concern with origins and anthropology. Alboin expresses his
desire to ‘go back- and not with race only, or culture only, or language; but
with all three’.187 His father suggests that if one went back far enough, one
would find a ‘pretty beastly and uncomely race’.188 Alboin is not convinced. It
is central to Tolkien’s myth that going back far enough leads not to the apemen of the scientists, but to a higher race of men, and higher still, Elves. This
is significant in his understanding of degeneration, and the fall of man and
decay of culture. Modern man has not developed from lower forms of life and
achieved his present state through progress, but rather has fallen and
produced a corrupt culture based on a false ideal, which we may call the
acquisitive or possessive instinct.
It is through understanding the transition from the time of ancient myth of
The Silmarillion to our own time that we can understand Tolkien’s
presentation of nature. The fall this involves pervasively conditions his
understanding of our world and the world he attempts to present. It is not an
attempt to emulate the Elves, but rather the possessiveness displayed in the
quest for eternal life and the landing on the shores of the Valar that is the root
of man’s fall. The Numenoreans, in their own attempts at achieving
immortality prior to their fall, only manage to preserve the corpses of their
dead: ‘The desire to escape death produced a cult of the dead, and they
lavished wealth and art on tombs and memorials’.189 Tolkien elsewhere
connects their moribund attempts at preservation to that of the Elves: ‘In their
way the Men of Gondor were similar: a withering people whose only “hallows”
187
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were their tombs’.190 Their obsession with the dead leads them to dream up a
land of the dead, which they, confusing old myths of the lands of the Valar,
assume to lie in the west. This, explains Tolkien, is why their descendents
came to bury ‘their dead in ships and set them in pomp upon the sea by the
west coasts of the old world’.191 This is obviously an attempt to explain later
mythological systems of our history, giving further historicity to his own, and
also accounting for later non-Christian myth and religious practice as
erroneous corruptions of truth based on a fallen and corrupted heritage, and
only rectified by the ‘true myth’ of the Christian story.
The Numenorean ships after the fall of Numenor were made to sail in the
air. But they sailed only the lower air and could not reach the heavenly plane
of the gods, who had removed themselves beyond the world. The story goes
in an early version of the tale of the fall of the Numenoreans that at this point
many concluded that the gods did not exist, ‘and many abandoned the Gods
and put them out of their legends and even out of their dreams’.192 This
seems very apposite to Tolkien’s perception of the world contemporary to him.
According to his own belief and the tale itself, the Straight Road to the home
of the gods is still visible to those who have the sensibility, but is missed by
the majority, and supplanted by a perception of a round world, self-contained
and self-sufficient. This explains the modern ascendancy of materialism and
the possessive tendency. However, the best of the Men of the West knew that
the round path of the world was not the boundary of their fate, ‘for the round is
crooked and has no end but no escape; and the straight is true, but has an
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end within the world, and that is the fate of the Elves’.193 The straight path is
not the fate of men, but it is of significance to them nonetheless, the break
with the Valar having the result of the ‘cutting off of Men from their just portion
of the straight path’.194
The descendants of the Numenoreans have:

…at the time of the War of the Ring no worship and no hallowed place.
And that kind of negative truth was characteristic of the West, and all
the area under Numenorean influence: the refusal to worship any
“creature”, and above all no “dark lord” or satanic demon, Sauron, or
any other, was almost as far as they got.195

This atheistic attitude would seem to parallel the contemporary state of
modern secular materialism. The self-important, self-contained character of
the Numenorean conception of themselves and their art is the seed of their
downfall. The refusal to worship anything at all is incomplete; to Tolkien it
needs to be followed by ‘except the one God’. The raising of themselves
beyond the status of worshippers is an unacceptable loss of humility. Indeed,
in his early scheme for the tale of the downfall of Numenor, Tolkien says that
as they sailed around the world ‘men took them for Gods’.196 It was their will,
too, that this should be: ‘some were content that this should be so’.197 Their
own high artistic achievements are made meaningless by this false elevation
of ego. These developed only while they were ‘obedient’, in any case: ‘While
obedient, people from the Blessed Realm often visited them, and so their
knowledge and arts reached almost an Elvish height’.198 But this is naturally
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disrupted by the will to power that the loss of humility under God and the Valar
represents.
Sauron plays upon the Numenorean’s pride and desire:

He denies the existence of God, saying that the One is a mere
invention of the jealous Valar of the West, the oracle of their own
wishes. The chief of the gods is he that dwells in the Void, who will
conquer in the end, and in the void make endless realms for his
servants. The Ban is only a lying device of fear to restrain the Kings of
Men from seizing everlasting life and rivalling the Valar.199

The fall this provokes is a secondary fall, in the tale of Numenor, the first
being ‘off-stage’, before the Elves encounter men. It amounts to a fall into
pride, and a loss of sense of the true ‘natural order’ which recognizes the
supernatural, in the form of the Valar and beyond them Eru, in the ascendant
position.
The story of Babel is evident under the surface of the story of Numenor.
The attempt to reach the undying lands is akin to the project of the Tower of
Babel, an attempt to reach heaven, or symbolically, to raise man beyond his
true stature. Tolkien takes special interest in the idea of Babel due to his
linguistic preoccupations; in the biblical account, God confuses the language
of the builders. Tolkien refers to the story several times in his letters, as in the
following, in which he equates Babel with imperialism, in this case that
associated with the spread of American economic power. He echoes much
modern criticism of globalization:

The bigger things get the smaller and duller or flatter the globe gets. It
is getting to be all one blasted little provincial suburb…At any rate it
ought to cut down travel. There will be nowhere to go. So people will (I
opine) go all the faster. Col. Knox says ⅛ of the world's population
199
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speaks 'English', and that is the biggest language group. If true, damn
shame – say I. May the curse of Babel strike all their tongues till they
can only say 'baa baa'. It would mean much the same.200

The idea of a common tongue was not always a matter of disdain to
Tolkien. His philological interests were concerned with finding common roots
for later languages, and he finds room for a mythological precedence for a
common tongue in his Atlantean story. Under the influence of Sauron, the
fallen Numenoreans become lords of necromancy in many parts of the world:

This does not happen, however, in the North West; for thither, because
of the Elves, only the Faithful who remain Elf-friends will come. The
chief haven of the good Numenoreans is near the mouth of the great
river Anduin. Thence the still beneficent influence of Numenor spreads
up the River and along the coasts as far north as the realm of Gilgalad,
as a Common Speech grows up.201

The Babel-building Numenoreans attempted to dominate other races in
Middle-earth. This too is the fault of the American economic imperialism noted
above. The core of Tolkien’s understanding of evil lies in its need to subject
other wills to its own. This explains his hatred of empire and avowal of
‘anarchy’ and its creed of ‘power at the lowest level’. To achieve domination,
Tolkien tells us in his letters, ‘[Sauron] had been obliged to let a great part of
his own inherent power pass into the One Ring’.202 This is Tolkien’s price for
Sauron to achieve what he refers to here as ‘empire’. Regarding
contemporary forms of empire, Tolkien loved England but ‘not Great Britain
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and certainly not the British Commonwealth’.203 Empire is an expression of
the domination of wills that equates power with evil in Tolkien’s mythology:

My political opinions lean more and more to Anarchy (philosophically
understood, meaning abolition of control not whiskered men with
bombs) – or to 'unconstitutional' Monarchy. I would arrest anybody who
uses the word State (in any sense other than the inanimate realm of
England and its inhabitants, a thing that has neither power, rights nor
mind).204

The renunciation of power attendant on the destruction of the Ring is a
principle Tolkien wished to see practised in contemporary society:

The most improper job of any man, even saints (who at any rate were
at least unwilling to take it on), is bossing other men. Not one in a
million is fit for it, and least of all those who seek the opportunity.205

Power, scientism, and modernity

Sauron and the mode of thought he represents, based on the possession of
power and the domination of wills, is associated with the manipulation of
nature that is essential to Tolkien’s idea of ‘magic’ and modern science, in
opposition to the ‘enchantment’ represented by the Elves, and their ideal of art
in terms of the non-possessive augmentation and appreciation of the beauty
of nature. These are the twin poles between which Tolkien perceives men to
vacillate. The historical movement of the world is seen in terms of decline; the
victories are largely those of Sauron and the possessiveness he represents.
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But eucatastrophe, engendered by grace, is also present, and it is to this that
The Lord of the Rings is testament.
The history of the Elves is designed to show how easily love for creation
can be subverted into fall. Evil, based on the desire for power and domination
of wills, is only a step away from the desire to preserve that which is created
through art, as the Elves discover to their cost. This desire, though good in
intention, itself requires power, and the ability to make ‘the will more quickly
effective’, which is the basis of:

…the Machine (or Magic). By the last I intend all use of external plans
or devices (apparatus) instead of development of the inherent inner
powers or talents — or even the use of these talents with the corrupted
motive of dominating: bulldozing the real world, or coercing other wills.
The Machine is our more obvious modern form though more closely
related to Magic than is usually recognized.206

Tolkien proceeds to disassociate the term ‘magic’ as applied to the operations
of the Elves, or more generally ‘Faery’, from his theoretical understanding of
the term as a negative indicator:

I have not used 'magic' consistently, and indeed the elven-queen
Galadriel is obliged to remonstrate with the Hobbits on their confused
use of the word both for the devices and operations of the Enemy, and
for those of the Elves. I have not, because there is not a word for the
latter (since all human stories have suffered the same confusion). But
the Elves are there (in my tales) to demonstrate the difference. Their
'magic' is Art, delivered from many of its human limitations: more
effortless, more quick, more complete (product, and vision in unflawed
correspondence). And its object is Art not Power, sub-creation not
domination and tyrannous re-forming of Creation.207

In contrast to this elvish ideal, the will of evil, the Enemy, in whatever historical
form it may be found, is understood by Tolkien as ‘always “naturally”
206
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concerned with sheer Domination’, and thus is ‘the Lord of magic and
machines’. 208
Tolkien is clearly concerned with answering the age-old problem of his
religion, the existence of evil beneath a benevolent god; it is answered by the
fact that ‘this frightful evil can and does arise from an apparently good root,
the desire to benefit the world and others’.209 In another letter, Tolkien
considers the precise theoretical relation of magic and the machine:

The basic motive for magia – quite apart from any philosophic
consideration of how it would work – is immediacy: speed, reduction of
labour, and reduction also to a minimum (or vanishing point) of the gap
between the idea or desire and the result or effect. But the magia may
not be easy to come by, and at any rate if you have command of
abundant slave-labour or machinery (often only the same thing
concealed), it may be as quick or quick enough to push mountains
over, wreck forests, or build pyramids by such means. Of course
another factor then comes in, a moral or pathological one: the tyrants
lose sight of objects, become cruel, and like smashing, hurting, and
defiling as such.210

So it is that Tolkien comes to equate evil, and the egoistical attempt to
supplant God with man, as synonymous with magic and the machine, and this
is how he explains the fall from the Elvish sensibility towards nature into the
secular scientism of our age. Despite the defeat of the ‘machine-loving
enemy’ at the end of the Third Age of Middle-Earth, this decline, a product of
the tendency to ‘fall’ inherent to mankind, starts as soon as the Fourth Age,
the age of men, begins:

Since we are dealing with Men it is inevitable that we should be
concerned with the most regrettable feature of their nature: their quick
satiety with good. So that the people of Gondor in times of peace,
justice and prosperity, would become discontented and restless – while
208
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the dynasts descended from Aragorn would become just kings and
governors – like Denethor or worse.211

Tolkien continues in weary dismay, linking Gondorian boys with the Orcs,
whom he uses to symbolize the destructive domination of wills and the
correlative loss of a clear view of the world that power and its mechanized
associate, magic, presuppose: ‘I found that even so early there was an
outcrop of revolutionary plots, about a centre of secret Satanistic religion;
while Gondorian boys were playing at being Orcs and going round doing
damage’.212
To Tolkien, the modern shift to the dominion of secular scientific
materialism amounts to the building of a Babel. He espouses ‘humility’ and
the renunciation of power as restorative courses of action. His aforementioned
tendency to ‘anarchy’ as a philosophical and political principle is further
displayed in the following passage from his letters:

I am not a “democrat” only because “humility” and equality are spiritual
principles corrupted by the attempt to mechanize and formalize them,
with the result that we get not universal smallness and humility, but
universal greatness and pride, till some Orc gets hold of a ring of
power – and then we get and are getting slavery.213

Tolkien’s presentation of nature associates the natural with the ‘humble’. On
one hand accordance with the natural order is about submission to
providence. On the other, the restraint of the ego, the will to dominate or
possess, allows things to be viewed as they ‘are’. The discourse upon humility
and the great things achieved by small hands provides a central motif for the
story of The Lord of the Rings. The unobtrusive Hobbits, the race of
211
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gardeners, help influence events in the world in ways that those whom Tolkien
accounts the wise could not have foreseen. Tolkien discusses this in terms of
‘ennoblement’:

There are of course certain things and themes that move me specially.
The inter-relations between the “noble” and the “simple” (or common,
vulgar) for instance. The ennoblement of the ignoble I find specially
moving.214

Elsewhere he speaks of the ennoblement of Hobbits in terms of ‘putting earth
under the feet of “romance”’.215 In another letter he suggests that one moral
for the whole of The Lord of the Rings is that: ‘without the high and noble the
simple and vulgar is utterly mean; and without the simple and ordinary the
noble and heroic is meaningless’.216
The Hobbits, gardeners that they are, indeed fufil the role of linking the
high myth of the tales to ‘anthropocentric’ story, and equally help ground the
heart of the work ‘in nature’. Tolkien proclaimed:

I am in fact a Hobbit (in all but size). I like gardens, trees and
unmechanized farmlands.217

This ‘unmechanized’ quality of Hobbitry is indicated in the following passage
from The Lord of the Rings:

Hobbits are an unobtrusive but very ancient people, more numerous
formerly than they are today; for they love peace and quiet and good
tilled earth: a well-ordered and well-farmed countryside was their
favourite haunt. They do not and did not understand or like machines
214
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more complicated than a forge-bellows, a water-mill, or a hand-loom,
though they were skilful with tools.218

Of his own Hobbitish love of the natural world, Tolkien proclaims: ‘I am
(obviously) much in love with plants and above all trees, and always have
been; and I find human maltreatment of them as hard to bear as some find illtreatment of animals’.219 He explains such ill-treatment as a desperate bid for
control, arising from fear:

Every tree has its enemy, few have an advocate. (Too often the hate is
irrational, a fear of anything large and alive, and not easily tamed or
destroyed, though it may clothe itself in pseudo-rational terms).220

The revenge of the trees upon their oppressors is played out in The Lord of
the Rings; the Ents’ realization that they are connected to the greater world,
and need to fight for it, turns the tide against Saruman. The revenge of the
trees against the servants of the mechanized powers is seen in the devouring
of the Orc armies by the Huorns.
Tolkien perceived his own society to be one declining ever further into
domination beneath the machine. Writing during World War II, he sighs:

Well, the first War of the Machines seems to be drawing to its final
inconclusive chapter – leaving, alas, everyone the poorer, many
bereaved or maimed and millions dead, and only one thing triumphant:
the Machines. As the servants of the Machines are becoming a
privileged class, the Machines are going to be enormously more
powerful. What's their next move?221

Street-lamps are taken as a symbol of modernity in ‘On Fairy-stories’, ‘a
product of the Robot Age, that combines elaboration and ingenuity of means
218
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with ugliness, and (often) with inferiority of result’.222 Tolkien bemoans in the
essay, regarding Oxford, the ‘proximity of mass-production robot factories and
the roar of self-obstructive mechanical traffic’,223 and regrets ‘the noise,
stench, ruthlessness and extravagance of the internal-combustion engine’.224
The depression that afflicted Tolkien many times during his latter years
and in his declining health, attested to in his letters, led to an increased sense
of the decline of civilization and the extent of man’s fall, along with a real
struggle to maintain his faith:

Chesterton once said that it is our duty to keep the Flag of This World
flying: but it takes now a sturdier and more sublime patriotism than it
did then. Gandalf added that it is not for us to choose the times into
which we are born, but to do what we could to repair them; but the
spirit of wickedness in high places is now so powerful and so manyheaded in its incarnations that there seems nothing more to do than
personally to refuse to worship any of the hydra’s heads.225

He was later explicitly to equate modern life with a triumph of the same evil
that appears in The Lord of the Rings, referring to the contemporary world as
‘this Fallen Kingdom of Arda, where the servants of Morgoth are
worshipped’.226 Of his own home, he complains:

This charming house has become uninhabitable – unsleepable-in,
unworkable-in, rocked, racked with noise, and drenched with fumes.
Such is modern life. Mordor in our midst.227

He continues this theme in talking of the dropping of the atomic bomb: ‘And I
regret to note that the billowing cloud recently pictured did not mark the fall of
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Barad-dur, but was produced by its allies – or at least by persons who have
decided to use the Ring for their own (of course most excellent) purposes’.228
It seems that to Tolkien the sum of man’s cultural achievement against the
debits of his civilization comes out in the negative. The modern ideal of
‘progress’ is treated cynically when Tolkien writes of ‘progressive things like
factories, or the machine guns and bombs that appear to be their most natural
and inevitable, dare we say “inexorable”, products’.229 Man’s modern
creations, which are seldom in the mode of ‘sub-creation’, the ideal of artistic
endeavour he speaks of in ‘On Fairy-stories’, as opposed to industrial
production, are treated, in the mode of Lindsay, as vulgar and antithetical to
truth:

It is not the not-man (e.g. weather) nor man (even at a bad level), but
the man-made that is ultimately daunting and insupportable. If a
ragnarok would burn all the slums and gas-works, and shabby
garages, and long arc-lit suburbs, it cd. for me burn all the works of art
– and I'd go back to trees.230

There is more than a suggestion of ‘noble savagery’ in this proposal, the idea
that man would be better off in a primitive mode of life unfettered by the
trappings of civilization. There is corroboration in the story of Numenor: ‘The
better and nobler sort of Men are in fact the kin of those that had departed to
Numenor, but remain in a simple “Homeric” state of patriarchal and tribal
life’.231 The purity of men is linked to the simplicity of their life. In analysing the
rapid emergence of love between Faramir and Eowyn, Tolkien suggests that
he in fact equates that which is primitive to that which is less corrupt:
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And I do not think that persons of high estate and breeding need all the
petty fencing and approaches in matters of “love”. This tale does not
deal with a period of “Courtly Love” and its pretences; but with a culture
more primitive (sc. less corrupt) and nobler.232

This is inevitable given his perspective of history as a fall and a long decline.
However, Tolkien’s views on civilization and primitiveness are not
straightforward. In another of his letters, he regrets the demise of chivalry and
etiquette:

Little is left of it all, save a few remnants of table-manners (among a
decreasing minority). But actually they made life a lot easier, smoother,
and less frictional and dubious; and cloaked or indeed held in check
(as table-manners do) the everlasting cat, wolf, and dog that lurk at no
great depth under our social skin.233

The awareness shown here is of the evolution of culture and the essential
animality of man posited by Darwin. The veneer of civilization spoken of is
redolent of passages in Haggard, and the pessimistic opinions emanating
from Frazerian anthropology regarding man’s essential nature. The decline of
man from an ideal is not so prevalent here as in other statements by Tolkien;
indeed it is dropped in favour of an anthropological discourse of development
from an animalistic state.
Tolkien shows his opinions to be more sophisticated than a simple
espousal of return to nature. Speaking of the primitivist trend in contemporary
Protestantism, he asserts that:

…‘'primitiveness” is no guarantee of value, and is and was in great part
a reflection of ignorance…There is no resemblance between the
'mustard-seed' and the full-grown tree. For those living in the days of
232
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its branching growth the Tree is the thing, for the history of a living
thing is part of its life, and the history of a divine thing is sacred.234

The nature of Smeagol’s digging beneath tree-roots is also illuminated here:

The wise may know that it began with a seed, but it is vain to try and
dig it up, for it no longer exists, and the virtue and powers that it had
now reside in the Tree. Very good: but in husbandry the authorities, the
keepers of the Tree, must look after it, according to such wisdom as
they possess, prune it, remove cankers, rid it of parasites, and so forth.
(With trepidation, knowing how little their knowledge of growth is!). But
they will certainly do harm, if they are obsessed with the desire of
going back to the seed or even to the first youth of the plant when it
was (as they imagine) pretty and unafflicted by evils.235

It is not in a ‘primitivist’ approach that Tolkien’s philosophy resides; and
this may be applied more widely than his thoughts on the role of the
contemporary church; in his approach to modernity as a whole we may see
Tolkien as an advocate of pruning, of removing the cankers. This is why his
work should not be seen in terms of the advocacy of return to the past, a
piece of non-progressive pastoral nostalgia, but rather in terms of advocacy of
a re-evaluation of the present and restoration of the principles of an Edenic
past on another, spiritual level. The former is the flawed, though to Tolkien not
unappealing, approach of the Elves. Nostalgia is explored at its deepest
theoretical level as a basis for art, and though its charms are extolled, and the
exquisite nature of its pains, it is ultimately rejected as ‘error’.236 It is not the
way for mankind. Man’s fate lies outside the creation, Ea, in Tolkien’s
philosophy. It is through perception of this truth beyond the world and
employing this to restore moral order to the present that this world may be
recovered. It is in producing the sensation of ‘eucatastrophe’, the awareness
234
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of this otherness beyond the world, joy as opposed to the pain of Lindsay, and
so to reveal the true nature of the world, that mythopoesis of the type
undertaken in The Lord of the Rings is to be valued.

Art, myth, and recovery

Speaking of the possibility of recovering the Eden of Genesis, Tolkien claims:

We shall never recover it, for that is not the way of repentance, which
works spirally and not in a closed circle; we may recover something
like it, but on a higher plane. Just as (to compare a small thing) the
converted urban gets more out of the country than the mere yokel, but
he cannot become a real landsman, he is both more and in a way less
(less truly earthy anyway).237

Recovery of any nature is no certainty: ‘Of course, I suppose that, subject to
the permission of God, the whole human race (as each individual) is free not
to rise again but to go to perdition and carry out the Fall to its bitter
bottom…[and in the present] that seems not only a likely event but
imminent’.238 However, Tolkien’s faith will not tolerate despair:

Still I think there will be a 'millenium', the prophesied thousand-year
rule of the Saints, i.e. those who have for all their imperfections never
finally bowed heart and will to the world or the evil spirit (in modern but
not universal terms: mechanism, 'scientific' materialism. Socialism in
either of its factions now at war).239

Fairy-story and myth have an elevated role in Tolkien’s philosophy, which is to
aid in the avoidance of such loss of heart, and in the restoration of a sense of
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spiritual truth in a world dominated by scientific materialism. Regarding the
positive reception of his own work, Tolkien wrote in 1971:

I feel as if an ever darkening sky over our present world had been
suddenly pierced, the clouds rolled back, and an almost forgotten
sunlight had poured down again. As if indeed the horns of Hope had
been heard again, as Pippin heard them suddenly at the absolute nadir
of the fortunes of the West.240

On one hand, this is simply an expression of his delight at personal triumph,
but it is also reflective of his intended role for his mythopoesis; his great fairystory seemed to him in some measure to be breaking through the clouds of
the modern condition. It is clear that Tolkien saw his work in terms of a seed
through which spiritual truth might be recovered. Tolkien’s great endeavour
with The Lord of the Rings was to reclaim the fairy-story as a nobler art form:
‘I think that fairy-story has its own mode of reflecting “truth”, different from
allegory, or (sustained) satire, or “realism”, and in some ways more
powerful’.241
From the inception, Tolkien’s metaphysic for Middle-earth, as expressed in
The Silmarillion, has art as a dominant principle in the world. The world is first
known in the music of the Ainur, a divine artistic creation. It is then given
visualization through the one God, Eru or Illuvatar. God is conceived as the
ultimate artist, and his world operates on artistic principles. As we have seen,
Tolkien viewed the Christian story itself as the ultimate piece of art, produced
by the ultimate artist: the resurrection is simply ‘the greatest “eucatastrophe”
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possible in the greatest Fairy Story’.242Tolkien makes clear that he does not
see the Gospels as ordinary fairy-tale:

…but I do mean very strongly that they do tell a fairy-story: the
greatest. Man the story-teller would have to be redeemed in a manner
consonant with his nature: by a moving story. But since the author of it
is the supreme Artist and the Author of Reality, this one was also made
to Be, to be true on the Primary Plane.243

Man, the image of his maker, is an artist too. It is through art in its true form,
the ‘enchantment’ of Faery as opposed to ‘magic’, that the truth behind
worldly existence may be glimpsed. This, when it occurs, is ‘eucatastrophe’:

The sudden happy turn in a story that pierces you with a joy that brings
tears (which I argued [in ‘On Fairy-stories’] it is the highest function of
fairy-stories to produce). And I was there led to the view that it
produces its peculiar effect because it is a sudden glimpse of Truth,
your whole nature chained in material cause and effect, the chain of
death, feels a sudden relief as if a major limb out of joint had suddenly
snapped back.244

A loss of narrative art, and a disregard for it, naturally amounts, in this system,
to disjunction with the true nature of the world, and disconnection with the
reality that lies behind it, or pervades it, that is God. It is this disjunction that
Tolkien perceives at the heart of modern society and its ideals of scientism
and progress. Thus, Tolkien’s whole theory of art and myth revolves around
dissatisfaction with modernity, and a crucial equation of ‘nature’ with art and
‘science’ with magic.
Tolkien’s poem ‘Mythopoeia’ is an important exposition of his philosophy
regarding mythic art and truth. Conceived as an answer to C. S. Lewis’
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attitude that myths are essentially ‘lies breathed through silver’,245 the poem,
written in rhyming couplets, makes the argument that myth contains truth of
an entirely different nature to the ‘scientific’.
At the heart of the poem is the disjunction between man’s sense of
individuality and creative freedom on one hand, and on the other the
rationalist perception that he is just an animal amongst animals living on
‘some matter in a ball /compelled to courses mathematical’ (5 – 6), born in an
apparently mechanical universe, subject to the laws of science alone, ‘amid
the regimented, cold, Inane, /where destined atoms are each moment slain’ (7
– 8). The slime ‘crawling up from mud to live and die’ (26) certainly refers to a
Darwinian conception of the world, in which man is seen simply as the most
evolved species of the animal kingdom. The poem sees Tolkien find a place
for God in that ontological scheme, as architect of the vast mechanisms of
material existence, while rejecting the scientism with which Darwinism
seemed to replace the religious impulse:

I will not walk with your progressive apes,
erect and sapient. Before them gapes,
the dark abyss to which their progress tends. (119 – 121)

This is a defining principle in his work as a whole. The poem suggests that in
this progression, man really walks an ‘unfruitful course’ (124), moving forward
towards nothing, chained in the cycles of death and decay and the mundane
world of materiality. Against the ‘progressive apes’, Tolkien sets the myth-
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makers. To Tolkien, the act of mythopoesis offers liberation from the dominion
of a purely materialist ontology.
‘Mythopoeia’ argues that to accept a purely materialist explanation of
existence leads to the sidelining of sub-creative art: ‘your world immutable
wherein no part /the little maker has with maker's art’ (127 – 128). To deny
the validity of myth is to take ‘nature’ as simply a great, mechanical round of
death, to subscribe to the utter materiality of being. Yet, to Tolkien, myth is
integral to man, stemming from language and the perceiving mind itself. Man
is, in the mode of his creator, a creative being and his very perception of
existence is creative. Man understands through language, since ‘trees are not
“trees” until so named and seen’ (29). Tolkien declares that this perception is
not objective, but subjective, ‘neither record nor a photograph, /being
divination, judgement and a laugh’ (33 – 34). The individuality and creative
freedom of this judgement contrasts with the apparent reality of the
homogeneous, unthinking, mechanical processes of ‘birth and death of trees,
of beasts, of stars’ (37) in which man is a minor cog. Thus Tolkien speaks of
men as ‘free captives’ (38). It is this sense of contrast that leads man towards
recognition of the spiritual truth at the heart of the universe.
As man’s approach to nature is necessarily subjective, he is able to feel
that the apparently meaningless cycle of life and death has relation to his
creativity itself; this universal cycle is evidence of the principle of creation at
the heart of existence, and so artists, inferring this, are inspired to subcreation, to fantasy and the making of myths. In this endeavour, the
mythopoeic impulse, they act as ‘free captives undermining shadowy bars,
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/digging the foreknown from experience /and panning the vein of spirit out of
sense’ (38 – 40).
They dig for spiritual truth, the seeds of which pervade all life including the
mind of man, and which is in this sense foreknown. This is the spirit found by
man through his empirical contact with nature, the vast process of life and
death. This sense of spirit found through subjective interrelation of mind to
world, expressed in language, and thence in art, leads to mythologization of
origin: ‘Great powers they slowly brought out of themselves, /and looking
backward they beheld the elves /that wrought on cunning forges in the mind,
/and light and dark on secret looms entwined’ (41 – 44). This is to say that
man develops the aspiration of perfection in his art, and expresses this in the
idea of elves, or Faery enchantment. By this process man is able to see that:
‘There is no firmament, /only a void, unless a jewelled tent /myth-woven and
elf-patterned; and no earth, /unless the mother's womb whence all have birth’
(49 – 52). So a materialist position regarding nature is denied, and the vein of
spirit in material existence is perceived.
Realization of this spiritual truth is thus made available to man through art.
Man has been allowed, in the image of his maker, the sub-creative faculty,
from where came his perception and capacity for art. Man is given the ‘right’
(68) to sub-create, which he retains as his mark of divinity, though he is ‘disgraced’ (57), or fallen. Though the light held in his sub-creations, his attempts
at enchantment, is ‘refracted’ (61) to many hues, it is still splintered from the
‘single White’ (62), the truth of ‘the only Wise’, the one God. The mythmakers,
says Tolkien, have glimpsed ‘ultimate defeat’ (101), but they offer hope and
reject despair, and illuminate both ‘Now and dark Hath-been /with light of suns
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as yet by no man seen’ (105 – 106), envisioning in presentations of
‘eucatastrophe’ a victory beyond the final defeat of this world.
Tolkien rejects the materialist view, and will not walk with the ‘progressive
apes’, but rather with the myth-makers, maintaining his right to sub-creation: ‘I
bow not yet before the Iron Crown, /nor cast my own small golden sceptre
down’ (143 – 144). The ‘legend-makers with their rhyme /of things not found
within recorded time’ have not forgotten ‘the Night’ (93), nor the ‘rumour of a
harbour guessed by faith’ (90), and so offer awareness of good and evil in the
world. Without a sense of the light and dark woven on elven looms, man is left
without a basis for moral apprehension, and is adrift in a nihilistic sea, bathing
in a falsity of pleasure and enervation, much akin to Lindsay’s ‘mundane’:
‘…organized delight, /in lotus-isles of economic bliss /forswearing souls to
gain a Circe-kiss /(and counterfeit at that, machine-produced, /bogus
seduction of the twice-seduced)’ (94 – 98). The ‘iron crown’, the ‘economic
bliss’ and the ‘machine-produced’ nature of the seduction indicate Tolkien’s
association of the modern world of scientific materialism with the artificial. We
may recall that in ‘On Fairy-stories’ man is described as supernatural in the
sense of being separated from nature, whereas fairies are ‘natural, far more
natural than he’.246 It is the role of the Elves, and the sub-creative faculty they
stand for to draw man into closer connection with nature, and through this to
sense the creator beyond it, and the spiritual truth behind the material world.
Myth, art, and the natural world stand united in Tolkien’s fiction in opposition
to modernity, scientism, and artificiality.
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Myth, nature, and Tolkien’s anti-materialism

Eomer asks of Aragorn on the plains of Rohan: ‘Do we walk in legends or on
the green earth in the daylight?’.247 In his reply, Aragorn retorts:

The green earth, say you? That is a mighty matter of legend, though
you tread it under the light of day!248

The sense of the mythic value of the natural world is fundamental in Tolkien’s
work. Nature is conceived in Tolkien’s philosophy to lie at the heart of myth,
since man’s subjective responses to the natural world are the precursors to
mythopoesis; the myth-making impulse that is integral to the perception of
spiritual truth is dependent for its value on proper connection with God’s
creation. The materialist position that is neglectful of myth is also neglectful of
a proper relationship with nature, and consequently of spiritual truth.
In harmony with the work already considered of Haggard and Lindsay,
Tolkien’s mythopoesis presents ‘myth’ and ‘nature’ as closely interrelated
redemptive forces, associated with a higher spiritual truth from which
mankind’s modern condition marks a decline. In this is operative the common
set of ideas regarding myth, nature and modernity which this study argues
were in large measure defined by a romantic understanding of anthropological
models of primitivism and of the concept of the mythic stage in man’s
development. The late-Victorian period had seen myth become integrally
associated with the mode of relation to the world of the primitive mind, which
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was understood to have revolved around a monistic unification of the spiritual
and the material. Primitive man was seen as connected to the natural world in
a way that modern man is not precisely because of his sense of this unity of
spirit and matter. In Tolkien’s work, we see that a breach in this sense of unity
is perceived to lie at the heart of modernity and the scientific age, explaining
both man’s estrangement from God and from nature. Tolkien uses the mythic
worldview as conceived by the anthropologists to strengthen his own religious
position; this explains why, despite allowing for the theoretical notion of a
transcendental god, Tolkien’s fiction presents a natural world pervaded by
spirit. Thus, nature in Tolkien’s fiction, as in the other works of mythopoeic
fantasy in this study, sits with myth on the side of a spiritual response to
modernity.
Tolkien uses his generation of the Elves, and the mode of artistic subcreation they represent, to engineer a polarity of ‘myth’ and the ‘machine’, in
which the natural is seen to lie firmly on the side of mystical expression in
opposition to secularism and scientific progress. The history of the Elves and,
issuing from this, the history of mankind are presented as a long decline from
contact with divinity and divine truth through inappropriate use of the subcreational facility, which becomes manifested in domination and oppression.
This fall is conceived in terms of a break with nature, a Babel-like raising of
the ego of man, and a consequent subjugation of the natural world in the
pursuit of worldly and unworldly power.
Art in the mode of ‘enchantment’, the desire for which is at the heart of the
mythic impulse, is directly opposed to the materialism of the modern world,
and its inclination to power. The latter is based on the possessive instinct,
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while the former requires ‘humility’, a lowering of the ego under God and a
recognition of the independence of created things from man. In Tolkien’s
conception of mythopoesis, as in the mythic mode ascribed by Victorian
anthropology to the mindset of primitive man, nature is spiritualized.
Myth is taken in Tolkien’s work to stand for a mode of thought or artistic
expression which allows access to an original state, lost to modern man, in
which the possessive instinct is not predominant, and in which man has not
lost a spiritual connection with created things though his desire to possess
and manipulate them. Thus nature is associated with myth as indicative of a
lost spiritual mode of being. The natural world is spiritualized and the role of
nature is spiritual; a renewal of man’s broken connection with nature is
integral to his rehabilitation. Nature is at once a symbol of man’s decline from
mystical truth, and a tool for his redemption.
Tolkien’s work provides a spiritualized response to the challenge posed by
the rise of secularism and scientism to the religious conception of earthly
existence. It is an extended defence of the mythic mode, combining this with
the idea of Christian truth. The defining Christian themes of fall and
redemption are employed in conjunction with the fertility-based structures of
the romance tradition to produce a modern myth of an alternative tradition to
that of scientism, and a correlative conception of nature. Concepts of the
‘primitive’ and ‘nature’ emerging in the late-nineteenth century are influential in
conditioning this mythopoeic response to the despiritualization that Tolkien
perceived in the contemporary world. This correspondence with the trend in
early secondary world fantasy literature for the representation of nature in
context of an ‘other’, opposed to the dominant contemporary ideological
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model, indicates a shared conceptual base, in terms both of nature and of the
mythic mode itself, which has its roots in the anthropological and romantic
thought of the Victorian era.
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V: THE PRESENTATION AND ROLE OF NATURE IN THE WIDER EARLY
BRITISH FANTASY TRADITION

Thematic treatments of nature in the broader genre of early British fantasy

This study has traced a common presentation of nature in the works of
Haggard, Lindsay and Tolkien, arguing that this presentation draws on a
conception of nature born in the late-Victorian era through a concurrence of
romantic and anthropological ideas, ordered around the myth of a pre-social
state of grace in which man and nature existed as a unity, reflecting a unity of
spirit and matter which was perceived to be lost in the modern condition. It is
the assertion of this study that mythopoeic fantasy emphasizes the fertility
structures of the romance tradition, as identified by critics such as Jessie
Weston, and the traditional association of nature with the world of Faery, in
order to create a mythical ‘other’ to scientism in its oppositional discourse with
modernity. This study has looked at diverse writers, in the case of Lindsay
very much peripheral to the standard canon of early British fantasy literature,
in order to indicate a thematic treatment of nature common to the genre in the
context of contemporary thought, rather than any direct line of influence. In
the work of those writers more commonly seen as emerging in a direct line of
ascent on the road to Tolkien’s Middle-earth, a similar presentation of nature
in terms of structural and thematic treatment can be identified.
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The romances of William Morris are often cited as a starting point for those
tracing a literary pre-history for The Lord of the Rings,1 and his work will be
discussed shortly. After Morris himself, the work of Lord Dunsany is perhaps
most significant to the development of the character of the early fantasy
genre, and Tolkien was not unfamiliar with his stories.2 A short examination of
his fiction is of value here before looking in more depth at the work of the
earlier writer, Morris. Dunsany, writing during the early-twentieth century, drew
heavily on Morris’ style to weave his tales of mediaevalized Faery
enchantment. Nature in his novels and short stories is employed in the
manner that this study identifies as pertaining to the mythopoeic fantasy of
this period. They are mythopoeic tales of loss and recovery through contact
with Faery. The world of Faery is connected by tradition with the natural world,
and this connection is clearly emphasized in these tales, so that it is as much
the loss and recovery of contact with nature that is centralized, as it is the loss
and recovery of contact with enchantment or magic. In The King of Elfland’s
Daughter (1924), the object of the quest, Lirazel, is associated with magic, but
she is also associated with nature. The elf princess has been taken from
Elfland as the bride of Alveric, the King’s son. As if a spirit of fertility, when the
summer is over she is blown back to Elfland along with the falling leaves of
autumn.3 The association runs both ways; magic itself is associated with the
natural world. The sword that is forged for Alveric, whose quest it is to wrest
Lirazel back from Elfland, is imbued with magic, and this magic is taken

1
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directly from the natural world, from the English woods of the ‘fields we
know’:4 ‘And little magic is there in English woods, from the time of anemones
to the falling of leaves, that was not in the sword’.5
The quest for re-enchantment that is at the heart of Dunsany’s fiction
seems, then, in accordance with the wider body of fantasy writing in this
study, to be built upon desire for some kind of revitalizing contact with the
natural world. In The King of Elfland’s Daughter there is also to be found an
indication of Dunsany’s association with the tradition of opposition to
modernity, and specifically to the dominance of scientism, that this study has
identified as a central feature of mythopoeic fantasy; we are told by Dunsany’s
narrator that men who know ‘whence poetry is, and the need that man has for
song, or know any one of the fifty branches of magic, have little time to waste
on such things as science’.6
Dunsany envisages a decline of magic in the modern condition,
prophetically expressed in the desire of the Elf King to retain his last
remaining rune of power:

Beyond our border…material things stand fierce and strong and many,
and have the power to darken and to increase, for they have wonders
too…and material things will multiply and put the powers in bondage,
and we without any rune of which they go in awe shall become no
more than a fable.7

In this regard, it is worth noting that Dunsany depicts the witch who forges
Alveric’s magical sword as, in the reader’s very first encounter with her, toying
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with ‘the thigh-bone of a materialist’.8 Dunsany opposes materiality and
magic, ‘the fields we know’ and ‘Elfland’, and places ‘science’ on the former
side of the divide, and ‘nature’ on the latter.
The theme of the loss of, and dwindling from, an ancient state of
connectedness to magic, and thereby nature, is preeminent in the novel. This
is so from the outset; the magical fire of the witch is called by her song from
‘times that were fairer’.9 Later, magic is connected to an ancient pantheistic
paganism when the Freer curses all elfin things:

And fauns be accursed and such as follow Pan…Cursed be fairies
and all tales told of them, and whatever enchants the meadows before
the sun is up, and all the fables of doubtful authority, and the legends
that men hand down from unhallowed times.10

Certainly, then, in the writings of Dunsany the common themes in
mythopoeic fantasy of the loss or decline of contact with nature and the
mythical patterns of quest for and regeneration through a renewal of such
contact are evident, as is the opposition of ‘nature’ to modernity and
scientism. In the following sections, this study looks at the concept of nature
that it has posited as existing at the heart of the early mythopoeic fantasy
genre in the light of the works of William Morris and H. G. Wells. Morris is
regarded as the father of British secondary world fantasy, and H. G. Wells as
father of British science fiction. Although both socialists,11 the two produced
very different fiction, and their respective focus on the past and on the future
seems to divide them irrevocably, as indeed it seems to divide fantasy from
8
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science fiction. However, their conceptual use of nature is surprisingly similar.
In both we find a discourse of dissatisfaction with modernity, in which nature
plays an oppositional role. In the work of both men we can identify themes
previously remarked in the works of Haggard, Lindsay, and Tolkien; an
examination of their fiction is useful in giving a greater breadth of illustration
through which to justify the assertions of this thesis.

Wood and Well: the role of nature in Morris’ romances

Towards the end of his life,12 Morris, like Dunsany after him, produced a
series of romances set in worlds of mediaevalized enchantment. He produced
mythopoeic tales that draw on a concept of nature familiar from the case
studies in this thesis, and he advocates in them a revitalizing contact with
nature, an idea that lies at the heart of his philosophy. His work is not driven
by a simple nostalgic pastoralism, and he does not advocate any simple
return to an earlier primitive or pastoral idyll; rather his work is prescriptive of
a renewed relationship of man with the earth. His politics are reflected in his
later works, such as The Wood Beyond the World (1894), as much as they
are in his more obviously political utopian romance News from Nowhere
(1890). His fantasies clearly indicate the value of action and engagement with
the world as opposed to retreat into the past or the pastoral.
As David Lindsay felt he should have been born in ‘no world’, so Morris
seems to have felt he had been born out of his time. He was deeply

12
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uncomfortable with modern society, a discomfort that led him politically
towards revolutionary socialism.13 As a writer, the form of fiction he chose to
use, the romance, jarred with the contemporary fashion for naturalism. Morris
valued idealism over realism. Not interested in realist literature, Morris is
similar to the other writers in this study in that he writes in the mythopoeic
mode, drawing on symbolical patterns to express essential realities of human
nature. He uses fantasy to achieve a poetic truth beyond the reach of the
commonplace, rather as Tolkien believed the mythic story to be capable of
providing truth on a level not available in the primary world.
Morris’ disdain for modernity, and more specifically for mechanized
industry, is crucial to any understanding of his fictional endeavours. Morris
grew up in a period of industrialization, and came to believe Victorian
capitalist progress to be spiritually deleterious for society, especially in its
escalating reliance on the machine. Morris opposes art and the machine in his
essay ‘Signs of Change: the Aims of Art’.14 According to Morris, man’s
‘ingenuity’, in other words his technological progress, is ‘boundless in the
direction of making himself unhappy’.15 He argues that the machine is a cause
of the ‘present obliteration of the arts’.16 The use of the machine in labour
saving he does not condemn, but he rails against the domination of the
machine over human creativity. The old machine he regards as an ‘improved
tool’,17 but he conceives that in his own time mankind has become shackled

13
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by ‘the modern machine’,18 to which ‘the man is auxiliary’.19 The man is a
‘slave to machinery’ and is ‘used by it’.20 Morris believed that modern
machines were aimed solely at raising production, an aim that ran against the
happiness of the worker since the use of the machine led to mindless
enslavement.
Morris is often cited as a formative influence on Tolkien. Indeed, Tolkien’s
letters reveal this influence quite clearly; in a letter written in 1914, he
describes an early and unsuccessful attempt to rework a story from the
Finnish Kalevala ‘into a short story somewhat on the lines of Morris'
romances’.21 In a letter written much later in his life, Tolkien asserts that his
landscape descriptions owed more to Morris than to his experience of World
War I.22 Although Tolkien’s work was driven to a greater extent by his
Christianity, and that of Morris by his socialism, they share common ground in
their understanding of the fundamental nature of man; where Morris sees man
as a ‘producer’, who can only obtain joy from acts of creative production,
Tolkien sees man as a ‘sub-creator’, who may come closer to the divine
reality beyond life through sub-creation in art.23 Morris’ theory of arts and
crafts, a field in which he was so influential, held at its centre the concept of
regaining the human element in work and production and creativity, rather
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than ever-extending the technological capacity of the machine.24 To Morris,
man is always subject to the need to find joy through creation. His brand of
idealist socialism, based on pre-industrial methods of production and
aesthetics, was designed to achieve this. His home, Kelmscott, was organized
to embody his ideal of working both with and within nature. The distinction is
crucial, as the machine is seen as breaking the bounds of nature, working
with it, perhaps, but not within it; such a break is seen by Morris as preclusive
of the happiness of man. His desire was to bring nature to the heart of life, so
man might create in accordance with it, whilst allying him to the greater world
outside himself. Morris’ socialism was rooted in the idea of an alternative way
of living from that represented by the machine and the capitalist system
behind it. In this way he falls into the pattern represented in this study of a
questioning of scientific materialism and modernity, and the idea of an
alternative tradition, in which nature, the concept of which had been drawn
from romantic and anthropological models of the late-Victorian era, is at the
centre.

From wood to city: Bringing the natural into the social sphere in Morris

Morris was undoubtedly influenced in his fiction by a childhood spent riding
about Epping Forest in a child-sized suit of armour, and woodland is a

24
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frequently used setting in his fantasy romances. In The Wood Beyond the
World, the wood is symbolic of a place of illusions, a traditional forest of
Faery, but it is also a place in which Morris’ hero experiences revelatory
contact with nature through the figure of the Maid.
The Wood Beyond the World is possibly the first true secondary world
fantasy novel. In plot and structure, though, it is not so far removed from
Haggard’s She. Like that novel, it begins with a journey across the sea, and a
storm ending with the arrival of the hero in a far off land. Perhaps both novels
glean the device from Homer’s Odyssey. In any event, the storm in both
cases signifies a transition to the supernatural, a movement into the
landscape of romance and Faery. Walter’s journey involves, very like
Quatermain’s, a foray into the land of a powerful and mystical sorceress, and
an encounter with a primitive tribes-people. The comparison with Haggard’s
earlier work is not merely superficial; we can trace the same structural and
symbolic use of nature in Morris’ novel.
The country to which Walter, Morris’ hero, eventually comes is surrounded
by a ring of mountains, in true Haggardian style. Passing through, he comes
to the wood, where live the Lady, her servant the hideous dwarf, and her thrall
the Maid, who wears an iron ring around her ankle in token of her
enslavement. The Lady, clearly some kind of witch, represents the dangerous
side of Faery, having to do with the artificial and the supernatural, while the
Maid represents the side of Faery enchantment associated with the natural
and with fertility. Her enslavement to the Lady reminds us of Morris’ political
stance; his disdain for the possessive principle underpinning capitalism, and
for the enslavements of nature and humanity to the machine that to him
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characterized modern industry. Morris’ romances are less detached from his
political thought than they might seem at first acquaintance.
The Lady is regarded by the primitive people of the Bear as their goddess,
but she is false, only ‘a fair image fashioned out of lies and guile’,25 and is
supplanted by the end of the novel by the Maid, who is able to restore fertility
to their lands. The goddess that the Bears cleave to is clearly a kind of Earth
Mother, and connected with fertility. The Bears are pictured as a primitive
tribe, living in ‘little round houses built of turfs, and thatched with reed’,26
having not even bows, but flint-headed spears and clubs. They have a ‘doomring of big stones’.27 Morris shows his debt to the contemporary
anthropologists as he indicates that the idea of their goddess derives from
days before the institution of ‘chieftains and Lords of Battle’.28 She is an
agricultural or fertility goddess from a time before the assumed shift to male
deities, occurring through the need for gods of warfare. This connects the
people of the Bear both with ancientness and with nature.
The wood is the realm of the Lady, and its environment is associated with
illusion rather than with naturalness. The Maid calls it ‘this wilderness fruitful
of evil’.29 Later, the Lady says that she can ‘make this wilderness to any whom
I love more full of joy than the kingdoms and cities of the world’,30 but the
selfishness of her love is made clear when it is apparent that she will not use
her powers to aid the people of the Bear, as the Maid herself does. Hers is ‘a
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land of lies’,31 despite its fairness. The garden, or ‘bower of pleasance’32 in
which the Lady seduces Walter turns out to be an illusion.33 It is contrasted
with the purity of wilderness found by Walter and the Maid toward the end of
the novel, and, in the context of the wood itself, with the place where the Maid
goes to bathe when not constrained in her slavery to the Lady. Just as truth is
associated with wild nature and falsity with the garden of Celia Hantish in
Lindsay’s Sphinx, so it is here, and likewise it is wild nature that offers
rejuvenation.
The fountain in the place where the Maid bathes springs from beneath the
only rock that Walter has encountered in the wood,34 clearly an indication of
its value of truth amidst illusion. Walter’s first sight of the maid connects her
immediately with nature; she is ‘clad in green like the sward whereon she lay’,
and is ‘playing with the welling out of the water’.35 Once free from the bondage
of the Lady, the Maid is revealed in her role as nature spirit. She takes on the
role of ‘the Mother of Summer’36 for the people of the Bear, although it seems
that she is no goddess. She is rather ascribed ‘wisdom’ and ‘hidden lore’.37
Her ability to revivify the flowers worn about her body38 is not an illusion, but
rather a product of this wisdom, which is gleaned from, and not from outwith,
nature.
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The pair come to the country of the people of the Bear,39 who are
concerned with the drought afflicting their land.40 The folk of the Bear would
slay the pair, save that the Maid purports to be their new goddess, in place of
the Lady. She promises to bring them ‘the increase of the earth’.41 The storms
that she promises to ease the drought arrive as soon as she and Walter leave
the Bears.42 Later, having become a queen, she visits the grateful Bears to
bring them the gift of ‘the art of tillage’,43 thus connecting herself to Demeter.
Yet she gives them this gift to atone for having falsely made them ‘deem her
their God’.44 Morris is careful in presenting the Maid as a figure of ‘nature’,
rather than of the supernatural.
The pair travel over a pass, through a storm, and into a lush green valley.
Here there is ‘the scent of the earth refreshed’.45 It is a ‘paradise of the
wilderness’,46 opposed to the false wilderness dominated by the Lady. Walter
wishes to abide in this pastoral idyll; for though the city that they see beyond it
appears to be beautiful, he believes that in its society they will find corruption
and ‘evil things’.47 But the Maid responds by saying that where in the
wilderness of the wood his manly actions could not avail against the
enchantment of the Lady, in the city ‘shall thy valiancy prevail to cleave the
tangle for us’.48 To allow his protagonists to stay in the wilderness, although
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they have achieved the paradisal idyll that was always desired by Walter,
seems not to have been thought sufficient by Morris. They must engage with
society, just as Morris had done in his political life, and the chief quality they
bring to the civilized world is that of revivifying contact with nature through the
figure of the Maid, as Walter has experienced for himself; it is this contact with
the Maid that enables Walter firstly to find his pastoral idyll, and then to
become king of the beautiful city.49 In effect, a spirit of nature comes to reside
in the city, and it is clear that in some way urban life is to be brought closer to
nature. This is reinforced in the image of fertility used to describe the crowd
who gather to see the king and queen; they fill the church ‘as when the water
follows the cutting of a dam, and fills up the dyke’.50 Walter’s foray into the
world of Faery has produced for him realignment with nature, which he will
take into his contact with society. This was, indeed, Morris’ ideal.

The wisdom of antiquity: Morris’ mythopoesis of the natural

The Well at the World’s End (1896) incorporates a similar motif of redemptive
contact with nature. In this romance, the place of Walter is taken by Ralph of
Upmeads, and that of the Maid by the Maiden of Bourton Abbas, Ursula.
There is also a Lady, this time a benign influence who is killed by her jealous
lover after a liaison with Ralph. She is a nature spirit, known as the Lady of
Abundance.
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During Ralph’s quest for the Well, Richard, the servant of his brother, tells
him of a priest who once condemned that quest as nothing but a ‘memory of
the customs of the ancient gentiles and heathen’.51 A return to this lost
knowledge is a central component of the quest, and it amounts to a return to
knowledge of the ways of nature, the same that constitutes the ‘wisdom’ of the
Maid in The Wood Beyond the World.
Ralph and Ursula are educated on the way to the Well by the Sage of
Swevenham. He takes them to ‘a grassy lawn’ with a ‘table of stone’,52
explaining that ‘in these wastes and wilds are many such like places, where of
old times the ancient folks did worship the Gods of the Earth as they imagined
them’.53 He reads to them from a book whose lore ‘cometh of such folk’,54 and
its subject is ‘the matters of the Well at the World’s End’.55 Thus the wisdom of
the ancients, who are said to have worshipped the earth itself, is linked
directly by Morris with the symbol of the Well. It is significant, then, that when
Ralph returns to the Castle of Abundance to inform its inhabitants of the death
of their Lady, having, like her before him, drunk from the Well, he tells them:
‘sure I am that she sendeth this message to you, Live in peace and love ye
the works of the earth’.56
On drinking from the Well, Ralph joyfully acclaims, in the manner of those
ancient worshippers of the natural world, ‘the Earth’.57 The salute is to the
concept of man in sympathy with the forces of nature, and as drinkers from
51
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the Well, Ralph and Ursula align themselves symbolically with the earth, and
have achieved something of that wisdom held by the Maid in The Wood
Beyond the World, considered lost in all but a fragment of memory of the
customs of the ancients. The notion of a lost state of grace or wisdom from
which man has fallen, and which is reclaimable through contact with the
mythic, the sphere of Faery, and through this with nature, is consonant with
the wider genre. Eden, or the lost idyll, here as in other mythopoeic fantasy in
this study is presented rather as a state of mind than an actual place. Once
again it is not a return to any physical embodiment of primitivism that seems
to be the fundamental desire at the heart of Morris’ fantasy, but rather to a
state of mind based on a deep understanding of nature, which the return to
fecundity symbolizes that ends both The Wood Beyond the World and The
Well at the World’s End, and which is represented in them through the idea of
‘wisdom’.
Ralph’s acclamation of ‘the Earth’ is not solitary; his full salute is: ‘To the
Earth, and the World of Manfolk!’.58 Having drunk from the Well and come to a
‘lovely wilderness’59 that seems to the pair to be ‘the very Garden of God’,60
they are already restless from the call ‘to deeds’ contained within Ralph’s
dream.61 Just as Walter and the Maid do not linger in the Edenic wilderness in
The Wood Beyond the World, so these lovers are to use their new contact
with the natural to re-enter the heart of the world. The end of the quest is
rooted in the natural world, and not beyond it in the realm of the supernatural.
The protagonists do not go beyond the earth into a private heaven or
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secluded Eden; Ralph and Ursula will rather follow the counsel of the Sage,
who has advised them to live so that ‘men may say of you, they brought down
Heaven to the Earth for a little while’.62 Indeed, just as the Maid for all her
‘wisdom’ is no goddess, so this pair are given lengthened but not eternal life,
and though they are accounted to be ‘as the very Gods who rule the world’,63
they are not so. They merely have the wisdom and strength of unity with the
natural world that the Well provides. Thus in Morris’ work it is the natural
rather than the supernatural that is desired and attained.
Morris’ quest romances have the natural world at their heart; their end is
the establishment of a new relationship of quester with nature. Such a
relationship with the natural world is seen in them as something ancient that
has been lost to mankind, in accordance with the other fantasy writing in this
study. Morris certainly perceived modernity as a fallen and corrupted state
that required contact with this very ancientness to achieve the vision he had
for society’s future. The Sage of Swevenham tells the questers in The Well at
the World’s End that should they fail to love ‘the earth and the world with all
your souls’,64 they would find their toil and peril amount to ‘no blessing but a
curse’.65 For without this kind of relationship with nature, the vision of society
that Morris desired was not possible. The social justice and equality he
imagined was to be built around a sense of the commonweal of man derived
from an understanding of his place in the natural world, and a respect for all
life and material within it. So it is that the Sage follows his caution with another
that in Morris’ thought is a direct correlative of the first: ‘I bid you be no tyrants
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or builders of cities for merchants and usurers and warriors and thralls’.66
Having come, through the influence of the Well, to value appropriately ‘the
Earth’ and the ‘World of Manfolk’, Ralph is equipped to rule as the Sage
advises.
Morris may seem in his romances to offer only the vision of a retreat to a
nostalgic idyll, but his work, as is true of the wider body of fantasy looked at in
this study, is more ambitious; it proposes a redefinition of the social order and
the relations of man with nature, and accordingly brings to the reader a vision
for the future. Morris, like his fellow writers in this thesis, called on the mythic
mode to express his desire for a renewal of man’s relations to nature. The
fertility structures of the romance tradition and the traditional association of
the Faery world with nature are emphasized and extended as they are in the
other works of fantasy in this study to produce a mythopoesis of the natural.
Created in opposition to modernity, artificiality, and the machine, Morris’
‘nature’ is the nature of the mythopoeic fantasy tradition.

H. G. Wells: Nature and the Machine

This study understands mythopoeic fantasy in terms of an opposition to
progress and scientific materialism. In this connection it seems appropriate to
look at the work of H. G. Wells here, and to examine some correlations
between his work and those works of mythopoeic fantasy analysed more
deeply by this thesis. A precedent for considering Wells’ work in the context of
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mythopoeic fantasy is provided by Tolkien in ‘On Fairy-stories’. Speaking of
the relative claims of certain fictional works for inclusion in the category of
fairy-story, Tolkien makes a case for The Time Machine:

Indeed for the Eloi and the Morlocks there would be a better claim than
for the Lilliputians. Lilliputians are merely men peered down at,
sardonically, from just above the house-tops. Eloi and Morlocks live far
away in an abyss of time so deep as to work an enchantment upon
them; and if they are descended from ourselves, it may be
remembered that an ancient English thinker once derived the ylfe, the
very elves, through Cain from Adam.67

Predictably, perhaps, his main reservation relates to the titular mechanical
device: ‘This enchantment of distance, especially of distant time, is weakened
only by the preposterous and incredible Time Machine itself’.68 Elsewhere in
his essay, Tolkien employs Wells’ concept of the Eloi and the Morlocks when
speaking of the value to adults of reading fairy-stories. Without such stories,
he implies, men move towards becoming Morlocks:

Let us not divide the human race into Eloi and Morllocks: pretty
children – “elves” as the eighteenth century often idiotically called them
– with their fairy-tales (carefully pruned), and dark Morlocks tending
their machines. If fairy-story as a kind is worth reading at all it is worthy
to be written for and read by adults.69

However, in trying to define the readership of The Lord of the Rings in his
letters, Tolkien suggests that the modern world seemed to him to be indeed
inclining to an such unhealthy factionalization: ‘The world seems to be
becoming more and more divided into impenetrable factions, Morlocks and
Eloi, and others’.70 He suggests, however, that the taste underpinning the
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readership of his novel appeared to cross most of these boundaries, ‘unless
one excludes those wholly devoted to machines’;71 the most inveterate
Morlocks. The vision of a destructive sundering of humanity into diametrically
opposed groupings through the growing cultural dominance of scientism
seems to have struck Tolkien most forcibly from his familiarity with Wells’
fiction. Wells is widely thought of as an apostle of scientism and an advocate
for the ‘progress’ of civilized man. Yet this position is not entirely borne out by
his fiction, and there is a greater similarity in its ideational structures and
thematic treatment of nature to Tolkien’s work and the mythopoeic fantasy of
this study than has generally been recognised.
Commonly considered as an author of science fiction, Wells is on the
edge of my field of study, and has thus not been selected as a primary case
study in this thesis. Nonetheless, his work offers an interesting parallel to
those works studied here. Like Morris a socialist by persuasion, we would
expect dissatisfaction with the social parameters of his time to be manifested
in his work. However, this is combined with a recurrent theme of redemption
through nature that mirrors that presented in the mythopoeic fantasy of this
study. Wells, the apparent advocate of science and progress, proves to be
quite ambivalent in this regard, and his work draws symbolic power from a
dialectic of ‘nature’ and ‘machine’ which amounts to the same kind of mythic
subtext found in authors writing wholly within the genre of mythopoeic fantasy.
Wells was a committed Darwinist, having studied under T. H. Huxley.72 His
dystopian visions engage with the Darwinian model of existence, and the
implications of it for the relations of man, nature, and the machine. Wells’
71
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novels enforce humility on man; the fragility of his existence on the planet and
within the contingent scheme of nature is established. Man is presented as
part of, and not separate from, the natural world that science was continually
uncovering. The romantic idea of primitive nature or pre-sociality is not so
naively expressed, perhaps, as in the works of Morris, but the idea of nature
as an ‘other’ to the machine is evident, and a questioning of the ideal of
progress associated with the dominant model of scientific materialism is
clearly apparent.

Progress and degeneration in the work of Wells

In The Time Machine (1895), the Eloi seem to stand for that regression to a
pre-industrial idyll73 created in the art of men like Morris. Indeed, Wells seems
to have been influenced by Morris’ News from Nowhere (1890), the Eloi being
his response.74
When the time traveller arrives in their land, the Eloi respond by ‘carrying a
chain of beautiful flowers’75 to him. They are clearly likened to a primitive
tribes-people. They are said to have about them ‘a certain child-like ease’.76
Their existence is depicted as a pre-industrial, indeed pre-social, idyll: ‘there
were no hedges, no signs of proprietary rights, no evidences of agriculture;
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the whole earth had become a garden’.77 This pastoral Eden that the surface
world has become is one of great fertility, of ‘exuberant richness’,78 matching
the primitive lands of the romance tradition.
If the traveller is at first aware only of the idyll before him, Wells’ real
concern is how it has been achieved; the Morlocks, along with the nearanimalism of the Eloi, are the price. The traveller’s experience serves to
indicate the implausibility of any primitive return for man in Wells’ day. He
looks over this apparent mythic land of primitive abundance some days after
his arrival: ‘here was the same beautiful scene, the same abundant foliage,
the same splendid palaces and magnificent ruins, the same silver river
running between its fertile banks’.79 The difference now is that the traveller is
all too keenly aware of the awful truth literally underlying this landscape. In
their return to a pre-industrial idyll of life, this segment of mankind has
become as farm animals to their subterranean neighbours. This is the
landscape of primitive abundance as seen in Haggard’s Africa. It represents a
desire for primitivism that Wells recognizes and undercuts. He portrays it as
unattainable, or rather the manner of its attainment as unthinkable.
What the traveller thinks at first is an automatic civilization turns out to be
quite different. It has been bought at the price of the Morlocks. The
consequence of the ruling classes of Wells’ time pushing their fellow men ‘out
of ease and sunshine’80 is worked through on Darwinian principles; and those
men return, changed, adapted. They now assert a horrific ascendancy. The
traveller realizes that ‘the upper-world people might once have been the
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favoured aristocracy, and the Morlocks their mechanical servants’,81 but that
now the two races were ‘sliding down towards’82 a new arrangement.
Struggling with the idea of the Morlock’s cannibalism, the traveller comes to
the realization that the Eloi are ‘mere fatted cattle’.83 Bereft of his drive to
progress, Wells seems to say, this is all man amounts to in the Darwinian
scheme of life.
The Eloi, like the ruling classes of Wells’ own time, are perceived to be
‘indolent’84 amid the ‘ruinous splendour’85 of their world. They have ‘decayed’
to a ‘mere beautiful futility’,86 and live lives of ‘indolent serenity’.87 The traveller
suggests that somewhere along the way to this world, the human intellect has
‘committed suicide’.88 Without the guidance of ‘Mother Necessity’, upper-world
man had ‘drifted towards his feeble prettiness, and the underworld to mere
mechanical industry’.89 When they were driven by need to new meat, the
Morlocks began to feed on the Eloi. Their contact with machinery is said to
have left them with ‘more initiative’ than their upper-world counterparts. The
Eloi are seen in the novel as living out a romantic view of a ‘natural’ life, and
the Morlocks as adhering to the artificial world of the machine. It is clearly the
former that Wells sees as more debilitating in Darwinian terms, though always
he recognizes that more moral value is retained in the culture of the Eloi than
that of the Morlocks. In a sense, man’s moral or artistic sensibilities have
failed to overcome his baser nature; he is a product of evolution and cannot
81
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transcend it, and the attempt to do so by this setting up of a perfect security is
a failure, and to Wells clearly misguided.
Wells’ theory runs that life has become secure for the Eloi, and security
engenders feebleness. Civilization is the process that has led to this secure
state; in effect, civilization itself breeds feebleness. The traveller speaks about
the sentiment, already growing in his own time, ‘against fierce maternity,
against passion of all sorts’,90 such things being seen as ‘savage survivals,
discords in a refined and pleasant life’.91 The process of natural selection had
given humanity the ability to alter its conditions; Wells’ nightmare is that the
future will see it react to these altered conditions by losing the drive to
progress through necessity which brought them about, and will so implode.
Thus Wells suggests irony to lie at the heart of the concept of the survival of
the fittest. The monuments of an ‘intellectual age’ are, like the Palace of
Green Porcelain, ‘deserted and falling into ruin’.92 The narrator comments:
‘had I been a literary man I might, perhaps, have moralized upon the futility of
all ambition’.93 Being a literary man, this is what Wells himself is doing. Wells
held to the principles of progress, but was not secure in his hope for it, nor
certain regarding its final destination, and in The Time Machine his vision is a
pessimistic one; all man’s achievements seem doomed in the end.
Wells draws on the anthropological model of primitivism to posit one race,
rather one section of mankind, who have regressed into a kind of effete
primitive state. That section of the human race, the underclass, which has
taken forward the intellectual and scientific achievements of modernity are the
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Morlocks. Wells uses his time-travel motif to pose the debate of primitivism
versus progress, and to take it to its logical extremities. He extrapolates from
the trends of his own time, in the classic mode of science fiction. Humanity, in
the form of the Eloi, has, through the extension of trends in contemporary
civilization and science, essentially conquered nature, effectively eliminating
disease and suffering. However, in response to this very conquest, they have
fallen, becoming passive and effete. This strange paradox is indicative of the
balance between optimism and pessimism evident in Wells’ thought. On one
hand scientific progress is seen as leading to the ‘manhood of the race’,94 in
which ‘men are still men’, and not machines or creatures of decadence and
effeminacy, ‘but with the riddles of our own times and its wearisome problems
solved’,95 as Wells outlines in his ‘epilogue’ to the narrative of The Time
Machine. On the other is this idea of a fall from such a height into base
ignorance and a beast-like existence, occasioned by the very solution of
man’s troubles. The time traveller himself, we are told, ‘thought cheerlessly of
the Advancement of Mankind’, in terms of a ‘growing pile’ of civilization, ‘only
a foolish heaping that must inevitably fall back upon and destroy its makers in
the end’.96 Wells’ narrator can only offer us the solace that we do not know for
certain that this is the worthless end of man’s struggles; but the vision offered
convinces the reader that it is so. The primitive and desolate beach seen at
the end of time, or rather at the end of the world, is populated only by
monstrous crab-like creatures. Man and his civilization have come and gone,
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to no avail.97 Wells’ pessimism is clearly drawn in some degree from the
savage side of nature that Darwinism had exposed, the animality beneath the
face of civilized man. Social Darwinism allows the extension of the
stranglehold of the rich over the poor in The Time Machine, with disastrous
consequences; a return to a primitive existence of a different nature for both
social groups, a regression to animality, ultimately through the proliferation of
science and technological conquest. Essentially the nightmare of The Time
Machine comes to pass in a world that perfects science, but not ethical
development, so that no socialist utopia is created, and the principles of
Darwinistic natural selection are allowed to fight it out to a logical conclusion.
Although rejecting the return to primitive existence that the Eloi in their
artlessness and the Morlocks in their cannibalistic savagery represent, Wells
champions instinct over civilized reason and wildness over security in
accordance with the works of mythopoeic fantasy examined in this study.
Wells certainly wanted to believe in the inevitability of progress, and in its
value, but The Time Machine casts doubt on the ultimate end of it, and a part
of this doubt is based on the fate of nature in the civilising process; ‘things will
move faster and faster towards the subjugation of Nature’.98 This subjugation
has been fully completed in the time that the traveller’s machine comes to
rest. The effect is a sterile natural environment, bereft of danger and disease,
yet in this very quality disastrous for man in the form of the Eloi. Machinery
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has descended under ground and a purposeless, pasteurized nature is left on
the surface. Without the fiercer side of nature, the wild and the dangerous, the
Eloi have lost the hardness or immunity that contact with this provides. The
connection to Wells’ later novel of alien invasion, The War of the Worlds
(1897), is clear. In that novel, mankind is saved by the hard-won immunity he
derived from struggle with bacterial disease. Man is always apparent to Wells
as a part of nature, a part of the great process of natural selection. Wells’
concern is clearly that progress may contravene the process of natural
selection as regulated in nature. Having achieved his ascendancy through
nature, man will now subjugate and subdue that same nature, with unknown
consequences. The Eloi would not have retained such immunity as man of
Wells’ time and that of The War of the Worlds, and, in any case, the bacteria
would not exist in their world to destroy the alien life as it does to end the
Martian invasion of earth.

Wells’ warning: Attack of the machines

In The War of the Worlds, the life-systems of Mars are pitted against our own.
It is made clear that humanity is just a part of life on our planet, albeit the
present zenith of this life. It is, though, the lowly bacteria of our planet that
save us. Wells emphasizes in the novel humanity’s transience and
insignificance in the wider schemes of nature. In contrasting his own banal
activities with the knowledge that the ‘first missile could scarcely have been
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10,000,000 miles away’,99 Wells’ narrator brings home to the reader the
enormity of the universe in comparison to the smallness of the earth, as
science itself had done for the Victorian psyche. It is the ‘infinite
complacency’100 of man regarding his place in the cosmos that Wells seeks to
redress. The arrival of the aliens in the early-twentieth century is ‘the great
disillusionment’.101
It is only nature itself that effectively combats the aliens. Man’s religious
conviction is blown away, as are his guns and his entire civilization. One of
the prevalent themes of The War of the Worlds is the destruction not only of
the physical effects of man’s civilization and urban culture, but also the social
and psychological disintegration of humanity. Men are led only for a short time
by ‘the disintegrating organ of government’.102 Humanity begins reverting to a
pre-social state in a ‘swift liquefaction of the social body’.103 The reactions of
‘civilized’ society demonstrate the thinness of this veneer of culture, and
society disintegrates swiftly, the ordinary ‘dovetailing’104 seamlessly with the
chaotic. Darwinian savagery returns, and Wells’ narrator himself is soon
guided by primal fear and the instinct of self-preservation. His ‘war fever’105
emphasizes both his ignorance of the alien threat and his closeness in nature
to the ‘beasts that perish’,106 a proximity suggested of man in the opening
sentences of The War of the Worlds. The narrator records the ‘savage
struggle’107 that occurs over places on the special evacuation trains. Later he
99
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speaks of people being ‘trampled and crushed’, fighting ‘savagely’108 in their
efforts at self-preservation. The newspaper seller appears to the narrator as a
‘grotesque mingling of profit and panic’,109 prefiguring the man who is
trampled while scrabbling in the dust for his fallen money.110 At this point, the
refugees from the wreckage of London become a mass, a mob of animal-like
beings on the lanes of the English countryside. The prey of the Martian
invaders, they are seen by the narrator’s brother to have ‘merged their
individuality…in a receding multitude that was swallowed up at last in a cloud
of dust’.111 We are told that ‘as they grew hungry the rights of property ceased
to be regarded’.112 Of his own savagery towards the curate, the narrator
argues that ‘those who have been under the shadow, who have gone down at
last to elemental things, will have a wider charity’.113 Man in The War of the
Worlds is stripped back to the elemental.
Men are made to become ‘like burnt meat’.114 They are elsewhere
compared to ‘ants’,115 an image supported by the later description of the
refugee columns as ‘a swarming of black dots’.116 They are the product of the
‘rout of civilization’.117 The artilleryman later puts it that the beaten humans
are now like ‘eatable ants’.118 It is in this context that the narrator cuttingly
points out that the Martian’s eating habits are no more intrinsically barbaric
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than ours in the eye of an ‘intelligent rabbit’.119 Men are reduced to the level of
such an animal. They, the hunter, become the hunted. The narrator himself,
on behalf of his race, suffers ‘a sense of dethronement, a persuasion that I
was no longer a master, but an animal amongst the animals’.120
The Lisbon earthquake of 1755, which devastated the city, is invoked.121
This event had shaken faith in a beneficent god, and it is not accidental that
this reference opens the chapter that introduces the curate. The universe,
Lisbon seemed to suggest, was subject to its own laws that were not ordered
to man’s benefit. Through the figure of the curate, organized religion is shown
to be just a fragile facet of civilization, disintegrating with society. The curate is
one of ‘those weak souls’ who ‘face neither God nor man, who face not even
themselves’.122 He is a man largely devoid of reason, a state that only
increases through the advent of the aliens.123 He is said to be driven to ‘the
very verge of his reason’,124 his faith shattered. Wells seems to imply that faith
in a beneficent god and a universe ordered for man is on the verge of reason
already. Eventually the curate is robbed of ‘all vestiges of reason or
forethought’.125 He sinks ‘to the level of an animal’.126 In a Frazerian flaw of
psychology, he ‘thought his weak tears in some way efficacious’.127 He
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provides a stark contrast to the heightened intelligence represented by the
aliens; he suffers the ‘complete overthrow of his intelligence’.128
The emotionless, mechanical Martians contrast with the weak emotion of
the curate,129 and the ‘storms of emotion’130 of the narrator. The Martians
represent the kind of life the Morlock-side of man might become, having
utterly subjugated nature. The Martian intelligence may be greater than that of
man, but crucially is ‘as mortal as his own’.131 The aliens are part of the same
scheme of nature as man himself. They come from one of the ‘older worlds of
space’,132 and thus represent a possible future for scientific man himself.
Intellect, as cultivated by the Martians, is associated with a hardening of the
heart, a lessening of emotion, much as is the mechanical prowess of the
Morlocks. Wells perceived the danger for the thought process in the
mechanising of society. The aliens have ‘brightened their intellects, enlarged
their powers, and hardened their hearts’.133 They represent the possessive
‘other’ that man through scientism might become.134 Having realized that the
alien tripods are no ‘mere insensate machine[s]’,135 the narrator finds himself
comparing them to ‘human machines’.136 This is indeed what they represent
to Wells; the extension of the idea of human scientific progress into the
marriage of animal and machine. The contrast of the ungainly Martians with
their mechanical apparatus leads the narrator to question whether the aliens
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are ‘indeed the living of the two things’.137 The line of machine and animal life
is blurred. It is clear too that the Martians have evolved from some lower form
to a position ‘above all these organic fluctuations of mood and emotion’.138
They are beings who have extended the intellectual faculties at the expense
of the emotional and physical faculties, and who rely entirely on the machine.
They have extended the faculty of reason at the expense of their animality.
They are, in this regard, also without the difference, and hence the emotions,
of sex.139 In the novel Wells refers to his own earlier work, citing a ‘certain
speculative writer’ who ‘did forecast for man a final structure not unlike the
actual Martian condition’. 140 The Martians have become effectively
mechanical, they represent the ultimate functionality of the machine, devoid of
emotion. They had in an earlier stage of evolution suppressed the ‘animal side
of the organism by the intelligence’.141 This is the fate that Wells sees for
humans, drawn from the extension of the contemporary idea of progress. Our
guns and other mechanical devices are just the start of an evolution towards
the Martian reliance on, and perfection of, mechanical life.142 Only the
‘essential’ or functional parts of the human being would be allowed to remain
by natural selection.143 This is the logical end of the process, and Wells
foresees the potential horror of that end. For ‘without the body the brain
would, of course, become a mere selfish intelligence, without any of the
emotional substratum of the human being’.144
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It is this wondrous functionality of the Martian world that has seen the
eradication of decay and associated micro-organisms; and in this, of course,
lies the downfall of the Martians in contact with the less purely functional and
mechanically ordered world of humanity, since:

…by the toll of a billion deaths man has bought his birthright of the
earth…For neither do men live nor die in vain.145

Wells is concerned with the idea of the machine as the model for human
behaviour and the negatives of this. As an alternative, Wells offers a vision of
the future of man purely as an animal, farmed under the mechanical
intelligence of the aliens. It seems a divide similar to that of the Eloi and the
Morlocks exists on the Martians’ planet. Their prey there is described as
‘bipeds’, about six feet high, with round heads and large eyes.146 It is clear
that these are what humans might become if dominated by the Martians for
any length of time. It is in opposition to this fate that the artilleryman offers a
return to primitive wildness. However, Wells does not give unqualified support
to his kind of primitive return.
The artilleryman argues that ‘civilization’ is ‘all over’.147 He calls on a
Nietzschean energy to drive his idea of taking man back to the ways of
animals, and also brings out the idea that the weak in society have succeeded
in disempowering the strong.148 He seems to provide a possibility of a genuine
break with civilization as we know it, a kind of primitive return. He feels this
clearing of civilization will amount to a return to ‘real life again’.149 The
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artilleryman is willing to allow the farming of the less resistant humans while
others survive through making their society small and unnoticed, delving holes
into the hills. He would have man as a wild animal, and relishes the loss of the
‘Royal Academy of Arts’.150 However, he says that the survival of the race is
‘nothing in itself’, and is only worthwhile in the ‘handing on of knowledge’.151
By this, though, he means ‘science books’152 rather than arts. It seems clear
that in this way the human race would take a dark turn towards the Morlocks
of The Time Machine, while the presence of the aliens would create an Eloilike race of docile farm animals above ground. The possibility of a happy
return to primitivism with the artillery man soon seeming an undesirable
impossibility to him, the narrator is moved ‘near akin to tears’153 by the idea
that his city can be lived in once more, that civilized life may resume. He
concludes that the invasion has fortuitously ‘robbed us of that serene
confidence in the future which is the most fruitful source of decadence’,154
while it has also acted as a catalyst to the advance of science, and also
promoted the idea of a ‘commonweal of mankind’.155 Wells does not call for a
return to primitivism, rather for the continuation of ‘progress’, but he warns
about the danger of the unrestrained domination of the ‘natural’ by the
artificial, of the animal by the machine, emotion and instinct by intelligence.
The War of the Worlds offers a mythic realignment of man with nature.
Nature operates in the novel as an ‘other’ to the mechanical Martian
invaders. The English countryside is attacked, and the natural world is not
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seen as unresponsive; seemingly aware of the great struggle that is
commencing, it responds with a mighty storm.156 The storm seems to
represent chaos and disorder, Wells’ bugbear. It also highlights nature as a
force beyond the control of man. Man is thrown in conjunction with his
environment into this literal and metaphorical storm. Wells’ narrator tells us
that ‘the trees about me shivered with the first intimation of the storm that was
upon me’.157 Nature is used by Wells as a contrast to the mechanical
destruction. It is in the wilderness, or as near to this as there is available in the
English counties in which Wells locates his tale, that escape from the Martians
is found.
Wells repeatedly stresses the wanton destruction of nature under the
Martians, the subjugation of it beneath their mechanical intelligence; the pine
tree ‘shivered to fragments’158 by the arrival of the aliens, the young trees
destroyed by the giant tripods ‘smashing them aside’,159 the ‘blackened and
smoking arcades that had been but a day ago pine spinneys’.160 Under the
alien dominion of the English landscape, the woods are turned into ‘but the
scarred and blackened ruins of woods’,161 which have now ‘dark-brown foliage
instead of green’. The connection to the mythic pattern of the decay of nature
and its resurrection is clear. More significantly still, it is nature itself rather than
man that brings about redemption, a return to fertile greenness. Nature is
apparently fragile in the face of the mechanical intelligence of the invaders,
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but also proves durable, triumphing in the denouement of the novel, where
man’s own scientific and religious redoubts fail.
In both The War of the Worlds and The Time Machine, as in the works of
mythopoeic fantasy focused on in this study, man is reduced in importance in
the wider scheme of nature and redefined in his relations with the natural
world. Wells raises the value of wildness, without advocating a disavowal of
progress or return to primitive savagery. He seems to take a stand against the
machine as an arbiter of value, without rejecting scientific advance. The
redemptive power of nature, common to works of mythopoeic fantasy, is at
the heart of these mythically structured works of science fiction. Wild nature
operates as a redemptive force, in opposition to machine and intellect,
specifically against the secure functionality which the machine represented to
Wells, and which he saw as the ultimate bane of mankind. Wells’ parables of
post-Darwinian man draw on the same romance tradition of storytelling that
underpins the works of fantasy in this study, and are likewise influenced by
anthropological models of culture and primitivism in their treatment of nature
as a theme. Accordingly his tales stand in a similarly sceptical relation to
dominant ideas of progress, in spite of his apparent commitment to that ideal.
Wells engages in his own mythopoesis. He takes a Darwinian scheme of
nature that is frightening in its very mechanical quality, and gives it mythic
power in opposition to the spectre of the machine.
Wells, despite his reputation as a writer of science fiction, is mythopoeic in
impulse, and joins Morris and Dunsany in presenting a clearly identifiable
conceptual model of nature, which this thesis contends to lie at the heart of
the fiction of Haggard, Lindsay, and Tolkien. It seems that these writers,
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engaged in various degrees in mythopoesis, and often directly drawing on
mythic sources, were influenced, through the anthropology and mythography
of the late Victorian period, in conceiving understandings of myth and nature
in which the former exists interdependently with the latter. These writers gave
expression to a common romantic desire for the spiritualization of existence in
the face of the de-spiritualization apparent in the shift to modernity,
specifically the movement to a culture orientated around the machine. The
background of thought common to these works equated a return of spirit with
recourse to the mythic, and in turn with a revivifying contact with nature.
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CONCLUSION: THE MYTHOPOESIS OF NATURE IN MYTHOPOEIC
FANTASY

This thesis has not set out to provide an exhaustive examination of the entire
genre of early British fantasy, but has instead concerned itself with several
case studies. By focusing on apparently disparate writers, uncommonly
grouped together, and published over a wide timescale, this study has
attempted to suggest an association through fundamental ideas rather than
through direct influence. It has been possible to trace a shared conceptual
base pertaining to the exponents of early British fantasy up to the epiphany of
Tolkien’s work, which itself set in place the structural and symbolical tenets so
heavily drawn on by many later writers of fantasy. It has been indicated
through this study that Tolkien was not unprecedented in his anti-modernism,
his conception of the relation of myth to ‘truth’ and its redemptive purpose,
and his employment of nature as a signifier in opposition to the apparent
modern despiritualization of the material universe. Rather, Tolkien’s work falls
into a genre of mythopoeic fantasy which drew on the substance of ancient
myth, and more crucially the idea of myth as a mode of expression arising
through a synthesis of romantic and anthropological thought in the lateVictorian era in response to the modern condition. This idea of the mythic
mode led the authors in this thesis to present a common vision of nature as a
concept. These works show a shared anti-modernity in viewpoint, and they
draw on the mythic, the magical, the natural, and the spiritual in opposition to
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the realist, the mechanical, the artificial, and the material. At the heart of
mythopoeic fantasy is a vision of a ‘far green country’.1
This study has focused on what it describes as ‘mythopoeic fantasy’, works
of fantastic fiction that engage with, feature or emulate myth, or are written
according to a certain understanding of myth and the process and function of
myth-making. It contends that those writers choosing to use this means of
expression were active in developing the myth of an alternative tradition to
scientific materialism that had been created in Victorian anthropological
conceptions of pre-sociality, and accordingly offer presentations of nature as a
focal mythic symbol of ‘otherness’ to scientific materialism, and
simultaneously as a symbol of redemptive regeneration. This thesis gives
weight, in comprehending the works of these writers, to an understanding of
the late-Victorian viewpoint regarding nature, arguing that through
anthropological representations of the ‘primitive’, the romantic idea of a presocial state of grace, based on the idea of a lost unity of man and nature,
equating to a lost unity of spirit and matter, found its way into the literary
sphere. This viewpoint was seized upon by those writers who found
themselves in opposition to modernity, and the fantasy novel was taken up as
their mode of expression, being an alternative to realism, and akin to myth in
its relation to ‘truth’. Myth had become seen as connected to magical thought,
the supposed thought process of primitive man, the concept of a mode of
thinking capable of expressing the erstwhile unity inherent to man and his
universe, perceived lost in the scientific age. This perception of the primitive
mind, and of the associated function of mythopoesis, is central in ordering the
1
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ideational structures of the works in question, particularly in their presentation
of nature as a conceptual motif.
The apparently retrogressive viewpoint of the authors examined here is
explained by the impact of the ideas of myth and primitivism emerging into
mainstream thought from embryonic anthropological science. The reverence
for antiquity appears ubiquitous; contact with an ancient spirituality in
Haggard’s African adventures, the elegaic presentation of an older, mythical
world by Tolkien, Lindsay’s concept of the ‘ancient’ and his prehistoric mother
goddess, the ancient ‘wisdom’ sought in Morris’ mediaevalized worldscapes,
and the dwindling magic of antiquity craved by Dunsany. The world of
‘primitive’ man gave ‘ancientness’ a symbolic value for these authors. In their
mythopoesis of the natural, they commonly present the prehistoric as a state
in which man and nature were in unified harmony, in opposition to the
disharmony of the modern condition. Culture appears in these works to be a
process of disrupting the original conjunction of man and nature. Through
Frazer and his fellow anthropologists, the idea of a pre-social state of grace
came to inhabit the late-Victorian consciousness. This myth was centred
round the notion that a unity of mind and matter, of the thinking human mind
and the universe, had been lost to man as he progressed though history. It
became one perception of the shift to the scientific age in man’s development
that it had entailed a break in this alignment. To the exponents of mythopoeic
fantasy, this original unity of spirit and matter had indeed been lost in
modernity, and needed reclamation, to be achieved through revitalizing
contact with the spirit of the natural world.
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If Frazer had hoped that science marked an end to religion, these writers
drew on Frazerian conceptions of the primitive to restore the idea of a cosmos
pervaded by spirit. A pantheistic paganism is widely represented, in place of
monotheism, as representative of the desired unity of spirit and matter, body
and soul, man and the natural world. This is seen at the heart of the ‘wisdom’
that Morris set as the object of quest in his romances, so too in the work of
Haggard, who repeatedly presents the idea of a lost pre-social connection
with the spiritual. In Tolkien’s work, despite his personal monotheism, the idea
of decline from a spiritualized natural world is a major feature of his
mythopoesis, and the same idea is identifiable in Lindsay’s writing, most
clearly in his representation of the cult of the Great Mother in Devil’s Tor. The
ancient roots of religion are looked to as providing an image of unity with
nature that could stand in opposition to modernity and the scientific. The
anthropological representation of primitive man was drawn upon to create a
romantic myth of mind in synthesis with nature, and the spiritual benefit of this
for man.
The controlling concept in the work of Tolkien is that of ‘fall’, the notion of
falling away from interaction with an ultimate, spiritualized reality. It is the
association of nature as opposed to culture or science with such a state that
explains its position as a redemptive symbol in mythopoeic fantasy. As nature
is associated with this pre-fall state by Tolkien, so it is linked in Dunsany’s
tales with the enchantment that is perceived to be constantly dwindling as
history moves on. The traditional connection of the world of Faery and the
natural world is emphasized in these works. Tolkien’s vision of ‘reenchantment’, like Dunsany’s, is bound up with the idea of realigning man in
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his relations with nature. Man’s loss of contact with a spiritualized universe is
expressed simultaneously through the loss of the magical world of elves and
faeries and the loss of understanding of the natural world. In Lindsay’s ‘Great
Mother’ and Morris’ lost ‘wisdom’ of the ancient pagans, the association of
nature, myth and the spiritual is made clear. The mythic and the natural are
brought together into symbolic union.
The image of nature arising in late-Victorian period was not purely
associated with lost spirituality, however, and tension regarding the symbolic
value of nature is ubiquitous throughout these works. Against the romantic
view of pre-sociality with which nature had come to be associated, Darwinian
theory and Frazerian anthropology had also created the spectre of the
animality of man, and the savageness of his ‘natural’ state. In the works of H.
G. Wells we have a clear expression of man’s animality and the dangers of
savagery lurking beneath the civilized skin of man; but here, too, the natural
emerges as a redemptive symbol in opposition to cultural and scientific
progress. Haggard, likewise, is caught between the idea of nature as
something to be dominated and suppressed by his white explorers, and
something to be regarded in the context of redemptive spiritual experience.
Similarly, an apprehension of the dual face of nature is strongly present in
Lindsay’s work. Lindsay offers a stronger sense of ambivalence regarding the
symbolic value of the natural world; in as far as nature relates to matter and
physicality it is associated by Lindsay with the ‘volitional’ will, and considered
‘vulgar’, but, conversely, Lindsay ultimately associates nature with his
conception of the ‘sublime’, the higher will, the truth beyond the world of
primary existence. Original unity has been lost by the fall into matter, which is
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simultaneously the fall into volitional will. Wild or primitive nature has the
capacity to bring man closer towards contact with this ‘truth’, the ‘sublime’. It is
the association of nature with spirit rather than with materiality that allows for
its redemptive role in Lindsay’s work, as is the case in the wider sphere of
mythopoeic fantasy. Nature was salvaged from Darwinian struggle through its
association with myth. It became symbolic of the pre-fallen state that myth
represented. A common idea in the fantasy of this study is that desire for
possession of the natural world has seen man fall from his prehistoric
connection to nature and correlatively to spiritual truth. This same possessive
desire is seen to be driving the struggle at the heart of Darwinian ‘nature’;
consequently this latter conception of nature could be associated with a fallen,
modern, materialist position, while the romantic idea of nature as mystically
connected with a spiritual truth beyond this worldly power struggle could be
maintained.
In Tolkien’s work and that of Haggard, as well as that of Lindsay, we find
the clear expression of the idea that contact with wild or primitive nature, as
opposed to tame and pretty nature or the ‘garden’, has a redemptive function
in the sense of bringing man closer to spiritual truth. It is here that an
understanding of the union of the mythic and the natural is significant. The
concept of the ‘magical thought’ of primitive man had encouraged ideas that
myth was a mode for carrying spiritual truth. Tolkien expressed the idea most
fully in his essay ‘On Fairy-Stories’ and the associated poem ‘Mythopoeia’,
which conceives myth to provide spiritual truth on an entirely different level to
scientific truth. Fantasy of this mythopoeic variety attempts, aided by its antirealist mode, to realign the mental or spiritual and physical worlds which are
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represented in its ideational structures by ‘spirit’ and ‘matter’. Nature is seen
as not exclusively matter, but also spirit. These modern myth-makers had this
aim in mind; to approach ‘truth’, which they saw in a unification of matter and
spirit. It is this that acts as a common creative driver in this genre, and which
explains the similarity of the works in this study in terms of presentation of
nature and physical environment. They amount to mythopoeic expressions of
the recovery of a lost faculty of spiritual unity posited to have existed in the
primitive mind, to be achieved through contact with nature.
Mythopoesis, in this conception, is itself endowed with a redemptive
function, as Tolkien expresses in his theory of ‘recovery’. Tolkien represents a
culmination of this theme in fantasy; his is a conscious working out of a
mythopoesis based on a theory of myth as an operative force in achieving
‘recovery’, which gives a regenerative role to nature. Tolkien’s ‘recovery’ is
about re-enchantment, the same theme that orders Dunsany’s work on an
ideational level. The notion of revivifying contact with a mythic past used to
effect a revelation and recovery of humanity is also precisely the theme of
Lindsay’s Devil’s Tor. Dunsany adumbrates the idea of ‘recovery’ in his tales,
which lament the loss of contact with the magic of the Faery world. His works
synthesize the idea of Faery and the idea of nature, in accordance with the
concept that what is being lost is a mental state of contact with spiritual truth
which both represent. This shared theme of the loss of contact with the world
of Faery is symbolic of the demythologization of nature as man’s mythic
sensibility diminishes; mythopoeic fantasy contends that recovery is
necessary, and requires a renewed perception of spirit in the material world.
Tolkien’s idea of ‘recovery’ through the operations of fairy-story co-joins his
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presentation of nature, in which the natural is a mythic force of redemption set
against the power relations of civilization and the image of the machine to
which they correlate.
The idea of a lost unity of spirit and matter became associated with the
natural through anthropological models of primitivism, as the scientific
became synonymous with culture and artificiality. This is expressed across
the range of novels in this study as a pervasive polemic against modernity,
often in the form of the machine. The natural acts as an antithesis of the
machine age, standing for supposed primitive freedom against the artificial
restraints imposed by society, a society itself seeming increasingly to rely
upon, and resemble the structure of, the machine. The result is a trend in
mythopoeic fantasy to the presentation of the idea of revitalization through
contact with wild nature.
In context of this opposition to artificiality, it is nature in the form of
wilderness or wildness that is portrayed as redemptive in the work of Lindsay,
Haggard, and Tolkien, and which is associated with the mythic and spiritual. It
is the quality of ‘otherness’ to the social and cultural that is attractive in this
aspect of the natural world, as opposed to the image of cultivated nature or
the ‘garden’. It is crucially separate from man, not possessed by him. It is not
of his culture, or ruled by the innovations of his science. Industrialization and
scientism seemed to offer the spectre of man in total, and apparently
unhealthy, domination of the natural world. The correlative of this was the
perception, occurring through the deconstruction of religious certainties
resulting from the impact of Darwinian theory, that man was now bereft of a
place in a spiritualized cosmic order. Mythopoeic fantasy seems to be
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pervaded with the sense of this, and the desire to address it; repeatedly we
see man humbled, and put into a renewed relation with nature in which the
latter is no longer subordinate. Man’s aggrandizement through science, and
the associated diminishment of the idea of a spiritual force behind existence,
offered the spectre of a society mutating into the image of a machine. In the
work of Wells in particular, we can clearly identify the fear that humanity itself
will become mechanized, that machines will come to think and take human
decisions, that nature will be superseded as a process. The fear is evidently
that the very naturalness of the human condition will be eroded, and that man
will become purely a being of culture, science, and artificiality. The implication
is that he will, through this transition, lose, along with his animality or
naturalness, his spirit, indeed his humanity. It is this loss as opposed to the
loss of a physical pre-industrial past that is lamented.
The mythopoeic fantasy of this study is not driven by the desire for
romantic escape or regressive withdrawal, but rather the desire for action on
the level of the social psyche. The concept of nature is presented as a symbol
of opposition to modernity and specifically the scientific age, representing an
alternative tradition of thinking and being, drawn from Frazerian ideas of
primitivism and the mythic age. The correlation of the mode of fantasy to
‘magical thought’, as opposed to the association of realism to modernity and
rationalist scientism, made it an apposite vehicle for such expression. The
writers examined in this thesis are alike in advocating a renewed relationship
of man and the natural world. These works are mythopoeic visions drawing on
the structures, symbolism, and material of myth to provide a modern myth of
regenerative contact with nature, built upon the desire to revitalize and re-
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spiritualize society in the modern age. The discourse on the primitive and the
natural that is found within the works of Haggard, Lindsay, and Tolkien is of
absolute importance in comprehending the ideational structures and purpose
of the mythopoeic fantasy of this period.
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